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ABSTRACT
East Tennessee was romanticized by 19th-century writers as an unchanging, rural society.
The stigma of a non-consumer, frontier culture persisted, questioning the ability of East
Tennessee residents to access consumer goods during the frontier period. By using multiple lines
of evidence, historical archaeology is well-positioned to study frontier access and consumerism
through a world systems approach in East Tennessee during the late 18th and early 19th centuries.
Three frontier-era East Tennessee homesteads were chosen to conduct ceramic analyses
as a beginning point of understanding consumer access. Ramsey House, Bell site, and Exchange
Place were each occupied beginning in the late 18th century and continued into the first quarter of
the 19th century. Period newspaper advertisements were examined for type of available
merchandise, consumer goods’ originating city, presence of ceramics, and items accepted for
exchange. One Knoxville store’s day books were also examined to compile the purchases made
by East Tennessee residents during three-month periods over three separate years.
The results of examining household ceramics, newspaper advertisements, and day book
transactions suggest frontier-era East Tennessee residents were unfairly portrayed as
disconnected, non-consumers. The ceramic assemblages revealed a high percentage of imported,
refined earthenwares, along with porcelain and local coarse wares. The diversity of vessel forms
and decorations attest to availability and consumer choice. General merchandise stores were
open to Knoxville-area residents in the 1790s and continued to flourish in the 19th century;
selling an assortment of groceries, tablewares, fabrics, and hardware. Merchants advertised their
goods from East Coast and European cities. The Park store carried and sold ceramics to a broad
customer base, accepting cash and “country produce” as exchange items.
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Frontier East Tennessee cannot be placed into a fictitious history. Settlers in this region
were able to participate in a commercial society within a globalized world. They were affected
by European wars and decisions made in Washington D.C. Consumerism and globalization may
be expressed differently in the 21st century, but past frontier families cannot be discounted or
romanticized. They were progressive capitalists who promoted a world economic system through
their purchases.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Thesis
Material objects have the ability to tell a poignant story and reveal unknown details about
an individual or family and their regional, national, and global relationships. Historical
archaeology specializes in the material remains of past lives and is able to reach into the confines
of history not recorded in books. Material goods can be used to understand an endless number of
topics within historical archaeology, including: gender relationships (Gibb and King 1999;
Stinson 1999; Wilkie 2010), African American slavery (Samford 1996; Heath 1999a, 1999b;
Ellis and Ginsburg 2010), frontier settlements (Miller and Hurry 1983; McBride 1992; Young
2000; Wettstaed 2003), wealth and status (Pogue 1993; Leone et al. 2005; Brighton 2009),
identity (Voss 2008; Shields 2009; Shackel 2011), and consumer habits (Fennell 2003; Groover
2003; Kruczek-Aaron 2007; Martin 2008; Miller 2010; Mullins 2011). The goods people acquire,
use, and discard during their lives provide details about the consumer climate in which they
lived. Ceramics, especially, are a useful artifact as they retain archaeologically “readable” traits
after discard and burial.
This thesis seeks to contribute to the conversation of historical archaeology generally and
to an understanding of rural consumer practices within frontier East Tennessee specifically. The
purpose is to understand the level of global interconnectedness of East Tennessee residents by
examining three historical ceramic assemblages, local newspaper advertisements, and the day
books of a Knoxville store. Questions posed by the thesis include: 1. Did East Tennessee settlers
have access to markets selling consumer goods? 2. How and where did they purchase consumer
goods, namely ceramics? 3. Where did the ceramics come from and how did they arrive in East
1

Tennessee? 4. Which ceramic types and decoration styles were available to rural East Tennessee
residents? 5. How do the three ceramic assemblages differ and what might that mean for
consumer practices? “Archaeology presents us with the physical manifestations of invoices,
advertisements, and price-fixing lists” (Barker 2001:83), and when used together, these sources
(material culture and historical documentation) provide scholars with an incredible portrait of
past lifeways.
Regional Context
Site specific histories within a regional context offer a fuller picture of life in the past
when compared with general histories highlighting wealthy politicians and battle victories. The
history of East Tennessee is often paired with or assumed under Appalachian studies, which can
mute the uniqueness of the area. Studies of Appalachia or histories of the region often
concentrate on the poverty and “backwardness” of the area without highlighting the “normality”
or assets the area offers. The stereotypes of the residents in Appalachia, and therefore East
Tennessee, have lessened over the last several decades, thanks to scholars who have concentrated
their research on explaining, not demeaning, the lifeways of its residents (Young 2000; Finger
2001; Horning 2002; Groover 2003; Faulkner 2008; Banker 2010). In some respects this thesis
also sets out to contribute to the scholarship dispelling the supposed “backwardness” of frontier
settlers in 18th-and 19th-century East Tennessee.
Small, mostly rural communities are commonly fodder for urban myths about the
inability for residents to live in the most modern aspects of the larger culture. One might assume
all of the new ideas, processes, and latest fashions begin in metropolitan areas, leaving smaller,
rural communities watered-down versions of societies’ fashionable ideas and consumer goods.
2

Every community makes contributions to the larger society and culture, albeit usually in small,
specific ways. Communities are not isolated places free from the influences of urban centers.
This interconnectivity is not only true in the modern, technologically savvy world, but also for
generations before the current one, who found ways to participate in aspects of metropolitan
society. Rural communities and families maintained connections to other cities and urban areas,
allowing them to stay abreast of current fashion (Larkin 1994; Stinson 1999; Young 2000;
Wettstaed 2003; Martin 2008).
Relevance of Ceramics
Ceramics were chosen to analyze because they are recoverable from all types of
archaeological sites, they have quantitative and qualitative value, they are time sensitive, and
have generalized or prescribed monetary values. The continuity of ceramics from prehistoric,
historic, and modern times creates a sense of familiarity with the objects or broken sherds. The
fashions and styles within ceramics have ebbed and flowed like any other cultural object,
continuing to be created, used, and displayed. Ann Smart Martin credits some of a ceramic
vessel’s inherent worth to its relationship to food. “Since food is elemental to life - and its
processing and sharing a basic cultural form - the pots and dishes in which it is prepared and
served can have a deep, hidden significance” (2001:30). Using ceramics as insight into a
particular culture, region, or family reveals more than someone’s choice of color or pattern.
Ceramics speak to the types of foods consumed, participation in the tea ritual, physical and
financial access to material goods, the level of consumption, presence of local potteries and
markets, technology of manufacturing, and site occupation length (Smith and Rogers 1979;
Miller and Hurry 1983; Riordan and Adams 1985; Carpentier and Rickard 2001; Kruczek-Aaron
3

2007). The types of ceramics recovered from an historical archaeological site will likely indicate
global involvement in ceramic manufacture or market redistribution. Historical archaeologists
have moved beyond creating ware-type lists and sherd counts to asking myriad questions about
the role ceramics played in daily life across multiple scales of use. These questions include:
understanding consumption patterns between countries (Ewins 2008), creating price lists as a
baseline for consumer spending on ceramics (Miller 2000), explaining consumer habits through
access as opposed to only economic status (Miller and Hurry 1983), unraveling the impact of
global events on local consumption (Miller and Earls 2008), critiquing analytical frameworks
(Klein 1991), assessing urban ethnicity and poverty (Brighton 2001), interpreting agency among
enslaved Africans and African Americans (Heath 1999a, 1999b; Galle 2006), identifying
household layers within a midden (Breen 2003), and tracing the changing nature of gender roles
within 19th-century America (Wall 1994).
Archaeological Sites
Ceramic assemblages selected from Ramsey House, Bell site, and Exchange Place were
chosen for analysis because of their contemporaneity, spatial proximity, compatibility, and
accessibility. Ramsey House (40KN120) and Bell site (40KN202) are located in Knoxville,
Tennessee (Knox County), and Exchange Place (40SL22) is located in Kingsport, Tennessee
(Sullivan County). Site occupations began in the late 18th century and continued until at least
1830. The Bell site was the only one to have a specific end occupation date for its inhabitants and
the dwelling itself: 1834 (Stinson 1999). Other families, besides the Ramseys, lived at Swan
Pond, but the later occupations do not concern this research. The same situation applies to
Exchange Place, as it was owned by several families during the 19th and 20th centuries.
4

The Ramsey House and Bell site are situated approximately nine miles apart. Both were
located outside of Knoxville in rural areas during the late 18th and early 19th centuries, but both
had access to roads bordering their properties. Exchange Place is located 100 miles northeast of
Knoxville in Sullivan County, Tennessee, but has been connected to the city since the early 19th
century via Rutledge Pike/US Highway 11 West (Folmsbee 1946b:92; Patton 1976:185-186).
The ceramics recovered from the Ramsey and Bell sites that are applicable to this
research, number in the thousands, while Exchange Place contributed a few hundred. Exchange
Place may be an outlier because of its lower ceramic sherd count, but the site was included to
offer greater insight into the region. The results from Knox County could be used to generate
ideas about East Tennessee, but the conclusions would be less representative.
Curated Collections
Ramsey House, Bell site, and Exchange Place were also chosen for research due to their
curated status. All three sites were excavated several years ago and are currently in storage. A
problem within the general field of archaeology is research, curation, and accessibility after
excavation. Money is not always requested in grants or written into contracts for collections’
research, analysis, and storage. Correct curation for artifacts is often overlooked in crowded lab
spaces and university storage. Previously excavated sites easily become forgotten if they are
stored with little accessibility or information. Using curated collections for research projects
builds on an existing data set and allows archaeologists to fill in knowledge gaps from previous
years or decades. If archaeology is to advance public knowledge through the full story of
historical accounts and material culture, then collections should be researched, presented, and
curated in a manner that allows the public to learn. Hidden knowledge or dusty artifacts do not
5

serve the public interest or the academic community. Even when research from a site has been
published, there is still room for a new set of ideas to be tested against the material culture.
Previously excavated sites with preliminary research allow later researchers time to more fully
examine their own topic.
Assemblages from Ramsey House, Bell site, and Exchange Place have all been subjected
to varying degrees of research. None of the sites’ artifacts languished un-researched on dusty
shelves. Dr. Charles Faulkner, now Professor Emeritus at the University of Tennessee, conducted
the majority of research surrounding Ramsey House. Books, theses, journal articles, and
conference papers are evidence of the work of Dr. Faulkner and his students. These published
materials were produced from the years of archaeological and historical work completed at
Ramsey House and have the potential to serve the public and academia. The historical and
archaeological record of Ramsey House is a rich data set that can support continued research on
a number of topics within historical archaeology (Patterson 1998; Faulkner 2000, 2001, 2003,
2008).
Bell site’s research pedigree is less well known than Ramsey House, but still boasts a
thesis, newsletter, and report (Faulkner 1997; Stinson 1998, 1999). While Ramsey House served
as a research site and summer field school for University of Tennessee archaeologists, Bell site
was excavated originally as a salvage operation. Dr. Charles Faulkner did conduct one summer
field season following the initial recovery of some archaeological material. Thomas Stinson also
wrote his Master’s Thesis on Bell site’s 1997 excavation materials (1999). The Bell site was
occupied for considerably less time than the Ramsey House, and yielded significantly fewer
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artifacts. The time depth at Bell site lasted a few decades and is therefore a good site for research
questions with a tight temporal focus.
The owners of Exchange Place contacted archaeologists in the 1970s to better understand
the layout of the original farm for building restoration (South 1980). The site now serves the
public as a living, interactive farm from the 1850s. Archaeological tests were conducted several
times since the late 1970s to understand structure placement and roads. Summer field
excavations were also conducted by students of Tennessee’s Governor's school, aided by
University of Tennessee graduate students from 1995-1998. Dale Owens Jr. produced the
majority of the written material on Exchange Place, including a thesis, site report, and a
conference paper (Owens 1996, 1997, 1998). The artifacts included in this thesis resulted from
the 1997 excavation of the kitchen.
Methods
Historical archaeologists use a variety of tools and sources. Access to and use of the
written word and its vast collection of sources separates historical archaeology from the parent
field of study. The combination of documents and artifacts provides a more balanced picture of a
specific culture than either does by itself. While the ceramic artifact catalogue provided the bulk
of information used to answer the above goals, newspaper advertisements and a merchant’s day
books provided a very necessary component as well.
Re:Discovery software was used to catalogue the ceramic sherds from Ramsey House
and Bell site along with the newspaper advertisements. All of the data were exported into a
Numbers’ spreadsheet. Exchange Place artifacts were previously cataloged by Dr. Barbara Heath
and were provided to the author as a spreadsheet (2012, pers. comm.). Ceramic sherds were
7

noted by location, count, class, sub-class, vessel category, ware, form, decoration, manufacturing
technique, color, post-manufacture modification, completeness, measure of sherd or diameter,
and unit/level number. The historic ceramic study collection within the Charles H. Faulkner
Historical Archaeology Lab in the Anthropology Department at the University of Tennessee was
used to determine several characteristics for each sherd, such as: sub-class (refined/coarse
earthenwares, stoneware, porcelain), vessel category (hollowware, flatware), ware types
(creamware, pearlware, whiteware, types of stonewares, types of coarse earthenwares, types of
porcelain), form (cup, bowl, plate, saucer, jug, crock, etc.), and decoration (glazes, painting,
printing, embossing, molding, etc.). The overall size of a sherd or its rim/base diameter/
circumference was measured using a standardized metric chart. Each artifact’s form was noted
based on its degree of curvature against a flat surface and in comparison to whole vessels. The
Apple software program, Numbers, was used to perform analysis on both the archaeological and
documentary records. FileMaker Pro was also used to perform analysis on the ceramics and
create data reports. Arc GIS was used to create several maps of East Tennessee, including: site
locations, the routes of early roads, and the cities merchants purchased goods from. Ceramic
sherds were photographed with a Canon Powershot camera and post-processed with Adobe
Photoshop software.
Thesis Structure
This thesis is organized into six additional chapters: Chapter 2, East Tennessee History Ramsey House, Bell site, and Exchange Place; Chapter 3, Globalization, Consumerism, and
Frontiers; Chapter 4, Newspaper Advertisements - Stores and Merchandise in Early East
Tennessee; Chapter 5, Park Store Day Books - Ceramics, Food, Fabric, and Alcohol; Chapter 6,
8

Ceramic Analysis; and Chapter 7, Conclusion. The early history of settlement in East Tennessee
is discussed in Chapter 2 along with the site histories and archaeology for Ramsey House, Bell
site, and Exchange Place. The historical background of East Tennessee provides a framework to
understand consumer practices within a globally-connected frontier society. Chapter 3 explains
the theories used to situate the three East Tennessee homesteads appropriately. Studies within
historical archaeology, history, and economics were used to further the research. Chapter 4
discusses the sampled newspaper advertisements from Knox, Washington, and Hawkins
counties. The newspapers were examined on microfilm and merchandise advertisements were
noted for merchant’s name, originating city for goods, presence of ceramics for sale, and terms
used for ceramics. Knox County newspapers constituted the majority of the sample, but the other
papers were included to provide a more nuanced view of East Tennessee. The fifth chapter uses
additional primary documents to illustrate a more complete picture of Knoxville’s consumer
practices. Three store day books were examined for detailed lists of goods purchased at Park’s
general store. Three months per year were sampled, recording all purchases with a special
emphasis on ceramics. The sixth chapter addresses the ceramics: brief histories of the ware types;
similarities and differences among the sites for vessel counts, decoration, and ware types; and an
explanation for varying consumption patterns in the early 19th century. The final chapter
synthesizes the history, theories, data, and results of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2: EAST TENNESSEE HISTORY - RAMSEY HOUSE, BELL SITE,
AND EXCHANGE PLACE
Within the larger landscape of North America, East Tennessee is subsumed by the
Appalachian Mountains. This extensive mountain system extends from Quebec, Canada to
northern Alabama. The ridges and valleys of the Appalachian system run from the northeast to
the southwest for 1500 miles with a width of 400 miles (Rehder 2004:3). The Unaka, Great
Smoky, and Unicoi mountains are individual ranges of the larger Appalachian System found in
East Tennessee (Rehder 2004:6). The Ridge and Valley Province of the Appalachian System
served as the main travel route through the mountains for both animals and people. The width of
the Great Valley varies from as narrow as two miles near Roanoke, Virginia to a distance of
between 45 and 75 miles in East Tennessee (Rehder 2004:7,38-40). This geographically-defined
path funneled the settlers into the new western territory and still serves as a travel corridor
centuries later.
European settlement in North America was often fueled by the desire for land. While
some groups traveled west for religious and political freedom, the great majority traveled to
acquire greater tracts of land than they could find in Europe. Families moved to better
themselves and their families’ future. They did not move to have a more peaceful landscape or to
live in a bucolic setting; they moved for economic reasons. Settlers saw an opportunity to
improve their circumstances and took the advantage (Pessen 1980:1135). “Capitalism drove the
first frontier settlers into the wilds of East Tennessee, and their successful businesses became the
fiscal engines driving the economic development of the Tennessee Valley” (Barksdale 2009:20).
Land speculation was hugely profitable in the nation’s first frontier (Faberson 2005:86).
10

“Tennessee’s frontier was a society shaped by aspiring elites, covetous men of vast ambition who
saw the acquisition of land as a means of economic and social advancement” (Finger 2001:99).
The hunger for land brought European interests in direct opposition to the original inhabitants of
the land (Winters 1994:12-13; Finger 2001:58; Barksdale 2009:15). “ ... the ferocity and duration
of the Indian Wars in the Tennessee Valley made for one of the bloodiest periods in eighteenthcentury America” (Barksdale 2009:16).

Figure 2.1: Frontier Map (from Finger 2001:134)
One hundred and sixty-two years passed from the founding of Jamestown, Virginia to the
first European family settling in East Tennessee. William Bean and his family settled in the
Tennessee Valley in 1769 and were soon joined by several other families (Eberling 1926:19;
Winters 1994:11,24; Finger 2001:43,45; Barksdale 2009:18-19). The Bean family first built a log
home on a tributary of the Watauga River before relocating to the lower Watauga River near the
11

intersection of the Old Catawba Road and the Great War Path. Their second home became
“Bean’s Station,” a place of rest for explorers, land speculators, and hunters. The Beans operated
an inn, and later a tavern and blacksmith shop. They, like many other East Tennessee settlers,
came from Virginia (Barksdale 2009:18,19). John Carter also came from Virginia and established
a backcountry store in 1772. His Holston River settlement - Carter’s Valley - provides an
example of the capitalistic mindset that was typical for European settlers during this time
(Alderman 1970:17; Barksdale 2009:20).
North Carolina was another parent state of settlers journeying to the Tennessee Valley
(Winters 1994:13; Finger 2001:51). James Robertson was one prominent North Carolina settler
who established a community in Sycamore Shoals. Jacob Brown and Evan Shelby were two
other early settlers who took advantage of the “open” land in the Tennessee Valley and created
settlements and stations. Brown specifically tailored his store to meet the needs of Cherokee fur
traders (Alderman 1970:18; Barksdale 2009:20).
The land Tennessee later came to occupy was originally deeded to Virginia in the land
grants of 1609 and 1612 (Eberling 1926:19). By the 18th century, however, all but one of the new
Tennessee Valley settlements were outside of Virginia’s boundary line. The settlers were,
therefore, squatting on Cherokee land (Barksdale 2009:31; Toomey 2012). To remedy this
situation, the Cherokee agreed to lease land to the settlers. Settlers instituted the Watauga
Association for governance of local affairs in 1772 because the European population had largely
increased (Eberling 1926:20; Barksdale 2009:21). It was then the Cherokees sold 2000 square
miles to them (Finger 2001:51; Barksdale 2009:32).
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Following the Watauga Association, settlers continued to pour into East Tennessee from
the east, expanding the original settlements and giving rise to new towns and later cities.
Jonesborough, Tennessee’s first official town, was surveyed in 1779. Shortly after the town lots
were created, two inns, a tavern, and a blacksmith shop opened. Early Tennessee cities,
Blountville and Rogersville, also contributed to the region’s commercialism (Barksdale
2009:23-24). “The first settlers of eastern Tennessee embraced frontier market capitalism and
positioned themselves to capitalize on the robust regional marketplace” (Barksdale 2009:23).
The great majority of families, however, derived their livelihood from farming. The river
valleys proved to be suitable for subsistence farming (Winters 1994:2). The naturally uneven
terrain of the eastern division never allowed agriculture to rise to the plantation level as it did in
West Tennessee (Winters 1994:15). African slaves lived and worked in East Tennessee, but not in
the numbers found in other slave-holding regions (Pessen 1980:1128). Many of the settlers who
crossed the mountains into the Tennessee Valley were accustomed to using slave labor and
brought their few slaves with them (Eberling 1926:22; Barksdale 2009:26).
Farmers in East Tennessee practiced mixed agriculture, raising vegetable gardens, pigs,
cows, sheep, turkeys, corn, flax, hemp, timothy grass, and tobacco (Winters 1994:34-35; Finger
2001:180; Faberson 2005:12). A variety of grain crops were grown in the fertile, well-watered
soil of East Tennessee -- including corn, rye, wheat, oats, barley, and millet (Barksdale 2009:25).
Corn was a common first crop because of its versatility in the kitchen and its simple cultivation
requirements (Finger 2001:180). All members of East Tennessee families worked the land to
produce, procure, and preserve food. The work was constant and demanding, but allowed them
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to live with very little hard currency and less of a dependence on the consumer market early in
the settlement period (Winters 1994:29-30; Faberson 2005:15).
Families certainly could embrace and participate in the local, regional, and national
marketplaces if they desired and had the resources to do so. As in the example of families
pressing into the western interior to better their situations, many families used agricultural
surplus production as an avenue into the consumer market. A study by Audrey Horning in the
Shenandoah National Park found families there mainly produced alcohol for trade rather than
familial consumption (2002:141). Another study by Wilma Dunaway saw two million gallons of
Appalachian whiskey travel down the Mississippi River to New Orleans by 1819 (1995:150).
“Corn liquor was the ideal product -- indispensable, easy to manufacture, easy to transport, and
improving with age” (Finger 2001:181). East Tennessee families also distilled other surplus
produce like peaches, apples, and rye. In some instances, frontier families were able to pay their
taxes in alcohol instead of currency (Finger 2001:181).
Male settlers typically first arrived without their families to explore, construct a simple
structure, clear a little land, and perhaps plant a few crops -- if the season allowed. Settlers
looked for certain characteristics in the landscape to promote their farming livelihoods: fertile
soil, fairly level terrain, timber, fresh water, limestone for fertilizer, stone for chimneys and
fences, hardwood for furniture, and running water for a mill. Land could be purchased for three
to five dollars an acre in the early 19th century (Winters 1994:15-17,96; Barksdale 2009:19).
The topography of the land along the borders of Virginia and Tennessee, and North
Carolina and Tennessee is not easily traversed. The landscape is filled with mountain ranges, tall
ridges, low valleys, and rushing streams. Settlers had few options for crossing into East
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Tennessee, and the majority followed the Great Valley, which begins in Virginia. Untold numbers
of humans have used this prominent pathway on foot, horseback, by wagon, and now by
automobile. Interstate 81 and US Highway 11 follow this valley corridor (Rehder 2004:7). Other
routes into East Tennessee consisted of The Unicoi Trail, The Catawba Trail, Saluda Gap, and
Boone’s Gap. These mountainous trails and gaps likely began as animal travel routes and were
later used by Native Americans. European Americans used the same routes across the mountains
and along the valleys, expanding and stabilizing them as the need arose (Barksdale 2009:28).
Improvement of the roads was first necessary during the French and Indian War, to allow
Great Britain to connect its forts and protect its allies. Two decades later, Daniel Boone led 30
men along the Great Indian War Path or Wilderness Road to clear its overgrowth. From this main
transportation route, smaller traces were cleared, connecting smaller towns with one another and
with the main road (Barksdale 2009:28-29). “The existence of these early roads not only
promoted the fiscal links between eastern Tennessee and regional markets, but also connected the
region’s economic elite and yeoman farmers to each other” (Barksdale 2009:30). This regional
connection was not, however, like the connection shared by roads today. Late-eighteenth-century
roads in East Tennessee were not very extensive and were easily bogged down by the weather
(Patton 1976:185-188; Barksdale 2009:30).
Land remained a major source of wealth and conflict in the last decades of the 18th
century. The “Land Grab Act” was passed by North Carolina in 1783, permitting the sale of East
Tennessee land not including the Cherokee Reservation or military counties. The land was sold at
£10 sterling per 100 acres. “The desire for land became so ravenous that the small land office
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opened by the state from October 20, 1783, to May 25, 1784, sold nearly 4 million acres of
land” (Barksdale 2009:34).
Aside from the great tracts of land being sold during the early years of the 1780s, other
formative events occurred that shaped the early history of East Tennessee, including the
unrealized state of Franklin; a short-lived effort at statehood that rose and fell in the same
decade. Governor William Blount was a driving force to secure statehood for Tennessee in 1796.
The 1795 census listed 77,262 inhabitants; nearly 14% or 10,613 were enslaved African
Americans. Tennessee was not easily admitted to the Union because there were strong
congressional feelings during the election year. The Jeffersonians beat out the Federalists in the
end, and on 1 June 1796 Tennessee became the 16th state in the Union (Finger 2001:149-151).
With statehood came the need for a state capital. Knoxville was chosen and maintained
its position until 1812 when Nashville acquired the title, but ceded it back to the eastern city
from 1817-1819 (Finger 2001:227). James White is credited with “founding” Knoxville in 1786
by establishing a fort on the bluff above First Creek (Faulkner 1998:138; Young 2000:158;
Finger 2001:119-120) in the vicinity of the current First Presbyterian Church on State Street
(Folmsbee 1946a:26-27). Other forts and stations were developed within the later bounds of
Knox County, offering protection, rest, and trade to settlers and travelers (Young 2000:156).
Governor William Blount chose Knoxville as the new capital of the Southwest Territory
which he named after Secretary of War General Henry Knox (MacArthur 1976:6). Knoxville was
duly situated in a pleasing geographic location: with fresh water, level ground, arable land, and a
defensible position.
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Figure 2.2: Southwest Territory Map, 1791 (from Finger 2001:130)
While White’s “founding” of Knoxville occurred in 1786, the town was not officially
surveyed until 1791. After the initial construction of the fort, White established a town common
for the residents of this new settlement. The common was situated along the Holston (Tennessee)
River front and First Creek. The two lots on which First Presbyterian and its adjacent cemetery
are currently located were originally set aside for these two functions. A church structure was not
constructed until 1816, but the cemetery was used from an earlier date (MacArthur 1976:10).
Charles McClung arrived at White’s Fort in 1788 from Pennsylvania and surveyed his new town
three years later. He set the town lots between First and Second Creeks near the banks of the
Tennessee River in 64 half-acre lots (MacArthur 1976:10; Faulkner 1998:138-139; Young
2000:156; Banker 2010:32). There were 16 blocks in the original survey of Knoxville with the
cardinal boundaries as follows: south - Holston (Tennessee) River, north - Church Avenue, west Walnut Street, east - First Creek. The town soon extended its boundaries west to Henley Street
and north to Clinch Avenue (Gray and Adams 1976:70).
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Figure 2.3: Knoxville’s Original Downtown (from MacArthur 1976:50)
Ramsey House and Family History
The property Francis A. Ramsey and his family occupied and transformed into a
regionally important historical site was uniquely endowed with a wide, shallow pond when the
family first arrived. Ambitious beavers built a large dam that blocked the flow of water from
Swan Pond and Sand Branch Creeks, creating a one-to-six foot deep pond. The name of the first
creek became the namesake of Ramsey’s estate (Faulkner 2008:33).
The Ramsey family emigrated from Scotland in the early 18th century and first settled in
the Delaware River Valley. Francis A. Ramsey’s father moved to Pennsylvania where his son was
born and later spent several years learning the milling trade (Faulkner 2008:39). Francis A.
Ramsey was introduced to East Tennessee when he moved with his uncle from Pennsylvania to
Washington County, North Carolina (Greene County, Tennessee) in 1783 at age 19. The future
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owner of Swan Pond visited Knox County during a land exploration with James White and
Robert Love. The three men rode through the Tennessee River Valley as far as the Little
Tennessee River (Faulkner 2008:40). Ramsey acquired 200 acres of land in Greene County in
1786, later increasing his total holdings to 2000 acres, including Swan Pond (Faulkner 2008:40).
Francis A. Ramsey moved his family - wife, Margaret “Peggy” Alexander and two
children - to Swan Pond in 1793. He had recently received an appointment as the superior court
clerk for Knox and Jefferson counties and most likely moved from upper East Tennessee at this
time (Faulkner 2008:40). Knoxville was now properly surveyed, but the Ramsey family chose to
live several miles from downtown Knoxville. The family constructed a defensive palisade
anchored by four log structures: a smokehouse, the family dwelling, a slave quarter, and a stable
(Faulkner 2008:49-50). Defensive enclosures around a home lot were fairly common in late-18thcentury Tennessee. While the Ramseys’ Swan Pond did not evolve into a station or fort, like
settlements established by William Bean or James White, their home likely served as a place of
respite for travelers and perhaps protection for neighbors (Faulkner 1998:138; Barksdale
2009:18-19). Their first home was a 20 x 20 ft. log cabin with a unique corner stone chimney
(Faulkner 2008:43). Many have speculated about the nature and origin of the chimney,
recognizing Ramsey’s upbringing in Pennsylvania as a possible influence since this building
style has been attributed to people of Scandinavian descent (Faulkner 2008:41).
The economic status of the Ramsey family can, in one way, be measured by the style of
their dwelling and outbuildings. Their 400-square-foot log cabin was a temporary structure.
Francis A. Ramsey hired architect and builder, Thomas Hope, to design and oversee construction
of the home that was to grace the Swan Pond estate (Patterson 1998:42-43). The stately stone
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dwelling was constructed from local Tennessee pink limestone or “marble” and was completed in
1797. The home follows the plan of an I-house, with two rooms on the first floor, two rooms on
the second floor, and a central hallway (Faulkner 2008:53). Exterior, end chimneys funnel the
smoke from the home. Swan Pond was likely an eye-catching dwelling at the turn of the 19th
century when the vast majority of wealthy and poor families lived in single-story log cabins with
a loft and possibly a kitchen ell (Larkin 1994:177-179; Bailey 1998:85-86).
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Figure 2.4: Ramsey’s Second House (photo courtesy of author)
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The Ramseys drained the beaver pond between 1793 and 1796 to create more useable
farmland and to diminish health issues related to nearly stagnant water (Faulkner 2008:41,53).
The now workable land was likely used to support the family’s dietary requirements as
zooarchaeological studies have shown they subsisted mainly on domesticated swine and cattle,
even from an early period (Patterson 1998:35,90; Faulkner 2008:72). Judith Patterson analyzed
faunal remains from the 1995 field excavation and found 68% of the bones were from Sus scrofa
(swine) and 25% from Bos taurus (cattle). Few small mammals were represented, neither were
domestic or wild fowl, or fish1.
While the Ramseys’ home was large for the standards of their time, the spacious dwelling
was often filled with extended family, workers, slaves, and visiting politicians. Ramsey’s role as
superior court clerk necessitated hiring clerks for additional work, many of whom lived on the
property (Faulkner 2008:69). Enslaved African Americans may have lived above the kitchen and
in separate quarters in the rear yard. Ramsey’s will indicates he owned six slaves at the time of
his death: Jude, Vinnie, Cate, Dorcas, Mary Hannah, and Saphrona. His records show he
predominately owned women and children who may have mostly served as domestic workers
(Faulkner 2008:66-68). The variety of tasks conducted on the property and the diversity of
people living at Swan Pond helped to create the village-like environment described by Faulkner
(2008:69).
An important feature of the property, in terms of this thesis, is its relative location to
Thorngrove Pike or “the road to Dandridge;” the name given to the road by J. G. M. Ramsey in a

1

The seemingly simple diet could be a result of not fine screening or not taking flotation samples from the
archaeological excavations. Fragmentary small mammal, fowl, or fish faunal material can easily slip through 1/4 in.
screen.
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letter to his father (Ramsey 1815). Ramsey did not choose the location of his compound based on
the presence of the road as its path traverses the old Swan Pond. The road does exist on an 1815
map of the area, but may have been constructed earlier as there is a reference to it from a
gentleman who encountered a wagon carrying stone along Thorngrove Pike during construction
of Swan Pond. The road’s genesis depends on when Ramsey drained the beaver pond and the
time required for the ground to dry sufficiently to build a thoroughfare (Faulkner 2008:55-56).
“The fact that the stone house faces south indicates that when it was built, either Ramsey
envisioned present-day Thorngrove Pike being built across the south end of the peninsula, or this
road had already been constructed” (Faulkner 2008:54). The likelihood that this road is
Thorngrove Pike is confirmed by its connection to the ferry crossing at Forks of the River which
continued into Knoxville (Faulkner 2008:56).
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Figure 2.5: Thorngrove Pike in front of Ramsey House (photo courtesy of author)
Francis A. Ramsey and his wife, Peggy, had five more children, three who lived beyond
adolescence. Peggy died in 1805 and Ramsey married Ann Agnew the following year (Faulkner
2008:41). When he died in 1820, the estate was deeded to his second son, William Baines
Alexander Ramsey. For nearly twenty years W. B. A Ramsey lived and worked the land at Swan
Pond, but then sold the property to his elder brother, James Gettys McCready Ramsey, a medical
doctor and author. J. G. M. Ramsey and his family did not live at Swan Pond, but maintained
their own residence during their ownership of the family property. The last member of the
Ramsey family to own Swan Pond was Alexander Frost Horlbeck Ramsey, who owned the
property from 1857 to 1865 when the family was forced to sell the property due to their
Confederate loyalties (Patterson 1998:44). The stone house, outbuildings, and land changed
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ownership several times over the decades before its purchase by the Association for the
Preservation of Tennessee Antiquities in 1952 (Faulkner 2008:7).
Archaeological History of Site
Archaeologists have conducted work at Ramsey house intermittently since 1973, of
which the majority of documented research occurred in the 1990s and early 2000s (Patterson
1998:46). After purchase by the Association for the Preservation of Tennessee Antiquities in
1952, Bruce Dickson first conducted archaeological testing in 1973 around the original entrance
of the stone house (Dickson 1974). Alex Townsend followed testing in 1976, also in connection
to the front entrance (Townsend 1976). Dr. Charles Faulkner has been the principal archaeologist
for research at the Ramsey House and has written several site reports, journal articles, and books
on his work (2000, 2001, 2003, 2008).
Bell House and Family History
William Bell, like so many other settlers in the late 18th century, came to East Tennessee
from Virginia. He arrived in Knox County in 1793 and promptly purchased a tract of land near
the Tennessee River. Historical records are not clear if his family accompanied him on this move,
but judging from other examples, they likely came after he constructed a dwelling, cleared a little
land, and planted a few crops (Winters 1994:15-17; Stinson 1999:4-5). His tract consisted of 500
acres on the north bank of the Tennessee River, now adjacent to Kingston Pike; the same land on
which he built a log dwelling. The log house was first built as a single-pen log cabin and was
later increased to a two-pen saddlebag cabin with a central limestone chimney (Charles Faulkner
2012, pers. comm.). Bell purchased his land from John Hunt for £120 (Stinson 1999:4-5).
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Figure 2.6: Bell Site Location (photo courtesy of author)
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Figure 2.7: View of Kingston Pike from Approximate Bell Cabin Location (photo
courtesy of author)
William’s wife, Anna, and their children most likely resided in the log cabin by 1800. He
and Anna had two sons and six daughters, born in either Virginia or Tennessee. The Bell family
also owned a small number of slaves, having four at the time of William’s death. Three of the
slaves’ names can be provided confidently, but the fourth is questionable: Dirk, Febe, Mary, and
[--chaster] (KCA 1813:67-69; Stinson 1999:6). Dirk and Febe were possibly young adults as they
were willed to Anna and then to she and William’s children, James and Tamar, after her death.
Mary and the other slave were sold after William’s death (KCA 1813:67-69; Stinson 1999:6). Six
years before his death in 1813, William purchased an additional 100 acres of land along the east
side of Third Creek from Hugh White. The new purchase abutted his original 500-acre tract. The
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property changed hands several times after William’s death and was divided and parceled to meet
current needs. According to William’s will, the most recently purchased parcel was to be sold
and the adjacent 200 acres to the west, that contained the log house, given to his son James
(Stinson 1999:6). The date is unclear, but James sold a portion of the land to his father’s brother
Samuel, who, in 1817 sold a 100-acre plot containing the house to John Clark for $3500. Clark
bought another tract of land from the Bell family in 1819 for $1100 (Stinson 1999:6-7).
While the Bell family maintained their permanent residence on the property, John Clark
did not live consistently in Knoxville. Mr. Clark spent the majority of his time in Augusta,
Georgia, where he owned two dwellings and two developed land plots. His will leads historians
to conclude he was not married and did not have any children as he left his extensive holdings to
members of his extended family. He did have family in Knox County which may have been a
reason he purchased a home and property near Knoxville. In 1831 John Clark’s brother, James,
purchased the house and the land, but did not own it long. He sold it to Drury Armstrong in 1834
(Stinson 1999:7-8). The log cabin was torn down following the purchase by Mr. Armstrong
(Stinson 1999:4).
Archaeological History of Site
The Bell site, as it later came to be known, was first identified during the spring of 1997.
The property was owned by the Tennessee Valley Unitarian Church, which was constructing a
new driveway that cut into a portion of the original cabin. Dr. Faulkner and his wife Terry
stumbled upon the site through their own curiosity. They attended Second Presbyterian Church at
the time and noticed the construction equipment at the Unitarian Church next door. Knowing
Kingston Pike had long been occupied by early settlers to Knox County, the Faulkners walked
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around the site and soon found ceramic evidence of a late-18th to early-19th-century domestic
occupation. A few sherds of creamware were brought to the surface in a tree root-ball, sparking
the interest of the two visitors. Dr. Faulkner took the necessary steps to conduct a salvage
excavation at the site before continuation of the new church driveway (Charles Faulkner 2011,
pers. comm.). Dr. Faulkner and some of his students briefly excavated in March and again in
November of that year before conducting a formal archaeology field school in 1998.
Exchange Place House and Family History
The third site used for comparison in this thesis is the most easterly of the group and
occupies a place in Tennessee history as a current living history museum and working farm.
Exchange Place is not named after one of its owners, but after one of the many business
transactions that occurred at the farm (Owens 1996:7). During the first half of the 19th century,
when stagecoaches were in high demand, Exchange Place operated as a stop along the stage
route (Spoden 1976:78-79; Owens 1996:62). During a brief stop-over at Exchange Place,
passengers could “exchange” their currency for Tennessee money, mail a letter at the in-home
post office, and purchase items from the general store (Owens 1996:7,65). During the antebellum
period, Exchange Place participated heavily in the local and regional market in terms of
transportation and the exchange of goods, services, and ideas.
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Figure 2.8: Exchange Place Site Layout in 1830s (from Owens 1998:7)
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The land now encompassing Exchange Place was first deeded in 1756 to a Virginia
gentleman named Edmund Pendleton (Spoden 1976:79; Sullivan County Deed Book 3:62).
Records indicate he never settled the land. Edmund Pendleton died 25 September 1804, and his
executors, Edmund Pendleton and John Taylor, sold 3000 acres of land to Thomas and James
Gaines along Reedy Creek (Sullivan County Deed Book 3:62). The sale had been arranged over
a decade earlier in January 1790. The deal arranged with the Gaines brothers may indicate their
family rented a portion of Pendleton’s land and they may have built the structure that later served
as a kitchen at Exchange Place. A small portion of the original deeded land was given to
Pendleton’s nephew, Phillip, but it is unknown if he ever lived there or if his portion ran along
Reedy Creek. There was a citation in the deed book that mentioned Edmund Pendleton and John
Taylor selling land to Samuel Moore in December 1794, but the land was to the west of Reedy
Creek and not likely the same portion that became Exchange Place (Sullivan County Deed Book
3:29). The same two gentlemen also sold land from the original patent (1756) to John Waddle in
1802, but again, it is unlikely that it was the Exchange Place land since it had been earlier set
aside for the Gaines brothers (Sullivan County Deed Book 3:100).
John Gaines acquired the property from his father and uncle in two separate transactions,
in 1816 and 1818. He and his family developed the land into a working farm and commercial
center. The first purchase included a dwelling home, likely the original cabin that later became
the kitchen. John is credited with improving the land at Exchange Place, which consisted of 2400
acres from the original transaction by his father and uncle (Owens 1996:6).
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Figure 2.9: Site Location of Exchange Place Original Cabin, later Kitchen (photo
courtesy of author)
John Gaines was an industrious individual. He farmed, acted as post-master and
storekeeper, and oversaw a stagecoach relay station on his property (Spoden 1976:79; Owens
1996:7). The store was not built until 1831 or 1837, judging from the inscription on the building
itself, so he may have run a general store from his home or did not get into that line of work until
later. The post office was run from his home and it would not be unlikely for store purchases to
be made in the Gaines’ home as well, since it also served stagecoach customers during their
stopover. Work tasks during the late 18th and early 19th centuries usually took place at home and
did not require family members to work off-site (Owens 1996:65). Ann Smart Martin’s work in
Virginia’s backcountry revealed families operated businesses from their homes, and buildings
were not constructed specifically for merchandise sales until the second half of the 18th century
(2008). This practice may have continued into the 19th century as shown by Exchange Place. Old
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Island Road (current Orebank Road) was the route used by the stagecoach and John Gaines
assisted in redirecting the road to run more directly in front of his house (Spoden 1976:78-79;
Owens 1996:7). During their ownership tenure, the Gaines family built a one-and-a-half-story
double-pen log home, frame granary, and frame store (Owens 1996:1).

Figure 2.10: Orebank Road (Previously Old Island Road) in front of Exchange Place
The next property ownership change came in 1845 when John Gaines sold half of the
estate, including the house, to John M. Preston (Spoden 1976:79). The new owner did not
continue the commercial operations Gaines established and did not actually live on his new
property (Owens 1996:10). Exchange Place may have operated as a quarter farm during the
Preston tenure as he owned slaves and only his son lived on the property for a brief period of
time (Owens 1996:11). The estate was occupied by tenants after 1923 when the Prestons sold the
property (Owens 1996:1,12). Exchange Place was nominated to the National Register of Historic
Places in 1971 after donation to the Netherland Inn Association (Owens 1997:1).
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Archaeological History of Site
The first archaeological work conducted at Exchange Place was in the 1970s by Stanley
South. In his words, “A visit to the site was made on May 16, 1973, to make recommendations
regarding the archeological potential and requirements for the future development of the site as a
farm homestead of the 1850’s period” (South 1980:1). He examined extant structures on the
property as well as the remains of past structures. “There is reason to believe that the log house
dates from the eighteenth century period, and that additions were made in an extensive manner,
with outbuildings, etc. added in the early years of the nineteenth century” (South 1980:2).
Archaeology occurred sporadically after the initial assessment by Dr. South. Ann Kennedy
Wentworth led an excavation in 1973 that identified three parallel masonry footings east of the
main house. Her crew recovered ceramics from the early 19th to the early 20th centuries without
any activity or date correlation (Owens 1996:16-18). The subsequent archaeological work took
place in 1975 and focused on the cook’s cabin. It was a saddle-bag dwelling with a limestone
hearth and chimney (Owens 1996:19-20). The 1989 excavation bears more on this thesis as it
examined the rear yard behind the main house for the kitchen or original cabin. Unfortunately no
report was written documenting the work or the results. The foundations of the kitchen were
exposed by the 1989 team along with an assemblage of artifacts (Owens 1997:3). Further
excavation took place with University of Tennessee archaeologists assisted by students from
Tennessee’s Governor’s School from 1995 to 1998. In 1997, Dale Owens conducted systematic
testing and excavation at the bequest of Exchange Place staff in order to reconstruct the kitchen
from the Gaines’ occupation (1997).
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The interest, research, excavations, and publications about the three sites differ markedly.
The Bell family is less widely known than the Ramseys or Gaineses and did not have the
historical “luxury” of having a preserved house, later turned into a museum or living history
farm. One could argue that the Ramseys are better known because of their socioeconomic and
political status and the Gaineses for their commercial center, therefore, their houses were
preserved through the centuries. But not every house owned by a prominent East Tennessee
family has survived into the 21st century. Dozens of houses and farmsteads have been lost to
neglect and/or modern development, reducing the region’s illustrious past to a handful of
historical accounts from wealthy politicians’ and merchants’ families. The Ramsey House, Bell
site, and Exchange Place reveal important information about early East Tennessee residents and
their relationship to consumer markets through their discarded ceramics.
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CHAPTER 3: GLOBALIZATION, CONSUMERISM, AND FRONTIERS
Globalization
This chapter will explore three frameworks to situate frontier access in East Tennessee.
World-systems theory demonstrates the interconnectedness of the world in the late 18th and early
19th centuries. A global society allowed for the transportation of goods across oceans and
mountain ranges. Powerful nations often set the tone for consumption and may have manipulated
frontier regions for their benefit through consumer marketing or the acquisition of natural
resources. Consumption also linked countries fiscally, with major political events in one region
of the world greatly affecting other countries’ abilities to import and export commercial goods.
Frontier regions, as undefined spaces of multicultural interaction, cannot be viewed completely
as passive recipients of the dictates of wealthy nations or urban centers. Settlers purchased goods
according to their needs, finances, product availability, and personal choice. Families living in
frontier East Tennessee were affected by manufacturing choices in Staffordshire, England,
political events in Europe and America, and East Coast transportation networks; yet they still
made their own choices about how and when to purchase ceramics from Knoxville stores.
“Capitalism is a system based on competition between free producers using free labour
with free commodities, ‘free’ meaning its availability for sale and purchase on a
market” (Wallerstein 2000:141). The main point of capitalism is to create a product to sell for the
maximum profit possible and then expand the sale of the product to reach the maximum number
of people (Wallerstein 2000:83). Capital is accumulated wealth. Historically and currently,
capital represents self-expansion and progress (Wallerstein 1995:13). If there is capital in
reserve, the owner has managed his labor and finances well and he is viewed in a positive light.
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As agriculture works in a circular pattern, so too does capitalism (Wallerstein 1995:15).
The former follows the natural cycle of the seasons and the latter follows the more sporadic cycle
of the market. The market can be defined as the overarching process governing how goods are
created, advertised, purchased, and consumed. All of the wages and labor necessary for this
system are included in this equation. Agriculture and capitalism both wager time and resources
and neither has any foreknowledge about the end result. Each individual may lose his or her full
investment. In agriculture, this may mean hunger through the loss of crops or livestock. In
capitalism, the loss may also translate to hunger but through the inability to acquire cash to
purchase food. If each system results in hunger when the individual fails to produce the goods,
why are they regarded in a binary manner -- subsistence or capitalism? The method of
subsistence living is more parsimonious than a living gained through capitalism because work
done by farmers (general term for those who spend the day on their homestead doing activities
related to their basic needs of food, water, shelter, and clothing) directly corresponds to food on
the table. Work completed in a capitalist system does not directly meet an individual or family’s
basic needs of food, water, shelter, and clothing. The wage gained through labor can be used to
purchase food, clean water, a home, and clothing, but it does not directly provide for basic
human needs; thereby presenting a problem if food, water, building materials, and clothing are
unavailable for purchase.
Wallerstein asserts capitalism has been a world affair since its inception, which he credits
as the end of the Hapsburg attempt at creating a world-empire in 1557 (2000:87,93). The
capitalist form of a world economy began when long-distance luxury trade routes began carrying
necessary products. The commodification of luxury goods into necessities helped consolidate the
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many separate processes used for moving luxuries across vast spaces. Consolidation put more
power and money into the hands of a few individuals who were able to accumulate capital
(Wallerstein 2000:121).
Profit and the drive to make more capital in other places of the world was a main
contributor to the global expeditions in the 16th century and beyond. It may be challenging to see
modern notions of capitalism at work in the frontier of East Tennessee in the late 18th century,
but it was present. “The end of the 18th and beginning of the 19th century represent a crucial
turning-point in the history of the world, in that the capitalists finally achieved state-societal
power in the key states” (Wallerstein 2000:143).
Wallerstein defines a world system “as a unit with a single division of labor and multiple
cultural systems” (2000:75). This approach views geographic regions not as isolated economies,
but important pieces involved in the global capitalist world. Capitalism was in full force by the
late 18th and early 19th centuries, the time period of interest for this thesis. Wallerstein advocates
the concepts of core, periphery, and semi-periphery when describing and studying specific
regions of the world. Each region within the capitalist world system serves a vital purpose: to
keep the accumulation and exchange of capital flowing. A core nation is the dominant power,
owning the capital and the labor. The core region has control over the raw materials, the
manufacturing processes, the finished product, its distribution, profits, and the political power to
keep the machine running. The raw materials are supplied by the periphery; an area not typically
as technologically advanced as the core and viewed as underdeveloped. The semi-periphery is a
region in between the core and the periphery and serves as a buffer for the core. A core nation or
region usually desires to keep space between itself and the periphery. There are often few
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cultural similarities between the two regions and the political power of the core nation
overshadows the periphery. It is a power-dominated relationship benefiting the core. Members of
the periphery may gain short-term jobs working to extract natural resources and a small boost in
their economy, but the long-term loss of raw materials to an outside power will weaken their
state (Wallerstein 2000; Groover 2003:10-12).
Wallerstein’s categories provide a framework for understanding how different areas are
related to one another, but the capitalistic categories are not the only forces at work shaping
societies. The individuals, families, and communities who created the archaeological record did
not do so out of robotic programming. They were capable citizens able to make their own
informed choices about what to buy and when. They were, however, influenced by a number of
factors: access to goods, advertisements, global events, dominant countries, personal wealth/
status, and social emulation; none of which are simple mechanisms of a single authority. Many
archaeological, historical, and geographical studies characterize people who lived on peripheries
as active participants in global economies and in intercultural exchange. Research on individual
communities and households in the periphery have shown residents are able to shape their own
lives (Crass et al. 1998; Horning 2002; Deagan 2003; Silliman 2005; Martin 2008). As shown by
Crass et al., communities within the rural American South cannot be considered as a
homogenous region. Backcountry settlements were not controlled by the powerful European
countries of the time. The rural regions were influenced by them, but were not present only to
serve the economic needs of the European core. Settlers pursued their own economic interests
and not those of coastal American cities or European manufacturing centers. Deagan’s study of
Spanish colonization in the Americas provides evidence of individual economic decisions.
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Colonists established shops to manufacture European-type goods to supply their unmet wants of
the Spanish-only trade system (2003:7). Even after its prohibition, “ ... Mexican majolicas
overwhelmingly dominated the assemblages of Spanish colonial households ... ” (2003:7).
Silliman explores the different terms and concepts of culture contact and colonialism within the
research of Native Americans and Europeans. He argues for a less-structured study of North
American history and archaeology; pursuing the idea that there is not one way to understand a
culture or their material remains. Borrowing from Silliman’s ideas, the periphery did not
passively receive the core’s culture, but adapted to and impacted it as well (2005). The Virginia
“backcountry” was Ann Smart Martin’s research area. She explored the consumption patterns of
a rural community centered on the general store of John Hook (2008). The account books
revealed men, women, and young adults, free and enslaved, purchased goods from Hook’s store.
Free European American women and enslaved Africans at times brought country produce to
exchange at the store for consumables (ribbons, tea, sugar, rum, chocolate), providing themselves
with opportunities for expressing individual and community values (2008:53-54). Audrey
Horning introduces the negative stereotype of Appalachia within western Virginia in the 20th
century and combats the notion through the presence of material goods similar to archaeological
assemblages from non-mountain households. Her study demonstrates negative views
surrounding rural residents occurred into the 20th century, even when commercial access was
present (2002).
Archaeological research conducted on plantations, with a focus on African Americans,
reveals how individuals or communities, whose whole life revolved around producing for the
core, still maintained an ability to purchase material items and make a statement about their
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beliefs (Samford 1996; Heath 1999a, 1999b, 2004; Galle 2006). Consumerism, material
possessions, and identity formation are broad themes explored in each of the above publications.
African American slaves found the acquisition of material possessions valuable enough to
cultivate additional produce or raise extra chickens to sell to their owners or at a market. Heath
found that Jefferson’s slaves sold farm produce to Jefferson’s granddaughter for cash, allowing
them access to shops in town where they could make personal choices (Heath 2004:23). Galle’s
2006 dissertation examines the processes slaves involved themselves in to acquire specific
material goods to make particular statements (2006:15). She linked buttons with men and
ceramics with women as items they used to assert their identity and attractiveness (2006:16;
Galle 2010).
World-systems theory is a constructive approach to understand East Tennessee’s market
access through ceramics because it provides a global context for a specific region. England
served as the core nation of the world for East Tennessee residents during the late 18th and early
19th centuries. John Hook owned a store in western Virginia, which was considered the American
backcountry, and saw London as the center of his economic network (Martin 2008:5-6).
England’s strong manufacturing base produced consumer goods for the American market,
continuing in its hegemonic position until 1873 (Wallerstein 2000:96-97).
In comparison to England, America was the periphery (Klein and Sanford 2004:47,49).
Not only was the United States an ocean away, but it did not have the same level of
manufacturing or city centers boasted by England and the Continent. Further division within the
new American nation is conducted using Wallerstein’s three regions. The East Coast served as
the semi-periphery during the late 18th and early 19th centuries in America. The cities there
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contained sizable populations, wholesalers, merchants, and stores. People living in this region
may have viewed themselves as middlemen since they were spatially positioned between the
urban centers of England and Europe and the unknown wilderness west of the Appalachian
Mountains. Wallerstein views the semi-periphery as playing a vital role within the world system.
He assumes the majority of wealth lies in the core nation’s manufacturing and commercial
exports. The periphery’s economy is subsistence-based, does not rely on capital to live, and is
viewed as impoverished by the core nation. Financially, the semi-periphery or economic middleclass, is between the core and periphery. The people within this region participate in small-scale
manufacturing and commerce, acquiring some capital. Without the middle-class, the disparate
reality of the core and periphery are unstable. “The existence of the third category means
precisely that the upper stratum is not faced with the unified opposition of all the others because
the middle stratum is both exploited and exploiter” (Wallerstein 2000:93). The western American
frontier (East Tennessee) could then be defined as the periphery. The relationship of England and
the United States, specifically East Tennessee, may be a little different from other core/periphery
areas because of America’s former status as a colony of England, but the two nations still
demonstrate relationships within the world system. America was no longer directly tied to
England economically or politically, but they relied on British trade and manufactured goods.
East Tennessee’s relationship to the East Coast and to England during the late 18th and
early 19th centuries can be compared to a core, periphery, and semi-periphery status, but not
without some exceptions. Northwest Europe became the core region in the 16th century and
different nations garnered more or less cultural and political power during the following
centuries (Wallerstein 2000:85). England’s rise to power came through their American colonies
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and the resulting trade network. Raw materials were extracted from this periphery and sent back
to England. Animal furs and tobacco were the key products in the 17th and 18th centuries (Klein
and Sanford 2004; Lapham 2004). As more Europeans settled in eastern America the periphery
expanded and then shifted completely. Cities along the east coast became established and landhungry settlers focused their travels toward the Appalachian Mountains. The east coast cities of
New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore were metropolitan centers with manufacturing and trade
(Knoxville Gazette, 6 March 1797; Knoxville Register, 13 August 1822). By the late 18th century
America was an independent country and did not have the same ties it once had to England, but
the parent country was still powerful in its distribution of consumer goods, namely ceramics
(Barker 2001:73,81; Mullins 2011). England did not control the newly expanding frontier of
America physically, but it did set the rules for purchasing fashionable goods (Noël Hume 2000;
Barker 2001:81; Martin 2001). England did not dominate the American periphery west of the
Appalachians by extracting resources or imposing political and cultural stipulations as
Wallerstein defines it (2000), but the country did impact the region commercially, which
bolstered their finances and therefore importance (Galle 2006, 2010; Mullins 2011).
The relationship East Tennessee shared with the world is shown archaeologically by
Dean Owens’ 1996 thesis on Exchange Place. The presence of imported English ceramics was
used as one element to develop the globally interconnected position Exchange Place and East
Tennessee held in the late 18th century (1996:75). Owens found Exchange Place to be physically
connected to Fort Chiswell, Virginia and Fort Robinson, Tennessee by Old Island Road
(1996:73). Owens used Braudel’s (1974) argument that frontier areas were brought into the
capitalist world system through commodity chains bearing consumer goods (1996:74-75).
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East Tennessee was settled by entrepreneurs who were looking for a new location to
invest resources. The early explorers were also often men who came to be political leaders of the
region. Wallerstein believes capitalism, in its perfect form, is solely for private entrepreneurs
who have no relationship to state activities. This concept, however, is rare, if not impossible to
find implemented (1995:56). For example, in the early 19th century, residents of Washington
D.C. wanted their city to become the central core of the United States, both politically and
economically. Within a particular region, the surplus capital and material goods are controlled by
the same city. The raw materials extracted from the periphery of a nation do not usually belong
to the inhabitants of that region, but to the core market city. Wallerstein deemed the periphery the
“losing zone” and the core the “gaining zone” (1995:31-32). Capitalists in Washington D.C. saw
the opportunity to gain control over the raw materials and the finished products from the western
territories (later states) and interlinked its financial goals with its political ambitions. It is far too
difficult to keep the two processes separate. Nations, run by selfish humans, cannot possibly
hope to operate free of economic corruption.
Consumerism
Globalization and consumption are most readily measured by the movement of people
and goods around the world. Archaeologists, in particular, use the record of material goods to
trace connections (personal/business) and the use of possessions. Mullins notes in The
Archaeology of Consumer Culture that early Chesapeake colonists were connected with the
larger Atlantic world, providing them with access to a variety of consumer goods and personal
relationships (2011:36). Using consumerism as a framework for this thesis along with world-
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system’s analysis and frontier studies provides another way to show the complexity of market
access.
“Global processes that shape material meaning, including manufacturing, marketing,
shopping, display, state policies, and discard” is an appropriate definition for consumption within
this thesis. By using this definition, Mullins claims it is nearly impossible to conduct historical
archaeological research without employing some aspect of consumption (2011:4). The physical
reality of capitalism is often expressed through consumerism. Archaeologists see this expression
in the artifacts excavated from the ground surrounding a home or other structure. This thesis uses
ceramics as the tangible outcome of capitalism and therefore consumerism in the material record.
Consumerism is often thought of as one mode of purchasing: if an item is present, it will
be purchased (Friedlander 1991:23). Consumerism, when mentioned or discussed today,
typically has a negative connotation and often brings images of rampant Black Friday shoppers
fighting over electronics and plastic toys. The process of consumerism is more encompassing
and more subtle than the hedonistic display during the holidays. While the archaeological record
shows what varieties of durable goods families consumed, it does not often provide a picture of
their perishable goods. Amy Friedlander (1991) provided a well-rounded approach to judging the
consumption patterns of New Jersey residents during the late 18th and early 19th centuries.
Consumerism, she reaffirmed, cannot be studied only from the archaeological record, a will, a
probate inventory or a store ledger. Consumerism needs to be addressed from multiple vantage
points, with an eye directed toward what is absent from these useful sources (Friedlander
1991:26). She also sides with Terry Klein’s (1991:85) “degrees of access,” arguing against the
idea “ ... that merely because the goods were available, people consumed them and consumed
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them in the same way” (Friedlander 1991:23). If scholars assume consumers purchased the same
goods in the same manner, they overlook individual nuances. Margaret Purser followed a similar
vein of thought, claiming consumption cannot be simply equated to making a purchase. To study
consumption fully, a researcher needs to “examine all the processes involved in the distribution,
acquisition, and use of material culture” (1992:106). Researchers, as consumers, understand that
people shop, purchase, use, and discard material goods very differently from one another, and
this is a key concept to remember when studying past consumers from a limited perspective.
Jack Larkin, in Everyday Life in the Early Republic, provides an historical account of
rural Massachusetts during the late 18th and early 19th centuries (1994:175-200). He used diary
accounts, inventories, and letters to describe the “slovenly” countryside and its later progression
into a tidier, more consumer-driven landscape. Massachusetts’ urban and rural spaces were
distinct, as were its inhabitants. City dwellers outpaced their rural neighbors in their acquisition
of material goods, but country families still had access to sugar, tea, rum, tea sets, tablewares,
crockery, textiles, and window glass (Larkin 1994:182). The social and material differences
between city and country residents were great enough to keep the upper class content. Their selfpro-claimed superiority resulted from their ability to provide material goods for themselves as
items of comfort, leisure, and cleanliness (Larkin 1994:183). Urban elites desired, however, to
see the countryside reformed in its physical appearance. City dwellers wanted rural house lots
and people to be clean and tidy. Rural transformation did occur in the first quarter of the 19th
century as additional income flowed into farms. With any capitalist system, the need for more
was at work in rural Massachusetts and farmers cultivated more land and raised larger herds of
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livestock to create surplus. Surplus agricultural products could then be sold to reinvest in the
farm or provide additional material goods for the family and home (Larkin 1994:185-186).
Since rural and urban families are consumers within a capitalist society, perhaps it is the
scale of consumption differentiating them, or the types of goods consumed, or simply their
location outside of a city’s boundaries. The negative feelings of city dwellers toward rural
residents continued long past the end of the rural area’s frontier status, even though both rural
and urban families are consumers within a capitalist society. Historian T. H. Breen states there
was not a strict divide between urban and rural consumers because all colonists pursued marketplace goods (Breen 1986:480-481). Even when rural residents gained a similar approximation of
urban material and cleanliness standards, urbanites were the first to frown upon the changes.
Urbanites wanted country folk to live in socially acceptable dwellings with tidy, clean yards, but
to remain economically separate. Rural families enjoyed the material access gained through the
economic successes of their farms (Larkin 1994:185,194), even though they were considered
socially peripheral by city dwellers. The urban/rural divide aligns with Wallerstein’s belief in the
necessity of the semi-periphery to maintain space between regions of the core and periphery
(2000:91,93).
Mullins’ The Archaeology of Consumer Culture (2011) presents an exploration of
consumer studies in historical archaeology over the last 30 years. He synthesizes the large
volume of work conducted on this subject and explains the changing themes over the decades.
Early consumer scholars pursued questions within a strictly economic framework: how much can
I buy with what I have and who is selling to me? Since the 1970s, consumer scholars have
moved beyond structured, rational purchasing studies to more ideological ones, allowing context
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and individuality to emerge (Mullins 2011:5). Mullins pinpoints John S. Otto’s work in the 1970s
and 1980s as advocating for the use of historical documents with the archaeological record
(2011:17). The work of this thesis follows this combination of research methods.
The emergence of a consumer class in the early-18th-century Chesapeake (Pogue 2001)
can be paired with the rise of tea ware purchases. Families purchased non-utilitarian tea wares to
participate in the socially-constructed tea ceremony. Consumer goods were equated with
outward, social display and/or inward, personal use (Mullins 2011:27-28). James Gibb (1996)
argues against the social use of consumer goods as display items in 17th-century Chesapeake
society and instead views consumerism as individualistic and personal, not governed by global
systems, events or the onset of capitalism (Mullins 2011:39). “Gibb suggests that systems theory
vests deterministic power in the global economy without sufficient attention to everyday
life” (Mullins 2011:39). Mullins, however, finds value in studying ceramics within a scaling
method and sees global influences like capitalism, colonialism, and inequality as affecting the
patterns of consumption in early America (2011:40).
Martin’s backcountry Virginia studies saw a difference between rural and urban
consumers. She found urban dwellers purchased ceramics and other goods more commonly as
display items because they spent more time and energy entertaining guests than did rural families
(Martin 1994:180). City-dwelling families may have purchased more expensive goods than their
rural neighbors, but country stores dotted the Virginia backcountry connecting all consumers
(Mullins 2011:56). Studies in South Carolina (Crass et al. 1999), however, suggest rural
residents possessed goods very similar to materials excavated in urban Charleston homes.
Buttons and ceramics demonstrated rural residents were well aware of fashionable material
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goods in the late 18th century (Crass et al. 1999). “This suggestive appearance of dominant
consumer disciplines in rural communities contrasts radically with the commentaries of period
observers, who routinely cast the backcountry as utterly devoid of nearly all trace of
gentility” (Mullins 2011:62).
The consumer literature increased in size and complexity as scholars sought to
understand specific ethnic groups through their material culture on the East Coast and as scholars
moved west with the migration routes. The global movement of peoples brought an incredible
diversity of cultures into America. Some scholars have argued for specific artifacts that confirm
the presence of a particular ethnicity at a site (Stine et al. 1996) and others have argued against
this notion (Heath 1999a). Additional scholars have examined known non-European American
sites to understand how recent immigrants interacted with American material culture. Praetzellis
and Praetzellis have worked on Chinese American sites looking at how they “negotiated
mainstream social codes, reproduced cultural traditions, and actively manipulated
both” (2001:649). Stephen Brighton has also worked on known ethnic sites in New York City.
His research examined two privy shafts behind an Irish tenement in the Five Points
neighborhood (2009:94). He found the Irish immigrants were able to purchase current, quality
ceramics in the midst of their extreme poverty because of the market access they enjoyed
(Brighton 2009).
Gender studies linked to consumption also came into the historical archaeology literature.
Diana Wall’s 1994 study of 11 New York City household assemblages found the increase of
tableware purchases from 1780 to 1820 was linked to a greater emphasis on family meals. As
families remained apart during the day, evening meals became a focused time of reconnecting
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and establishing familial bonds. Stinson’s thesis from the Bell site (40KN202) explored a theme
similar to Wall’s study. The author studied how women established their presence and authority
within their households through their purchase or use of refined ceramics (Stinson 1999).
A study conducted by Riordan and Adams in 1985 demonstrated the use of national
market access for industrial-made goods within the United States. While the study focused on a
later period of time than what is used for this thesis, some of their concepts involving access and
commodity flows were useful. The authors defined commodity flow as “the quantity of
manufactured items and the direction of their shipment” (Riordan and Adams 1985:6). Their
initial hypothesis came from a geographer, Allan Pred, who, in the 1960s described the origin
and movement of material goods within the United States. Pred used New York City as his base
point and created a map of the United States with concentric circles extending from the city.
Each area farther away from the city was thought to be less connected in terms of land and water
transportation, and therefore at a disadvantage to acquire consumer goods (Pred 1970:273).
Transportation routes were the key to a high-access region of the country. While Pred based his
research on 1960s America as an industrial center, Riordan and Adams applied his concepts to
historical sites from the late 19th to early 20th centuries (Riordan and Adams 1985:7-8). They
found that Pred’s principles worked for their four sites. The movement of goods into and out of
an area is a key idea behind national market access and is based on transportation routes.
Two recent dissertations, Jillian Galle’s (2006) Strategic Consumption: Archaeological
Evidence for Costly Signaling Among Enslaved Men and Women in the Eighteenth-Century
Chesapeake and Hadley Kruczek-Aaron’s (2007) Struggling with Moral Authority: Religion,
Reform, and Everyday Life in Nineteenth-Century Smithfield, New York showcase the variety of
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questions answerable within consumer research. Galle introduces consumption as a strategy for
identity formation, used by people who no longer lived in close proximity to their families or
ancestral homes. Specifically, she addresses how enslaved African Americans formed
relationships with one another away from their home plantations. Galle also notes that more
recently “scholars have argued that consumer demand and motivation, not changes in production,
drove consumption” in the 18th century (2006:22). Purchases like tea, coffee, sugar, ceramics,
and glassware allowed all wealth levels an opportunity to participate in consumerism (Galle
2006:23). Her research focused on particular purchases made by male and female slaves within
the Virginia Chesapeake. She found buttons were used by enslaved African American men as a
form of conspicuous consumption to convey their identity to those around them. Enslaved
women also purchased particular goods to align themselves to a specific identity. They consumed
refined ceramics rather than buttons. Galle used primary sources along with artifacts to reveal the
purchasing patterns of enslaved African Americans. She too examined the difference between
urban and rural consumers finding, “Although the distance to markets and stores did not affect
the consumption patterns of wealthy white families living in rural areas, poor and middling
households living in rural areas did not conspicuously consume in a manner equivalent to their
urban counterparts” (2006:35).
In contrast to Galle’s study of conspicuous consumption, Kruczek-Aaron’s dissertation
examined the marked non-consumption of material goods by a particular family in Smithfield,
New York. The conservative Christian reformer Gerrit Smith and his family were the subject of
her research. Kruczek-Aaron sought to understand the “material and behavioral dimensions of
faith” (2007:8). She found the primary documents and archaeology did not always follow the
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strictures of simple consumption Gerrit Smith advocated in his public work (2007:14). The
tablewares used at meals provided an excellent opportunity for the Smiths to demonstrate their
morality, simplicity, and Christian character to their guests (2007:209); of which they had over
400 hundred in a single year (2007:170). While they were a wealthy family and had the means to
live more extravagantly like others of a high socioeconomic status, they chose instead to live
more in line with their neighbors materially. The artifacts from the neighboring dwellings were
not statistically different from the Smith’s assemblage (2007:211). Consumption questioned and
explored through non-consumption offers a complimentary perspective to previous studies
within the research field.
Research by Galle (2006), Kruczek-Aaron (2007), Wall (1994 ), Heath (1999b, 2004),
Martin (1994, 2008) Gibb (1996), and Pogue (2001) have proven consumer goods do more than
provide containers for foodways, nourishment, personal dress, and home furnishings. Material
goods are used for social action -- they embody and demonstrate knowledge and can be used to
compete socially (Douglas and Isherwood 1979) (or not to compete, in the case of KruczekAaron’s research). Material goods provide individuals with many comforts and conveniences,
not to mention memories and emotions. Mark Staniforth conducted research in colonial Australia
and found material goods allowed colonists “to be comfortable in the new land, to distinguish
themselves from the indigenous population, and to establish, maintain, and negotiate social
networks” (2003:105). In Staniforth’s research, the material goods provided peace of mind for
the uncertainties of a new land and livelihood. The colonists were players in a modern world of
consumption and pursued a lifestyle indulgent in current “material culture and the consumption
of acceptable food and drink” (2003:110).
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The Ramseys, Bells, Clarks, and the occupants of Exchange Place all existed during the
same period within the same geographic location (East Tennessee), yet purchased, used, and
discarded their ceramics as individual families. The spatial and temporal similarity found among
the three sites could readily be used to generalize their consumption patterns, but it is important
to provide each site with a unique signature in the historical record. Terry Klein’s work on
ceramic consumption (1991) deems this signature as “context” and defines it as “a model or
organizational framework of the historic social and economic milieu in which materials were
produced, used, and discarded” (1991:77).
Bringing the focus to East Tennessee, Amy Young’s study of Blount Mansion provides an
example of consumption and market access within the city of Knoxville (2000:150-169).
William Blount was an early political figure in Knoxville’s history and a signer of the United
State’s Constitution. He was appointed by President George Washington in 1790 as governor of
the Southwest Territory (the land south of the Ohio River) (Faulkner 1998:137; Young 2000:150;
Finger 2001:129). His house, palisade, and outbuildings were constructed around 1792
overlooking the Tennessee River, where the house still stands today (Young 2000:150-151).
Young’s research also combats the myth suggesting frontier settlements, even within towns, were
not able to purchase quality consumer goods, namely, ceramics (2000:153). She found that along
with the frontier myth of market inaccessibility, there was also a misunderstanding of the site’s
historical context. “Much of the restoration and reconstruction, as this study demonstrates, was
based on our modern notions of the everyday life of Southern elites of the rural antebellum
period rather than non-rural frontier life when Governor Blount and his family occupied the
property” (Young 2000:151).
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The ceramics recovered from Blount Mansion indicate Knoxville’s accessibility to
eastern merchants who sold their goods west of the Appalachians. Young described two units, 5
and 29, that contained “20 undecorated creamware sherds, 5 decorated pearlware sherds, and 4
early Chinese export porcelain sherds” at the lowest level of cultural association (2000:162). Tea
wares, other ceramic tablewares, and glass artifacts were also recovered, further confirming the
connection Knoxville merchants and consumers maintained with markets east of the
Appalachians. Young’s study demonstrated that residents of Knoxville (the area encompassing
the original 16 blocks surveyed by McClung) were able to access and purchase imported
ceramics for daily use and display purposes (MacArthur 1976:51; Young 2000:163,167).
Frontiers
If all regions of a nation are a part of the same economic system, capitalism, then each
region should have access to the same type of material goods. World systems (the current one is
driven by capitalism) do not keep regions or nations from participating. If a world system is in
place then every corner of the globe is involved and affected in some manner. Since the world
was operating under capitalism in the late 18th century when East Tennessee was settled by
European Americans, their immigration brought that system to the frontier.
The word frontier brings many images to mind for most people and most of those images
are inventions of popular culture rather than the results of work by historians and archaeologists.
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The frontier period in Knoxville and the rest of the South is poorly understood.
Often the American frontier is associated with a romantic legend of sturdy,
egalitarian pioneers living in isolation in the wilderness, making everything they
need with their own hands. These early, hard-working, self-sufficient settlers,
according to this perspective, lived in crude log cabins, but in wholesome freedom
from the infestations, squalor, poverty, and temptations found in urban centers
along the eastern seaboard (Young 2000:156).

Young’s quotation captures the essence of popular understanding of frontier America in the 18th
and 19th centuries.
Following the lead of Frederick Jackson Turner, early-20th-century historians defined
frontiers as geographic locations, places identifiable on a map. Later historians disagreed with
this approach and redefined frontiers as places of meeting between diverse cultures with
undefined social and geographic boundaries (Aron 1994; Adelman and Aron 1999:815). Cayton
and Teute take the historical meaning of frontier, defined as “an area on the edge of AngloAmerican settlement, defining the land beyond as unsettled and uncivilized” (1998:1). Lamar
and Thompson believe there are three factors to any frontier: land, two or more ethnic/cultural
groups, and the relationship between the two groups as it begins and then solidifies (1981:5). As
the more recent definitions suggest, frontiers do not have delineated geographic boundaries and
they do not exist within precise temporal frames. Frontiers are transient spaces and have
described the development of the Americas for centuries. Because of a frontier’s changing
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circumstances over time, these spaces are able to provide a lens with which to view past
societies, regions, and families.
America’s boundary or frontier continually moved west as more immigrants came from
Europe and families in eastern areas of Virginia and North Carolina moved to the interior
(Winters 1994:13; Finger 2001:51; Barksdale 2009:18-19). Crossing the Appalachians was the
main ordeal of settling in this new land and the pronounced topography gave shape to the
frontier. Since a frontier is often defined by the intersection of two cultures, East Tennessee’s
intersection of peoples was among European Americans, Native Americans, mainly the
Cherokee, and enslaved African Americans. While these three groups of peoples first interacted
on the eastern shores of North America, their relationship west of the Appalachians was new.
Slave labor was minimally used in East Tennessee compared to the Virginia Tidewater and
Piedmont (Winters 1994:135,137; Bailey 1998:84; Garrow 2000:193; Young 2000:157), but was
still a recognized presence. The 1791 census indicated less than 10% of the population in East
Tennessee was African American slaves (Winters 1994:135). By 1800 nearly 13% of the
population was enslaved. East Tennessee’s enslaved labor force remained stable and was cited at
11% of the population in 1840 (Winters 1994:135,137). Mountain farming did not allow large
plantations to develop in East Tennessee as it had in other, less-rugged areas.
The relationship between Native Americans and European Americans had not stabilized
(Winters 1994:12-13; Finger 2001:58; Barksdale 2009:15) when white settlers crossed the
Smoky Mountains, which is likely one reason several early families constructed palisades around
their house lots (McBride 1992; Faulkner 2000:138; Young 2000:156).
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Evidence for continued skirmishes between white settlers and Native Americans in East
Tennessee was found in the newspaper sources used for the merchandise advertisements. On 3
February 1795 the Knoxville Gazette posted a story of a man who was scalped by Indians who
were stealing his horses. Wilson’s Knoxville Gazette posted a story nearly 15 years later that
mentioned the threat of Indian attacks, by either the Creeks or Osage, who had killed two
families. The writer of this story was unconvinced, however, that these killings actually
happened (1808). Local newspapers continued to post occasional stories about Indian attacks or
the possibility of one. An Indian attack was reported from Louisville, Tennessee in May 1812
(Wilson’s Knoxville Gazette). A year later a story from Frankfurt appeared stating, “The Indians
appear to be upon the frontier everywhere.” “ ... the savages have committed murders within the
bounds of every regiment in this territory” (Wilson’s Knoxville Gazette 1813). While a handful of
newspaper quotes do not provide a definitive picture of the relationship between Native
Americans and European Americans in the frontier, they do show the frontier’s instability. If the
number of merchandise stores and the type of goods they carry is an indicator of the remoteness
of an area in contrast to Indian conflicts, it is evident East Tennessee pursued consumerism to
combat its frontier status.
Different factors can be used to define the frontier status of an area and give it physical
boundaries or specific dates. But as the definitions above stated, frontiers are not easily specified.
Depending on the nature of one’s research, different beginning and end points may be used for a
frontier region. In East Tennessee, the beginning of the frontier can be attributed to the arrival of
Hernando de Soto and his Spanish explorers in 1540 (Dykeman 1975:22; Finger 2001:14-15).
The Europeans only passed through the land, stopping at various Native American villages,
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including, Guasili, Chiaha, Coste, and Tali (Finger 2001:15-17). After the Spanish explorers
departed, no other Europeans came into Tennessee until Englishmen James Needham and
Gabriel Arthur arrived in 1673. They likely visited the Overhill Cherokee at Chota (Dykeman
1975:24; Finger 2001:20). The 18th century heightened the presence of Europeans in East
Tennessee. Notable names early in the century include Sir Alexander Cuming, a smooth-talking
diplomat who sought an English alliance with the Cherokee on his own accord; and Christian
Gottlieb Priber, a German intellectual who mastered the Cherokee language and hoped to create
a harmonious society (Dykeman 1975:25-30; Finger 2001:28-29). The first permanent European
American settlement occurred in 1769 by William Bean and his family (Eberling 1926:19;
Dykeman 1975:42; Winters 1994:11, 24; Finger 2001:43,45; Barksdale 2009:18-19).
If using the intersection of two cultures and the stabilization of their relationship as a
measurement, then the Cherokee’s forced removal on the Trail of Tears in 1838 could be
provided as the end date of the East Tennessee frontier (Perdue 1989; National Park Service
2011). Tennessee historian, John Finger, notes the end of Tennessee’s frontier as 1840 and uses
the Cherokee removal as the defining act (2001:180). By 1840 the last remaining Cherokee land
was ceded to Tennessee and split into Hamilton, Polk, and Bradley counties (Finger
2001:293,312).
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Figure 3.1: Tennessee Counties in 1830 (from Finger 2001:293)
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Amy Young offers slightly different beginning and end dates for the frontier, but she uses
Knoxville rather than the whole state or eastern region. She explains the development of
Knoxville during the 19th century to be divided into three main stages: “the frontier era from
1786 until 1830; the commercial era from 1830 until 1865; and the industrial era after the Civil
War” [Young 2000:152 citing (McDonald and Wheeler 1983:12)]. The beginning date is for the
founding or construction of James White’s fort near the confluence of First Creek and the
Tennessee River (Faulkner 1998:138; Young 2000:158; Finger 2001:119-120). Young does not
provide a reason as to the end of the frontier era in 1830. Faulkner outlines another set of dates
for the frontier period of Knoxville, with the stipulation that there have been “several ‘periods’ of
growth and development” but no one has defined a specific frontier time (1998:138). He cites
Gray and Adams for the beginning date as 1786 and the end date of 1815. Knoxville received its
first city charter in 1815 marking the “end” of the frontier (Gray and Adams 1976:71; Faulkner
1998:138).
It is important to study frontiers individually and as a concept to direct research because
they serve as transitional spaces. Undefined geographic spaces and cultural places offer scholars
a view of how lifeways within regions become solidified. Frontiers provide scholars the
opportunity to reinterpret earlier societal notions and give forgotten people an historical voice.
With careful analysis, social scientists can venture into frontier studies as a way to bring
complexity and nuance to America’s ever-modifying creation story (Aron 1994).
Consumer Access Archaeology
Archaeologists George Miller and Silas Hurry (1983) dealt with questions of frontiers and
access to consumer goods by examining the role that transportation routes played in access to
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consumer goods. The Erie Canal was completed in 1825 and they examined ceramic
assemblages from two sites; one predating the canal’s completion and the other postdating its
completion (1983:81,89). They found that the canal contributed greatly to the amount and types
of ceramics available for consumers (Miller and Hurry 1983:89-90). They also argued that
ceramic assemblages cannot always correlate to the economic status of a family, but rather
reflect differential access to the market.
The pre-canal site was the Jonathan Hale homestead. Hale was a moderately-wealthy
farmer who lived in a brick house and owned 500 acres of land. Three features, dating from 1810
to the 1820s, yielded a minimum vessel count of 65 Staffordshire earthenwares. The authors
discovered the ceramics were unmatched sets, bought as piecemeal items rather than as a
planned dining service (Miller and Hurry 1983:89). The Hale family had slow economic years
before the completion of the canal because of the inability to cost-effectively ship their farm
produce to eastern markets, but they survived as subsistence farmers and purchased goods as
needed. To provide another relative comparison, the authors used a site from St. Mary’s City. A
tenant farmer, Tabb, and his family occupied this dwelling and purchased ceramics “at a
breakage rate, although sets were available from well-provisioned country stores in St. Mary’s
County” (Miller and Hurry 1983:89). The Hales and Tabbs spent very similar amounts on their
ceramics as judged from the CC index values 1. The fact a moderately wealthy, rural landowner
possessed comparable ceramic pieces to a rural tenant farmer provides perspective as to how
sites are economically classified based solely on archaeological assemblages. Their study
1 A method

of ceramic analysis crafted by George L. Miller (1980, 2000). Through the examination of potters’ pricefixing lists, he found cream-colored earthenware prices could be used as a base-line price against other ceramic
forms and decorations. The resulting index allowed researchers to economically compare sites based on the
percentages of plain and decorated ceramics within a site.
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reinforces the necessity to use a variety of historical documents and archaeological resources to
portray historic families and sites accurately.
The authors also compared Hale’s assemblage with the Franklin Glass Works and house
site, which was in use from 1824 to 1832. While the Hale family found a distinct difference in
access to markets and consumer products before and after the canal’s opening, the glass factory,
which largely operated after the opening of the canal, never knew market isolation. The company
did, however, experience financial mismanagement. “In spite of these economic problems, the
ceramics from the Franklin Glass Works factory and house areas represent more costly
assemblages than the ceramics from the Jonathan Hale site” (Miller and Hurry 1983:90). Not
only were the ceramics in use by the factory workers and house inhabitants of a costlier nature
than the Hales, but they were purchased and discarded in matched sets. The authors noted 5 out
of 10 plates shared the same transfer printed pattern and the remaining 5 plates shared 3 patterns.
Tea wares recovered from the excavation also yielded like patterns with 5 saucers and 3 cups
matching from a total of 30 vessels (Miller and Hurry 1983:89-90). A financially unstable glass
factory maintained more fashionable ceramics than a solvent, landed farmer because of one
transportation route. This fact demonstrates the importance of transportation routes for the
acquisition of consumer goods in a frontier society. The Erie Canal drastically altered the way
goods moved into the region and the way farm produce or manufactured goods were shipped out.
Beyond understanding transportation networks, consumer studies of frontier areas have
also assessed the nature of consumer purchasing patterns and consumer choice. James Wettstaed
(2003) examined the material culture of several sites in the Missouri Ozarks during its frontier
era, and his work offers insight into this thesis. Wettstaed (2003) analyzed eight archaeological
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sites from the early 19th century along with store account records, and initially found residents in
a frontier region acquired their material goods from itinerant peddlers who could only carry a
limited supply of consumables. Families, therefore, were limited by what they could purchase,
especially fragile items like ceramics and glassware. General stores typically opened in a frontier
area when the population was dense enough to form a stable customer base (Wettstaed 2003:98;
Martin 2008:13-14). Newspapers, town business listings, personal accounts, and store day books
can inform researchers when retail stores opened and the types of goods they carried. The
merchandise purchased from a store provides a solid picture of how settlers spent their resources.
Wettstaed was able to track eight individual’s purchases over the span of three years to
understand their consumption patterns. He found their purchases aligned with what the store sold
overall. Fabric, clothing, and food were the most often purchased items and all are rarely
encountered in the archaeological record (2003:101). “ ... while these households spent relatively
little on ceramics, most of their costs were associated with fabrics and food items, especially
preservatives” (Wettstaed 2003:110). Fabric and food purchases required continual consumption
throughout the year, while ceramics generally last longer. While scholars argue against ceramics
used solely as an indicator of socioeconomic status (Miller and Hurry 1983; Wettstaed 2003),
they do provide researchers with information on non-essential purchases, access, and global
trade.
During their frontier period, the Ozark Mountain region of Missouri had access to a
variety of consumer goods during the first half of the 19th century. By using store day books and
individual purchasing patterns, Wettstaed showed how much access frontier settlers had to
consumer goods. The ceramics used by the frontier settlers were not locally manufactured but
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transported from Europe via the East Coast. The archaeological sites he examined in the
southeastern portion of the state revealed refined earthenwares and very low percentages of
porcelain. The seven sites Wettstaed used in his study were not fully excavated and therefore
revealed low numbers and varieties of ceramics (2003:102,104-105). The main point, however, is
not that there were few sherds in the assemblage, but that the settlers had access to imported
ceramics in the first place.
Ann Smart Martin also used store ledgers and day books to understand purchasing
patterns of rural residents. Her book, Buying into the World of Goods: Early Consumers in
Backcountry Virginia, analyzed the purchases from John Hook’s store in Franklin County,
Virginia (2008:5-6). She found average-priced consumables drove the day book records: “tea, a
printed handkerchief, mirrors, or creamware plates” (2008:42). Groceries (tea, coffee, sugar,
chocolate, alcohol) were commonly purchased and Martin revealed rum was the sales leader
(2008:76). Her analysis uncovered the individual purchasers at Hook’s store consisted of
European American and enslaved African American men and women (2008:166,173).
Transportation Routes
The question arises as to the nature of transportation routes into and through East
Tennessee. There does not appear to be a defining moment when the frontier was “opened” to an
influx of consumer goods from the East Coast, nor was there a complete isolation of goods
remaining in the area because of a lack of outward shipping options. East Tennessee residents at
times used indirect routes to ship their produce to market. Families turned surplus corn into
whiskey and shipped it to New Orleans via the Tennessee, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers
(Dunaway 1995:150; Finger 2001:182; Horning 2002:141). More directly, East Tennesseans
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exported wheat and sent “flour, cotton, and lime to New Orleans by the river
Tennessee” (Winters 1994:81), but only when the shoals could be avoided. Drovers moving large
herds of animals traveled frequently through Knoxville on land routes to east coast cities
(Winters 1994:52,65; Banker 2009:37,39).

The driving of hogs and cattle came to be a specialized employment, with more or
less standardized practices. The usual drove of cattle was described as 120 head,
attended by a manager on horseback and two footmen. There were stations along
the entire route where the drovers found taverns, and where farmers supplied feed
and grass lots (Gray 1933:841).

Roads were the main avenue for transporting goods into and out of East Tennessee
(Finger 2001:51,180,189,194; Barksdale 2009:28-30). East Tennessee farmers and merchants
could sell their products to New Orleans and the Atlantic seaboard. They were connected by road
to Augusta, Georgia; Baltimore, Maryland; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; and Lynchburg, Virginia
(Winters 1994:78,80). East Tennessee consumers knew roads were the artery for commerce and
transportation. Early family potteries were often located along established roads to ensure trade
networks (Smith and Rogers 1979:20). John Gaines, an owner of Exchange Place, negotiated to
have the stagecoach road redirected in front of his house (Spoden 1976:78-79; Owens 1996:7).
There was even a road from the first Tennessee city (Jonesborough) west across the Cumberland
Plateau by 1796 (Winters 1994:80). The several cities Knoxville had access to, in terms of
consumer goods, implies it was not an economically-isolated territory (Winters 1994:80-81;
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Garrow 2000:193; Young 2000:163; Finger 2001:51). East Tennessee faced challenges
establishing large transportation routes such as steamboat service, canals, or railroads, but the
region did have toll roads and turnpikes to serve its residents (Patton 1976:179-186).
The salt industry also promoted roads and the movement of goods in Appalachia and East
Tennessee (Jakle 1969). An operation from Saltville, Virginia supplied East Tennessee with their
salt needs and the owner, William King, even had a wagon road constructed from the salt works
to Kingsport, Tennessee. A warehouse stored bushels of salt until they were ready to be shipped
to Knoxville via waterways. King also pursued the task of having a turnpike built from
Kingsport, Tennessee to Saltville, Virginia which would have facilitated more than the
transportation of salt throughout the region. In this case, industry was the impetus behind better
roads which likely led to increased population and greater access to material goods (Jakle
1969:708).
Several main roads served settlers traveling into East Tennessee and produce going out.
The routes available to travelers by the 19th century are still roads traveled by residents today.
The current route of Rutledge Pike/US Highway 11 West was cleared during the region’s frontier
period. It began in Kingsport and traveled through Rogersville, Bean’s Station, Rutledge, and
Knoxville. Today’s Clinton Highway/US Highway 25 West/TN 63 began at Cumberland Gap,
and went through Jacksboro, Clinton, Knoxville, and Dandridge. Alcoa Highway/US 129/TN33
was another prominent road during the early 19th century. This road directly connected Knoxville
and East Tennessee with southern markets. From Knoxville it went south to Maryville,
Tennessee; and Atlanta and Savannah, Georgia. The first main road into Knoxville was Kingston
Pike, which began in Jonesborough and then went through Greeneville, before descending into
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Knoxville. As the population around Knoxville increased, Kingston Pike (US 70), was extended
to Campbell’s Station or Farragut (Folmsbee 1946b:92; Patton 1976:185-186).
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Figure 3.2: East Tennessee’s Early 19th Century Roads and Towns
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For transportation within Knox County, the court ordered roads to be constructed
radiating out from Knoxville in 1792, “to Kelly’s Mill and Craig’s Mill on Nine Mile Creek;
west to Campbell’s Station, north to the Clinch River; and east to the mouth of the French
Broad” (Allred 1946:73). The development of roads around the county allowed mail service,
coach service, and freight wagons to travel through. East Tennessee farmers sold produce to
counties in northern Alabama and Georgia via local county roads that were connected to larger
roads heading south (Allred 1946:74). Knoxville became a regional distribution center for farm
produce and consumer goods (Finger 2001:194).
A French botanist who visited Knoxville in 1802 said this about the town:

Although it has been built eighteen or twenty years, this little town has not yet any
kind of establishment or manufactory, except some tanneries. Commerce
however, is brisker here than at Nashville. The stores, of which there are fifteen or
twenty, are also better provided. The merchants obtain their supplies by land, from
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Richmond, in Virginia, and, in return, send, by the
same channel, the productions of the country, which they buy from the farmers, or
take in exchange for their goods ... (Michaux 1805:89).

The process of consumption can also be linked to the process of access. Settlers in East
Tennessee in the late 18th century did not find a ready-made town complete with all of the
conveniences of East Coast cities. Towns and settlements grew steadily with time, as the
majority of human institutions do. There was not a “boom-town” influx of residents into East
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Tennessee who brought with them the elements for an overnight town. City and county
population records indicate a general increase in residents over 40 years.
Table 3.1: Knoxville and Knox County Population (adapted from Adams and Gray
1976:74)
Year

Knoxville
Population

Knox Co. w/o City
Population

Knox Co. Total
Population

1800

387

12,059

12,446

1810

730

9,441

10,171

1820

1,115

11,919

13,034

1830

1,500

12,998

14,498

1840

1,830

13,655

15,485

The number of businesses also increased proportionately to the number of customers needing
their services. The increase of businesses might suggest a correlation to the access of material
goods and services. “By 1796 there were 40 houses and businesses, the latter including four
stores and the Knoxville Gazette printing office” (Humes 1842:21).
Archaeological site comparisons illuminate the varied nature of consumerism and access.
The Ramseys, Bells, Clarks, and residents of Exchange Place each participated in the consumer
market separately, but may have shared similar degrees of access due to their temporal and
spatial similarities. All three residences were within walking distance of the commercial districts
of their towns. A 15 minute per mile walk would allow the Bells and Clarks to arrive in
downtown Knoxville in 30 minutes and the Ramseys in 1.5 hours. The residents of Exchange
Place traveled 1 hour to arrive in Kingsport, the closest commercial center. Town visits to
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purchase goods were likely made by horse to ease carrying the merchandise home. Straight-line
distances and current road distances were measured on Google Maps for each location. Ramsey’s
house on current Thorngrove Pike was approximately five miles from downtown Knoxville asthe-crow-flies, but is a little over six miles to drive today. The Bell and Clark residence located
along Kingston Pike (an east-west road into Knoxville) is just over two miles from downtown.
Exchange Place on today’s Orebank Road in Kingsport was located just over four miles from
town in a straight-line distance and 4.9 miles to drive along roads today.
It has been suggested that Knoxville and East Tennessee did not transform into a
metropolitan area because of its remote location. The rugged Appalachian Mountains posed an
obstacle for merchants wanting East Coast market goods. The Tennessee River was not fully
navigable to the Mississippi River (Patton 1976:179-180; Winters 1994:83), and the railroad was
not available until the 1850s (Winters 1994:86; Young 2000:160). A system of roads, however,
developed in East Tennessee allowing an easier connection with the eastern United States
(Folmsbee 1946b:92; Patton 1976:185-186).
The flow of goods into an area depended on the quality and variety of transportation
routes. Goods arriving in and leaving from East Tennessee were largely confined to overland
transport via wagons. Merchants on the East Coast must have found a ready market in East
Tennessee because manufactured ceramics from England appear in the early settlements of this
region (MacArthur 1976:13; Faulkner 1998; Young 2000; Finger 2001:179-194). The
transportation networks were established to supply the region with international goods on a
regular basis. Settlers likely brought some ceramic dishes with them, but their fragility meant
they would need to be replaced every so often and East Tennessee families were able to purchase
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European refined earthenwares and Chinese porcelain (Knoxville Register; Wilson’s Knoxville
Gazette; Park day books 1803, 1806, 1819).
As previous studies demonstrated, many regions labeled “frontiers” still had access to
consumer goods, as identified through store account books, probate inventories, and
archaeological artifacts. The persistent reach of capitalism followed settlers into “remote” places
and provided material comforts to frontier families. Nineteenth-century American settlers were
ambitious and strove to better their lives through their westward migration. They did not move
west for the scenery, but moved to better themselves economically and provide lasting resources
for their families.
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CHAPTER 4: NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENTS - STORES AND
MERCHANDISE IN EARLY EAST TENNESSEE
Knox County Newspapers
The transformation of the region into a full-scale consumer culture can be seen in the
exchange of goods. An examination of 97 Knoxville papers from 4 newspaper publishers
revealed an aspect of this transformation. The newspapers were viewed at the East Tennessee
Historical Center in the Calvin McClung Collection on microfilm. Three time periods spanning
11 years each were selected within Knoxville’s frontier period to provide organization for
sampling: 1795-1805, 1806-1816, and 1817-1827.
Newspapers were typically printed weekly during the late 18th and early 19th centuries.
Newspapers were not available from every week, month, or even year the papers were published.
A sample of newspapers was chosen by selecting the earliest dated paper from each month
within a given year. Very often this occurred in the first week of the month, but when papers
were missing or unreadable, the next earliest date was selected. It was hoped to obtain a selection
of papers spaced throughout each 11 year period. Because of the availability, readability, and
time constraints, 30 newspapers were sampled for the first time period, 32 for the second period,
and 36 for the third. The Knoxville Gazette and the Knoxville Gazette and Impartial Observer
were used for the first time period: 1795-1805. Wilson’s Knoxville Gazette was used for the
second time period: 1806-1816, and the Knoxville Register was used for the third time period:
1817-1827.
Five objectives were used to focus the newspaper research: 1. How often were ceramics
advertised? 2. From where did the goods and ceramics originate? (advertisements listed the
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originating city for all of their merchandise) 3. Which local stores sold ceramics? 4. How were
the ceramics referred to and what types of ceramics were sold? 5. What did the stores accept for
payment? From these questions, the newspaper advertisements could answer how important
ceramics were to the area; what the national, regional, and local networks comprised; the variety
of ceramics available to consumers; and the role East Tennessee served within the capitalist
world system.
Knoxville stores typically received their goods from Baltimore, Philadelphia, and
Richmond. Five other cities delivered goods to Knoxville: New York, New Orleans, Atlanta, and
Winchester and Lynchburg, Virginia. Store advertisements commonly listed the originating city
of their merchandise. Sometimes the goods were all from a single city and at other times two or
more cities were listed. The early time period had four different listings: 1. Philadelphia; 2.
Baltimore; 3. Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Richmond; 4. Baltimore and Richmond. The second
time period did not have any advertisements listing goods from Richmond, but store owners did
import merchandise from Philadelphia singly and Baltimore and Philadelphia together. The last
time period again, had an increase in the number of cities represented by merchandise in
Knoxville stores. Six different combinations of cities sold the imported goods to Knoxville
markets: 1. Philadelphia; 2. Baltimore; 3. New York; 4. Lynchburg; 5. Philadelphia and
Baltimore; 6. Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, and New Orleans. These cities played the role
of distributor as they were port cities for merchandise coming from Europe and Asia. The goods
coming to Knoxville were actually made in various states or countries.
Many stores sold general and specialized merchandise to Knox County residents
throughout the frontier period. From the newspapers sampled, 43 different stores or owners were
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recorded. Many of the same individual names appeared, listed with different owners at different
times. The number of stores with advertisements in the Knoxville newspapers varied during the
three time periods sampled. The number of stores selling consumer goods in Knoxville increased
during the indicated time periods. The earliest time period sampled (1795-1805) had 13 different
stores advertising their wares. The second time period (1806-1816) had seven different general
stores with advertisements in the newspaper. The final time period (1817-1827) showed a
marked increase in the number of merchants selling dry goods to area residents. There were 23
different stores advertising their merchandise in the third time period. Knoxville and surrounding
towns had an ample selection of merchants and likely merchandise to choose from. Even during
the early years of the city, there was not a shortage of stores with which to do business. The
specific goods consumers purchased from one Knoxville store will be reviewed in the following
chapter.
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Figure 4.1: Major East Coast Cities Transporting Goods to Knoxville
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Table 4.1: Knoxville-area Stores with Ceramic Advertisements
Store

Year

Location

King & Crozier

5 June 1797, 19 December
1796, 2 Jan 1797, 6 March
1797, 4 Aug 1802,

Philadelphia; Baltimore;
Richmond

Rich, Campbell, & Co.

6 February 1797

Unknown

Josiah Nichol

14 October 1801, 4 Aug 1802

Baltimore

Josiah & John Nichol

11 November 1801

Baltimore

James Campbell

4 August 1802

Baltimore

Thomas Humes

9 August 1803

Baltimore

McKee, Keller, & Co.

7 December 1808

Philadelphia

Calvin & Gideon Morgan

6 July 1808

Unknown

James Park

6 January 1812

Philadelphia; Baltimore

William Park

6 January 1812

Philadelphia; Baltimore

King & Whitson

3 July 1817

Baltimore

C. McClung & Sons

6 January 1826

Philadelphia

Samuel Roberts

5 June 1817, 3 July 1817, 4
June 1817, 13 Aug 1822

Philadelphia; Baltimore

Crozier & Burton

4 June 1817, 7 May 1822, 2
July 1822

Philadelphia

Haynie & Luttrell

4 June 1817

Unknown

Morgan & Jacobs

13 August 1822, 3 Sept 1822,

Philadelphia; Baltimore; New
York; New Orleans

Berry & Wallace

5 July 1826, 2 Aug 1826 (3),

Unknown
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Table 4.2: Number of Days with Advertisements
Advertisements

1795-1805

1806-1816

1817-1827

Total

Days With One
Advertisement

25

34

54

72

Days With More
Than One
Advertisement

5

2

18

25

Total Days with
Advertisement

30

36

72

97

Percentage of Days
With More Than
One Advertisement

16.67%

5.56%

25.00%

25.77%

Table 4.3: Number of Advertisements per Day
Number of Store
Advertisements
Per Day

1795-1805

1806-1816

1817-1827

All Years

Two
Advertisements

1

1

8

10

Three
Advertisements

3

0

5

8

Four
Advertisements

1

1

2

4

Five
Advertisements

0

0

2

2

Six Advertisements

0

0

1

1

Total
Advertisement
Occurrences

5

2

18

25
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Table 4.4: Number of Advertisements with Ceramics
Advertisements

1795-1805

1806-1816

1817-1827

Total

Days With all
Advertisements

14

16

29

59

Total Days

30

32

35

97

46.7%

50.0%

82.9%

60.8%

Days With Ceramic
Advertisements

9

3

11

30

Ceramics
Advertisements/
Total Days

30.0%

9.4%

31.4%

30.9%

Ceramic
Advertisements/
Days With
Advertisements

64.3%

18.8%

37.9%

50.8%

Table 4.5: Number of Store Advertisements
Advertisements

1795-1806

1806-1816

1817-1827

Total

Store
Advertisements
With Ceramics

24

20

66

110

Total Store
Advertisements

40

36

72

148

Percentage With

60%

55.6%

91.7%

74.3%
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From the above tables Knoxville’s consumer society can be examined. Knoxville is
shown to grow commercially during the periods sampled. The increase of days with
advertisements, the increase of advertisements per day, and the increase of advertisements
including ceramics is an understood change within a city gaining population and commerce.
Stores competed with one another for business and customers pursued more consumer goods as
they established themselves within Knoxville and surrounding communities. The increase of
commercialization was not, however, a consistent increase. Global events during the second time
period caused pronounced market disruption. The decrease in the advertisements during the
second period can be linked to wars in Europe and America’s response to them.
The Napoleonic Wars, the 1807 Embargo, and the War of 1812
Events in Europe during the late 18th and early 19th centuries severely affected the
consumer merchandise trade between Europe and America. The new Republic relied on its
previous parent country and Europe to supply it with goods, as its manufacturing core had not
yet been established to meet growing consumer needs (Black 2009:19,22-23). Material goods of
all kinds came from different European countries to furnish the homes of Americans. Ceramics
were one of the many goods limited by the European wars. The Liverpool potteries serve as an
example: “In common with so many other early-19th-century potteries ... trade was seriously
affected by the Napoleonic Wars, but immediately after 1815 the factory entered a new period of
great prosperity ... ” (Cushion 1976:113).
While storekeepers in East Tennessee had access to a range of consumer goods during the
early years after Knoxville’s (and other cities’) establishment, they experienced a period of
market distance during the years from 1806 to 1816. These 10 years encompassed the Embargo
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of 1807 and the War of 1812, which caused the American market to lag behind Europe as
shipping routes were compromised (Hickey 1989; Samford 2000:65; Black 2009). The
cumulative effect of the European wars, the 1807 Embargo, and the War of 1812 caused financial
instability among Staffordshire potters because they were unable to trade directly with the United
States (Samford 2000:65). When the American market reopened after the war in 1815, English
potters undersold their wares to get back into business (Miller and Earls 2008:76-77). Market
ceramic prices continued to drop because of deflation and Americans were able to acquire goods
cheaply (Miller and Earls 2008:76-77). The sampled newspaper advertisements also attest to the
fact that world events were deeply connected to the consumer market in America and East
Tennessee. Wallerstein’s world systems concept can be seen at work in advertisements and the
availability of material goods to the American frontier in the early 1800s.
The Napoleonic conflict and War of 1812 had strong commercial consequences as the
warring nations realized the vast power imported and exported goods had on a nation’s economy
(Hickey 1989:18-20). James Monroe said of the commercial situation from the Napoleonic wars,
“The truth is that our commerce never enjoyed in any war, as much freedom, and indeed favor
from this [English] govt. as it does now” (Monroe 1804). Americans enjoyed commercial
prosperity through their trade with embattled foreign nations until Great Britain began to hamper
merchant shipping lanes (Hickey 1989:9-10).
France and Great Britain waged a two-fronted war against each other: one with men and
weapons and the other with commercial goods and merchant ships. “The British seized neutral
ships on the high seas, while the French confiscated neutral property in continental ports. For
both belligerents, greed and mercantilism played as great a role in the commercial war as higher
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reasons of state” (Hickey 1989:18). Combined, British and French forces seized over 900
American merchant ships, greatly disrupting American commercial activity during the war years
(Hickey 1989:19).
American leaders believed the country’s best defense against European forces was in its
commercial economy (Hickey 1989:19-20). The Congress of the United States passed the NonImportation Acts against Great Britain on 18 April 1806 in hopes of curtailing their acts of nonneutrality. Nothing changed in the eyes of the British and they continued their impressment to the
point of firing on an American ship, the Chesapeake (Hickey 1989:17). The United States’
government responded with the Embargo of 1807, which hurt the American economy more
severely than it did Great Britain’s (Hickey 1989:20-21; Black 2009:26-28; Monticello 2012).
All trade between America and Great Britain ceased and hundreds of merchant ships sat idly in
harbors, affecting sailors, ships’ officers, and ships’ owners (Sears 1920:255-256). The severity
of the Embargo is best expressed numerically; American exports slumped from $108 million in
1807 to $22 million in 1808 and $6,900,000 in 1814. Ships’ tonnage reports indicate commercial
losses as well. In 1811 merchant ships carried 948,000 pounds of goods to foreign ports and only
60,000 pounds in 1814. Farmers and merchants no longer had foreign ports with which to trade,
stifling American exports (Hickey 1989:21,215). Often, researchers point out how English
ceramics and manufactured goods piled up in warehouses in port cities like Liverpool, Halifax,
and Bermuda (Miller and Earls 2008:76), but do not mention the other side of the situation with
American manufacturing sales grinding to a halt. American agricultural exports also dropped
because of the Embargo (Hickey 1989:15). American agriculture, however, was boosted by flour
sales to British troops stationed in Spanish Florida who required American provisions (Hickey
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1989:117). American industry in Philadelphia also expanded at this time, as capitalists explored
other financial options. Shipping restrictions through the Embargo hampered merchant industry,
but benefitted East Coast lawyers due to increased marine lawsuits (Sears 1920:255-257).
The Embargo years were certainly sink or swim for American manufacturing. President
Jefferson repealed the Embargo Act in March 1809 before leaving office (Hickey 1989:21).
President Madison’s new policies lessened the strictures around American trade with Europe and
then opened trade with France and Great Britain on the condition that trade would cease with the
country who did not acknowledge American neutrality. France jumped at the chance to
negatively affect British trade and quickly recognized American neutrality (Black 2009:28).
Great Britain was affected by American trade policies this time, but the political climate again
changed and President Madison proposed a declaration of war on Great Britain 1 June 1812. He
signed the bill into law later that month (Black 2009:37-38).
Free trade and shipping resumed in 1815 among America, Europe, and Great Britain. The
revived trade among the western nations stimulated the American economy to an export value of
$81,920,452 for the fiscal year ending 30 September 1816 (Knoxville Register 1817). A full year
and a half after the last battle of the War of 1812 there was a dramatic increase of trade among
the western nations. The United States was not back to full exportation gains as before the War,
but the economy gained almost half of what it had lost in the first year of the Embargo. The
pronounced decrease of sales and the same increase of sales after shipping lanes were reopened
points to the deeply embedded nature of consumerism and capitalism within the world. The
newspaper advertisements from Knoxville and Washington County both affirm the political
events during the early 19th century affected the quantity of goods available to East Tennessee
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residents. The newspaper advertisements from Knoxville especially show a marked increase
from 1817-1827. The total number of days with merchandise advertisements increased from 36
in 1806-1816 to 72 in 1817-1827.
Advertised Merchandise
Ceramics were mainly advertised as Queen’s Ware with no other descriptor than the title.
Two-thirds of the total advertisements listing ceramics listed them as Queen’s Ware (n=20), or
combined Queen’s Ware and some other type (n=9). The combination listing of Queen’s and
China Ware was used the second most number of times. There were seven listings or 23.3% with
the combination description. The terms Crockery, Queen’s Ware and Crockery, and Queen’s and
Liverpool Ware1 each were represented by one listing or 3.3%. The latest period’s advertisements
used the greatest number of terms to describe ceramics. The increase of ceramic terms used in
the last period of sampled advertisements suggests an increase in ware type diversity. The
revived commercial trade with Europe after 1815 likely contributed to this occurrence.
All of the time periods sampled used fairly general terms for advertising ceramics and did
not mention whether the ceramics were undecorated, painted, edged, dipped or printed. The
advertisements do not mention if the ceramics were available as teas, tablewares, toiletwares or
utilitarian vessels, and there was no mention if the advertised wares could be purchased in sets or
individually. Customers, therefore, were not aware of their choice availability until at the store.
In contrast, many of the merchants who sold cloth and clothing, listed specific fabrics, such as:
“calicoes, linens, corduroy, jeans” (Knoxville Gazette 1797) and “Muslins - Cambricks - Silks etc.” (Wilson’s Knoxville Gazette 1808). If fabrics and clothing were more frequently purchased
1

See page 93 for description of Liverpool Ware.
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during the 18th and 19th centuries and commanded a higher percentage of monetary sales
(Wettstaed 2003; Martin 2008:76), then listing specific fabrics and listing them at the top of the
advertisement makes sense. Shopkeepers knew their customers and advertised high-sale items
more specifically (Knoxville Gazette 1791-1818; Knoxville Gazette and The Impartial Observer
1799-1803; Wilson’s Knoxville Gazette 1808-1813; Knoxville Register 1816-1823).
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Table 4.6: Advertisement Terms for Ceramics
Ceramic Types

1795-1805

1806-1816

1817-1827

Total

Queen’s Ware

10

1

9

20

Crockery

1

0

0

1

Liverpool Ware

0

0

0

0

China Ware

0

0

0

0

Queen’s Ware and
Crockery

0

0

1

1

Queen’s and China
Ware

0

3

4

7

Queen’s and
Liverpool Ware

0

0

1

1

All of the time periods sampled used fairly general terms for advertising ceramics and did
not mention whether the ceramics were undecorated, painted, edged, dipped or printed. The
advertisements do not mention if the ceramics were available as teas, tablewares, toiletwares or
utilitarian vessels, and there was no mention if the advertised wares could be purchased in sets or
individually. Customers, therefore, were not aware of their choice availability until at the store.
In contrast, many of the merchants who sold cloth and clothing, listed specific fabrics, such as:
“calicoes, linens, corduroy, jeans” (Knoxville Gazette 1797) and “Muslins - Cambricks - Silks etc.” (Wilson’s Knoxville Gazette 1808). If fabrics and clothing were more frequently purchased
during the 18th and 19th centuries and commanded a higher percentage of monetary sales
(Wettstaed 2003; Martin 2008:76), then listing specific fabrics and listing them at the top of the
advertisement makes sense. Shopkeepers knew their customers and advertised high-sale items
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more specifically (Knoxville Gazette 1791-1818; Knoxville Gazette and The Impartial Observer
1799-1803; Wilson’s Knoxville Gazette 1808-1813; Knoxville Register 1816-1823).
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Figure 4.2: Copy of Advertisement, King & Crozier (Knoxville Gazette 6 March 1797)
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Even though the ceramic terms are general, consumers would have had some knowledge
as to what they may have found at a store. The advertisements listing Queen’s Ware did not
likely refer specifically to the cream-colored ware produced by Josiah Wedgwood in the mid-tolate-18th century. Far too many potters made light-colored refined earthenwares by the early 19th
century (Lockett 1986; Miller 1987; Barker 2001:81). The transition of English refined
earthenwares is subtle and scholars cannot always distinguish among creamware, pearlware, and
whiteware (Lockett 1986:49). Ceramic terms therefore, may have been used without exacting
specificity. The ceramic terms, Queen’s Ware, China Ware, and Liverpool Ware, as found in the
advertisements, probably referred to refined white earthenware (creamware, pearlware)
(Stradling and Stradling 2001:165-168,171). American importers and jobbers, however, used
Queensware as a generic term for ceramics into the 19th century (Miller and Earls 2008:72).
Crockery was another term advertised in the newspapers and has a more ambiguous meaning. It
could be used to mean utilitarian ceramics: urns, bowls, chamber pots, jars, and mugs (Stradling
and Stradling 2001:175); or as a general term for ceramics (Lockett 1986:49). Martin’s article
Magical, Mythical, Practical, and Sublime: The Meanings and Uses of Ceramics in America
introduces a mid-19th-century female character who purchases a teapot from a “crockery shop.”
The store was stocked with cups and saucers, dinner plates, and a variety of other ceramic wares
(Martin 2001:29-30).
Stonewares and redwares were not specifically encountered in the newspaper
advertisements and were only alluded to in the Park day books. It is unknown if East Tennessee
consumers purchased redware and stoneware directly from local potters or peddlers, or were able
to obtain it from general stores. Middle Tennessee potters did use peddlers to distribute some of
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their goods and East Tennessee may have also. Smith and Rogers’ study states potters were often
near main roads for convenient transportation (1979:20). Crocks, dishes, jugs, pitchers, and
honey pots were all produced by East Tennessee potters (Smith and Rogers 1979:31-32), but
were not mentioned in the advertisements or day books. Local potteries were likely located in
more rural settings and may not have captured the consumer traffic found in town centers. Today,
however, “destination” stores are specific places people visit to purchase particular items and
early-19th-century potteries may have operated in the same fashion.
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Figure 4.3: Copy of Advertisement, Samuel Roberts (East Tennessee Patriot 1 February 1820)
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The most descriptive and unique term found in use in Knoxville newspapers was
Liverpool Ware. The term most likely refers to ceramics produced in Liverpool, England, but the
specific type of ware is more challenging to place. In the mid-18th century, Liverpool potteries
produced porcelain beginning in 1756 with the Richard Chaffers and Company factory. Bone and
soapstone porcelain were both produced there (Cushion 1976:112). After Chaffer’s death, his
partner, Philip Christian purchased his shares and renamed the company, Philip Christian & Son.
His wares are known for their enameling (Cushion 1976:112). The Pennington and Gilbody
families also produced porcelain at their factories. By the end of the 18th century, however,
Samuel Worthington opened Herculaneum Pottery on 15 December 1796 and made earthenware,
stoneware, and bone-china (Cushion 1976:113; Stretton 1986:28). They were known to make
cream and pearlware with overglaze and underglaze painting and printing. Worthington’s pottery
also made black basalt stoneware from 1800 to 1810 (Cushion 1976:113). “By 1798, Samuel
Worthington and Co. were seeking orders ‘for Cream Colours, Enamelled, printed and Fancy
Ware Services, Enamelled in any pattern’” (Cushion 1976:113). The Liverpool Ware
advertisement was found in the third group of samples during which time the Herculaneum
Pottery produced cream-colored earthenwares and pearlwares available in a large number of
different printed, enameled, and painted decoration (Cushion 1976:113).
From the archaeological record it appears that the ceramics stocked by local stores were
more diverse than the advertisements suggest. Ceramics from Ramsey House, Bell site, and
Exchange Place consisted of refined earthenwares (creamware, pearlware, whiteware), coarse
earthenwares (redware, buff-bodied ware), porcelain (Chinese, bone, soft-paste), and stonewares.
The ceramics were decorated with painting, printing, industrial slips, and non-industrial slips.
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The forms of the ceramics, which could not be ascertained from the advertisements, were varied.
Consumers were able to set their tables with plates, cups and saucers, bowls, pitchers, and
teapots.
The greatest diversity and main factor in seeing the capitalist world system is within the
refined earthenwares. These ceramics were manufactured in England, mainly the Staffordshire
district, and came in undecorated, enameled, painted, edged, printed, and dipped. The variety
continued within this ware type as there was a multitude of painted and printed patterns
available. Dipped wares alone came in a variety of decorative styles, including: banded
(annular), engine-turned (rouletting, rilling, reeding), mocha (dendritic - ferns, seaweed, trees),
variegated, multi-chambered slip, trailed slip, and dipped fan. Edged wares also came in several
styles with the most common being shell-edged (Sussman 1997). The style of advertisements
must have worked because all stores listed their ceramics generally and there was not a customer
shortage as gained from the number of stores in operation during Knoxville’s frontier period.
One way to understand how commercialism developed within Knoxville and the
surrounding communities is to track what stores accepted for exchange. By reading the
newspaper advertisements from the period of interest, it is possible to see this change occur. In
the first five newspapers sampled in the Knoxville Gazette, the first two did not post any
merchandise advertisements and the third one did not list cash as a form of exchange. The date
on the newspaper was 1795 and cash must have been too scarce for a merchant to advertise it.
Merchants listed their acceptable exchange items in different combinations, from cash only to
accepting skins, furs, country produce, and cash. The acceptable goods listed on this particular
advertisement for King and Crozier’s store were “deer and bear skins, furs, hemp, beeswax, and
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tallow” (Knoxville Gazette 1795). From the products listed above, the early landscape of
Knoxville in the late 18th century must have had an abundance of these items or they were
common items every frontier family owned. The first newspaper in June provided the next
merchandise advertisement for the same store - King and Crozier - but this time they listed cash
as an acceptable exchange item in addition to animal skins and country produce. Not only had
they expanded their exchange items to include cash, but they also had increased their
merchandise stock. In March they sold “dry goods, cutlery, hardware, [and] salt” (Knoxville
Gazette 1795). By June they were able to offer their customers “Irish linens, saddles and bridles,
books and stationary, steel, nails, window glass, Queen’s ware, glass ware, pipes, lead, gun
powder, coffee, chocolate, bohea, green, sequin, and hyson teas, loaf and brown sugar, pepper,
allspice, allum, brimstone, copperas, etc. ... ” (Knoxville Gazette 1795). While King and Crozier
is the only merchant listing newspaper advertisements in 1795 and 1796, their store was joined
by six other merchants listing advertisements in 1797 (Knoxville Gazette). An example of the
increase of stores selling general merchandise can be found in the 4 June 1817 listing of
advertisements. On Tuesday, Samuel Roberts, Gideon Morgan, B. Craighead, Haynie & Luttrell,
and Crozier & Barton all had advertisements printed in the Knoxville Register.
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Figure 4.4: Newspaper Advertisement with Exchange Goods (Knoxville Gazette 4 August 1802)
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James Ore, located on German Creek, sold a “large assortment of Goods for cash, saltpeter, Linsey, dry bacon, rye, corn, and horses” (Knoxville Gazette 1797). The advertisements
continue into the 19th century listing general and at times specific items, and listing the items
acceptable for exchange. One store in 1808, McKee, Keller & Co., listed clothing and “a general
assortment of LIQUORS & GROCERIES, of a superior quality” and they only accepted cash as
payment (Wilson’s Knoxville Gazette 1808). In addition, Calvin and Gideon Morgan accepted
“goods, beeswax, and feathers” and referred to their business as a “CASH STORE” at the top of
the advertisement (Wilson’s Knoxville Gazette 1808). Cash certainly became more commonly
accepted as payment during the study period, but merchants often listed and accepted farm
produce as well. In May 1822, Crozier & Burton stated they sold “general merchandise: clothing,
fabrics, Queen, China and Glass Ware; coffee, tea, and brown sugar; nutmeg, cinnamon, pepper,
ginger, spice. All which we will sell as low as Goods of equal quality can be purchased in East
Tennessee by piece, retail, or dozen” (Knoxville Register 1822). They did not list what customers
could use to purchase the above items, but they did list that their goods were from Philadelphia.
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Table 4.7: Knoxville Advertisements, Exchange Items
Exchange Items

1795-1805

1806-1816

1817-1827

Total

Skins, furs

0

0

0

0

Country produce

1

1

5

7

Skins, furs,
country produce

1

0

0

1

Cash

0

9

17

26

Cash, country
produce

0

3

10

13

All (skins, furs,
country produce,
cash)

17

0

3

20

Total

19

10

35

64
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Advertisements from Washington and Hawkins Counties
Additional newspaper advertisements were sampled at a later date to obtain records from
other East Tennessee counties. Early newspapers were not available from Sullivan County (the
location of Exchange Place), but there were newspapers from Washington and Hawkins counties.
There were far fewer early newspapers to sample compared with Knoxville, which likely
attests to the longstanding status Knoxville had as a prominent town and later city. Twelve
newspapers were sampled between 1803 and 1828. The fewer number of newspapers available
meant the earlier time period groupings were not used as stringently. Newspapers were sampled
monthly with the earliest date available chosen. This often was a moot point as there was only
one newspaper from the month and only a few available for the entire year. The dates of the
papers do fit within the first grouping (1795-1805) and the third grouping (1817-1827), but not
the second, which is interesting since this was the least represented period for the first sampling.
The addition of these newspapers to the original sample will skew the numbers to show even
fewer advertisements during the years 1806-1816 and will therefore be kept separate.
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Table 4.8: Number of Advertisements per Day, Washington County
Number of Store
Advertisements Per
Day

1795-1805

1817-1827

All Years

None

0

3

3

One

1

5

6

Two

1

1

2

Three

1

1

2

Total Days with
Advertisements

3

7

10

The advertisements were very similar to the ones found in Knoxville newspapers and
typically listed the same sort of information. There were 15 advertisements recorded for the 12
days sampled. Seven of the advertisements listed ceramics in their merchandise. Ceramics were
referred to as either Queen’s Ware or China. There were no instances when China was advertised
solely and there were four instances when Queen’s Ware was listed alone. Interestingly, all of the
ceramic advertisements came in the later period, 1817-1827. There were no new originating
cities for the merchandise. Philadelphia, New York, and Baltimore were the cities upper East
Tennessee merchants purchased their goods from. One store owner, John G. Eason, referred to
Philadelphia and Baltimore as “northern cities” or “northern markets” (Farmer’s Journal 1825,
1826, 1828). Eason, along with six other store owners were listed as selling goods within
Washington County. Store merchants in upper East Tennessee sold consumer goods for cash,
furs, skins, feathers, beeswax, tallow, linen, ginseng, and country produce. Hatter’s wool, seneca
snake root, shoe thread, and sheet thread were items new for exchange compared with Knox
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County. Only one merchant listed cash as the sole means for purchasing goods at his store. The
two newspapers sampled for Hawkins County did not provide any merchandise advertisements.
Table 4.9: Number of Advertisements with Ceramics, Washington County
Advertisements

1795-1805

1817-1827

Total

With Ceramics

0

7

7

Without Ceramics

6

3

8

Total

6

10

15

Percentage With

0.0%

70.00%

46.67%
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Table 4.10: Exchange Items, Washington County
Exchange

1795-1805

1817-1827

Total

Skins, furs

0

0

0

Country produce

0

2

2

Skins, furs,
country produce

3

0

3

Cash

0

1

1

Cash, country
produce

2

5

7

All (skins, furs,
country produce,
cash)

0

0

0

Total

5

8

13

The second set of newspaper samples continued with the trends established by the
Knoxville records. Families living in upper East Tennessee were able to purchase consumer
goods during the early 19th century. Since Washington County was one of the original Tennessee
counties it is likely residents were able to purchase goods during the late 18th century as well.
Settlers would have purchased their goods in Jonesborough, which is the current county seat and
oldest town in Tennessee. It is really unfortunate no newspapers from the middle time period
were available to shed further light on the years of global turmoil.
The total number of advertisements from Knox, Washington, and Hawkins counties
consisted of 119. Of those advertisements, 36 or 30.3% listed ceramics. From the three counties
sampled, 21 proprietors had ceramic advertisements during the different time periods.
Philadelphia and Baltimore were the most listed cities for advertisements including ceramics.
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Each was listed 21 times as the originating city. This accounted for 35% of the listings.
Richmond, Virginia and New York were listed five times a piece for 8.3%. New Orleans was
listed twice (3.3%) and six ceramic advertisements did not list an originating city (10%). East
Tennessee merchants may have favored Philadelphia and Baltimore because of their selection of
consumer goods and ceramics or because of their competitive prices. Better transportation routes
from these cities to East Tennessee may have been another factor in determining where local
merchants acquired their goods.
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Table 4.11: Knoxville-area Stores with Ceramic Advertisements
Store

Year

Location

King & Crozier

5 June 1797, 19 December
1796, 2 Jan 1797, 6 March
1797, 4 Aug 1802,

Philadelphia; Baltimore;
Richmond

Rich, Campbell, & Co.

6 February 1797

Unknown

Josiah Nichol

14 October 1801, 4 Aug 1802

Baltimore

Josiah & John Nichol

11 November 1801

Baltimore

James Campbell

4 August 1802

Baltimore

Thomas Humes

9 August 1803

Baltimore

McKee, Keller, & Co.

7 December 1808

Philadelphia

Calvin & Gideon Morgan

6 July 1808

Unknown

James Park

6 January 1812

Philadelphia; Baltimore

William Park

6 January 1812

Philadelphia; Baltimore

King & Whitson

3 July 1817

Baltimore

C. McClung & Sons

6 January 1826

Philadelphia

Samuel Roberts

5 June 1817, 3 July 1817, 4
June 1817, 13 Aug 1822

Philadelphia; Baltimore

Crozier & Burton

4 June 1817, 7 May 1822, 2
July 1822

Philadelphia

Haynie & Luttrell

4 June 1817

Unknown

Morgan & Jacobs

13 August 1822, 3 Sept 1822,

Philadelphia; Baltimore; New
York; New Orleans

Berry & Wallace

5 July 1826, 2 Aug 1826 (3),

Unknown
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Table 4.12: Washington County Stores with Ceramic Advertisements
Store

Year

Location

A & W McKee

1 Feb. 1820

New York

Jone’s & Greenway

25 Nov. 1825, 16 Dec. 1825,
9 June 1827

New York; Unknown

M. Deadrick & Son

16 Dec. 1825

Philadelphia

John G. Eason

16 Dec. 1825; 24 Feb. 1826

Philadelphia; Baltimore

King & Crozier advertised ceramics more than any other store; they had five listings.
Samuel Roberts followed closely with four ceramic advertisements and then Crozier & Burton
and Jones & Greenway with three a piece. Ceramics sold by area stores were listed by a few
terms within the advertisements. The predominant ceramic term used during the frontier was
Queen’s Ware. It garnered 62.2% of the listings (n=23). Queen’s Ware and China, as a phrase,
were also used commonly (n=11 or 29.7%). There was one listing a piece for crockery; Queen’s
Ware and crockery; and Queen’s Ware and Liverpool Ware (2.7%).
East Tennessee merchants accepted a variety of items in exchange for consumer goods.
The exchange items were divided into several categories: skins and furs; country produce; skins,
furs, and country produce; cash; cash and country produce; skins, furs, country produce, and
cash. Advertisements listed one of these combinations usually at the end, unless they listed
“CASH” at the top. No store within East Tennessee from the sampled newspapers accepted only
skins and furs. Stores listing only country produce as acceptable exchange items were listed nine
times or 11.3%. Skins, furs, and country produce were listed four times or 5%. Cash was a
preferable exchange item and merchants advertised its sole acceptance 27 times (33.8%).
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Cash with country produce was listed 25% of the time (n=20); and skins, furs, country produce,
and cash was also listed one quarter of the time (n=20).
The advertisements display a sharp contrast between the first two periods and the third
period. One could surmise consumerism in East Tennessee increased greatly post-1816. While
the advertisements do demonstrate this, global events during the second period are not at all
similar to the first and third periods. If the 1807 Embargo or the War of 1812 did not occur
during the sampled time period, the numbers of ceramic advertisements and stores selling
ceramics may have steadily increased, rather than surging during one period.
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CHAPTER 5: PARK STORE DAY BOOKS - CERAMICS, FOOD, FABRIC, AND
ALCOHOL
Day Book Transactions
Three day books from the James and William Park store in Knoxville, Tennessee
provided another source of information about early-19th-century consumer practices. The Park
brothers were born in Ireland (Luttrell 1946:281) and served Knoxville as merchant and civic
leaders. James Park finished the brick house John Sevier began on the corner of Cumberland
Avenue and Walnut Street. He also served as Knoxville’s mayor for two terms, 1818-1821 and
1824-1826 (Luttrell 1946:464-465).
Very few Knoxville days books are preserved from the early 19th century; however, the
Park day books provided the most complete information of the day books housed at the Calvin
McClung Collection, East Tennessee History Center. The three day books were for the years
1803-1804, 1806-1807, and 1818-1821. Three months were sampled from each book: January,
May, and September 1803; February, June, and October 1806; and March, July, and November
1819. Transactions were listed chronologically as customers made purchases throughout a day.
Every purchase within the transaction was noted by the clerk in the day book. The customers and
their purchases were compiled in a spreadsheet by the author. Transactions including ceramics
were highlighted.
The data gathered from the three day books gave names to early-19th-century customers
in Knoxville and surrounding communities. The majority of customers shopping at the Parks’
store came several times a month from the months sampled. Francis A. Ramsey and William Bell
both shopped at the Parks’ store, but neither purchased ceramics within the sampled months.
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Many other individuals purchased ceramics and a great variety of other goods too. Of the 3 day
books sampled, 62 different individuals purchased ceramics. The large majority of these
customers had only one transaction involving ceramics. Four individuals purchased ceramics on
three separate occasions: Henry Clift, Greenham Crowder, Moses Rawlings, and William Park.
Twelve customers purchased ceramics twice.
Knoxville-area residents in the early 19th century purchased sets of cups and saucers, tea
and coffee pots, plates, bowls, dishes, cream jugs, sugar dishes, mugs, cups, cup plates, crocks,
pitchers, and chamber pots. Cup and saucer sets, plates by-the-dozen, and individual bowls were
the most common purchases. Twenty cup and saucer sets were tallied, along with 23 dozen
plates, and 73 individual bowls. A set of cups and saucers included six of each (Miller 2011). The
plates were commonly sold as one-quarter, one-half, three-quarters, and a full dozen. The
number of bowls varied with the purchaser, but were usually between one and four. Chamber
pots (two), mugs (four), sugar dishes (four), and cream jugs (four) were the least commonly
purchased items.
The store transactions were compared seasonally to determine if customers purchased
more goods or greater numbers of ceramics at specific times of the year. The seasons were
divided into three groups: winter (January, February, March), summer (May, June, July), and fall
(September, October, November). Customers purchased the most ceramic pieces in the summer
months and fewest in the fall. The largest number of transactions, however, occurred from
September to November and the fewest from January to March.
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Table 5.1: Ceramic Purchases by Season

Season

Ceramic
Transactions

Ceramic
Pieces
Purchased

Total
Transactions

Ceramics/
Total
Transactions

Winter (January,
February, March)

30

235

699

4.3%

Summer (May, June,
July)

31

256

748

4.1%

Fall (September,
October, November)

20

209

803

2.5%
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Table 5.2: Ceramic Forms Purchased by Month

Date

Jan.
1803

May
1803

Sept.
1803

Feb.
1806

June
1806

Oct.
1806

March
1819

July
1819

Total

Cup/
Saucer
set

2

0

4

6

5

2

1

0

20
sets/
120
pieces

Bowl

0

10

11

7

21

12

0

12

73

Dish

2

0

10

6

4

1

0

0

23

Crock

4

0

0

0

4

0

0

1

9

Tea/
coffee
pot

1

1

0

4

2

4

0

0

12

Cream
Jug

2

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

4

Sugar
Dish

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

4

Plate
set

3

1/2

4 1/2

2

5 1/4

3/4

1

6

23
sets/
276
pieces

Mug

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

Pitcher

0

2

2

0

3

0

0

0

7

Cham.
pot

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

2

Cup

0

0

0

9

0

6

0

0

15
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Table 5.2: Ceramic Forms Purchased by Month
Jan.
1803

Date

May
1803

Sept.
1803

Feb.
1806

June
1806

Oct.
1806

March
1819

July
1819

Total
2 sets/
24
pieces

Cup
Plate
set
(12)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

Total

19

14.5

31.5

37

44.25

28.75

2

21

Ceramic Descriptions
Ceramics were minimally described within the Park day books from an archaeologist’s
perspective, but they were documented sufficiently for the shopkeeper to know what was sold.
The description for each ceramic purchase was enough to know a variety of ceramics were sold
from the Park’s store. The clerk used the terms small and large with plates and dishes, along with
the function of the item: sugar dish, pitcher, soup plate, bowl, and cup. Other descriptive terms in
the day book better allow a researcher to match ware types from the archaeological record to the
purchases.
For the nine months sampled from the three day books the following terms were
discovered: white, brown, edged, delft, queensware, china, cabled, and Liverpool. White
ceramics likely referred to refined English earthenware, produced after the style of Josiah
Wedgwood’s famed products (Noël Hume 2000; Miller and Hunter 2001). As there were several
types of refined earthenwares created during the 18th and 19th centuries, white may specifically
refer to pearlware, the later development of Josiah Wedgwood. Potters in Staffordshire had
produced a blue-tinted refined earthenware in the 1770s and called it china glaze, but it was
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Josiah Wedgwood who pushed the ware into consumers’ homes (Lockett 1986; Miller 1987).
“Thus on 25 February 1779 Wedgwood wrote to Thomas Bentley that he ‘had settled my white
body and glaze’, and he asked his partner to suggest a name” (Lockett 1986:46). Bentley decided
on the name Pearl White (Lockett 1986; Miller 1987). The name was later changed to pearlware,
but the original name could easily have been shortened to white by potters, importers, and
merchants. The white ceramic reference by the merchant cannot be attributed to whiteware
because the ware type had not transitioned into this stage until 1805 and did not reach Tennessee
until after 1820 (Miller et al. 2000; Charles Faulkner 2012, pers. comm.). Seventy-seven pieces
of white ware were purchased in the months sampled and included a variety of forms: mugs (4),
bowls (43), dishes (6), and plates (24). Thomas Brown purchased “4 white bowls” on 22 May
1803 (Park Day Book 1803:129). John Boyd purchased “1/4 dozen white plates” on 18 June
1806 from the Park store (Park Day Book 1806:179). The large amount of pearlware recovered
from the three excavations correlates with its purchases from the Park store as white ceramics.
The brown pitcher may refer to local redware or stoneware as the paste and exterior glaze
tend toward that color. The Parks likely purchased the piece from a local potter as several
families living in upper East Tennessee in the first quarter of the 19th century operated potteries
(Smith and Rogers 1979). One family in Sullivan County described their lead-glazed
earthenwares as, “reddish brown to yellow, light olive, dark olive, and black” (Smith and Rogers
1979:55-56). Moses Rawlings purchased “1 brown pitcher” on 5 September 1803 from the Park
store (Park Day Book 1803:211).
Edged wares was the term used by potters and merchants (Sussman 2000a:37; Miller and
Hunter 2001:154) for their decorations mimicking the raised ridges of a sea shell (Sussman
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2000a:38). The Park day book contained 50 pieces of edged wares from a total of 700 ceramic
pieces purchased. Of the 50 pieces, 3 were dishes and the remaining purchases were plates. On 6
June 1806 Joseph Cowan purchased “one blue edged dish” (Park Day Book 1806:166). In the
same month, William Knox purchased “8 edged plates” (Park Day Book 1806:185).
The term delft is most interesting given the years the purchases were made. Tin-enameled
ceramics are an old ware, dating to the 14th century in Spain and Italy (maiolica) (Noël Hume
1969:106). The ware type was made by French potters (Faience), English potters (delftware), and
most famously by the Dutch (Delft) (Noël Hume 1969:106). By the early 17th century, London
potteries began making delft and by the 18th century production moved to other British
manufacturing cities. A Glasgow pottery continued to make delft until 1800 (Noël Hume
1969:106-107). While the majority of tin-glazed earthenware was consumed during the 17th and
18th centuries (Noël Hume 1969; Miller 2000), a handful of potteries continued to make and
export delftware to America (Noël Hume 1969:107,111). British delft “ ... plates were being
made as late as 1802 and decorated mugs until at least 1793. Pharmaceutical pots were produced
considerably later, and London directories of the early nineteenth century still listed makers of
‘delph,’ ... ” (Noël Hume 1969:111). There are also advertisements for delftware from a
Charlestown, Virginia potter in 1806 and 1811. The reference to delft likely meant refined
earthenwares and not tin-glazed wares (Stradling and Stradling 2001:164). The day books do not
provide a location for the delft dishes nor are there newspaper advertisements with the ware
mentioned. Knoxville consumers purchased delft in 1803 and 1806 from the Park store, either
locally or internationally. Fifteen pieces of delft were purchased in the nine months sampled:
eight plates and seven dishes. Francis A. Ramsey’s inventory substantiates the presence of delft
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in East Tennessee as he owned dishes, a pitcher, and a coffee pot (Faulkner 2008:73). Hugh
Carmichael must have found delft appealing because he purchased eight plates on 20 February
1806 (Park Day Book 1806:37).
Queensware, while likely not the creamware manufactured by Josiah Wedgwood in the
18th century, is probably a reference to refined white earthenware (Noël Hume 2000; Miller and
Hunter 2001; Stradling and Stradling 2001:168). Josiah Wedgwood, in a note to his business
partner, Thomas Bentley, on 2 July 1770, wrote, “I have given over the thoughts of making any
other colour but Queen’s ware. The white ware would be a great deal dearer, & I apprehend not
much better liked; and the Queen’s ware, while it continues to sell, is quite as much business as I
can manage” (Noël Hume 2000:225). The specific reference to queensware in the Park day book
likely means creamware or pearlware since whiteware was not common in American households
until after 1820 (Miller et al. 2000:13). The term could also be a reference to ceramics generally,
as it was used in this manner by both English and American ceramic dealers, but was longerlived in America (Miller and Earls 2008:72). Jacob Lewis’ Louisville, Kentucky pottery created
queensware described as “dull white and very smooth” (Stradling and Stradling 2001:171). If
white referred to pearlware, however, then queensware may have meant the slightly-yellowed,
often undecorated creamware. East Tennessee newspaper advertisements confirm the use of the
term in a number of the sampled papers. The Farmer’s Journal, from Washington County,
Tennessee advertised queensware as late as 9 June 1827. The last Knoxville newspaper sampled
to advertise queensware was for 6 January 1826 at C. McClung & Sons’ store (Knoxville
Register). Queensware was listed as a “House Expense” in the day book on 16 September 1803,
but no description of ware forms or the number of pieces was given (Park Day Book 1803:223).
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The term china became a generic term for ceramics 1, but historically referred to Chinese
porcelain. Knowledge of Chinese porcelain was nearly non-existent in Europe until explorers
took to the seas and ventured east. Porcelain was traded early in the years of European global
exploration and quickly became a prized import item in Europe (Fischell 1987:13). “ ... in 1699,
the Kangxi emperor opened the port of Canton to the nations of the West ... During the
eighteenth century, world trade with China increased dramatically” (Fischell 1987:13).
Americans first purchased Chinese porcelain through the British East India Company, but soon
after gaining independence, established their own trade with the eastern nation. The first
American ship, Empress of China, reached Macao, China on 24 August 1784 (Fischell 1987:71).

During the nineteenth century, Americans desired porcelain as much as had
Europeans before them. But vases, punch bowls, and prunus-decorated ginger jars
were never as popular as the almost endless number of cups, teapots, plates,
platters, bowls, and saucers that crossed the oceans to Eastern seacoast ports
(Fischell 1987:72).

Twenty-four pieces of china were purchased in the day book sample. The clerk described all but
one purchase as cups or cups and saucers. John Hood purchased “1 set of China cups” on 25
October 1806 (Park Day Book 1806:345).
Cabled as a descriptive term for ceramics is a style of industrial slipware (Sussman
1997). The cabled design was created using a multi-chambered slip-pot to drop tri-colored blobs
1

Dealers in ceramics were sometimes known as china-men (Bidgood 1986:37).
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of slip on an unfired vessel in a chain. The individual drop of slip was called a cat’s eye. Each
drop melded slightly with the ones preceding and following it to form a wiggly worm or cable
(Sussman 1997:15-17). While no mention of cab.d or cabled ware was found in the newspaper
advertisement sample, the day book did record one transaction involving this decoration. William
Overstreet purchased “2 cab.d bowls, 1/2 dozen edged plates, 1 sugar dish, and 1/2 dozen tea
spoons” on 5 February 1806 (Park Day Book 1806:11).
Liverpool, England produced porcelain, refined earthenwares, and stonewares in the 18th
and 19th centuries. The table and tea wares were frequently enameled with Chinoiserie motifs.
Refined earthenwares were more commonly produced in Liverpool potteries by the end of the
18th century (Cushion 1976:112). Four sets of Liverpool Ware plates were purchased from the
Park store 15 July 1819 by one of the owners, William Park (Park Day Book 1819:194). Francis
A. Ramsey also owned Liverpool Ware - 12 cups and saucers (Faulkner 2008:73). Liverpool
Ware continued to be purchased in Knoxville stores because it was advertised by C. McClung &
Sons in the Knoxville Register on Friday 6 January 1826. Neither the day book transactions or
the newspaper advertisements list any other descriptor for the ware.
Ceramic mass production from Staffordshire beginning in the mid-18th century allowed
table services to include matching plates and serving dishes (Sussman 2000b:51). “A large dinner
service included as many as 20 serving pieces: covered dishes, open dishes, platters in several
sizes, salad bowls, condiment containers, sauce tureens, sauceboats, soup tureens, and
salts” (Sussman 2000b:51). Tea sets were not sold as matching sets within the dinner service.
Consumers may have purchased complimentary tea and dinner sets, but this fashion was not
adopted until the late 19th century (Miller et al. 1994:238,241-243; Miller and Earls 2008:83).
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The Park day book records do not indicate sets of matching tableware were sold. Customers may
have purchased separate plate sets and dishes that did match, but were not sold together.
Piecemeal purchasing would allow East Tennessee residents to add to their tablewares and tea
wares as needed rather than all at once. Cups and saucers were sold in a set of six and likely
matched.
Customers in the Park store purchased ceramics on an average of 2% to 4% of a month’s
total transactions. Ceramics did not make up a very large percentage of overall items available
for purchase, but they were purchased consistently. Rural frontier residents may not have found it
necessary to purchase large matched table and tea ware sets. Instead, they may have purchased
ceramics based on a desired color instead of a matching print or pattern (Groover 2008:104).
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Table 5.3: Ceramic Types from Park Store

Date

White

Brown

Jan.
1803

1 dish,
4 mugs

1 set
plates

May
1803

10
bowls

1/2 set
plates

Sept.
1803

2
dishes,
2 lg.
dishes,
11
bowls

1
pitcher

Edged

1 lg.
dish

Delft

Queens
ware

3 dishes

1 order

1/2 set
8 plates,
plates, 1
3 dishes
dish

Feb.
1806

4 bowls,
1 dish

June
1806

2 set
plates,
12
bowls

1 2/3 set
plates, 1
blue
dish

Oct.
1806

6 bowls

3 plates

China

Cabled

1 set
cups, 1
set
cups&s
aucers

2 bowls

Liverpool

1 dish

1 set
cups

March
1819
July
1819

4 set
plates

1 set

Nov.
1819
total
pieces

77

1

50

15
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1 order

24

2

48

Table 5.4: Number of Transactions at Park Store with Number of Ceramic Purchases

Ceramic
Trans. Totals

Ceramic
Pieces
Purchased

Individual
sets
Purchased

Date

Total Trans.

Trans. per
day

Jan. 1803

296

9.55

11

75

18

May 1803

257

8.29

5

20

6

Sept. 1803

279

9.3

13

144

22

Feb. 1806

362

12.93

17

136

29

June 1806

326

10.87

20

167

33

Oct. 1806

329

10.61

7

65

16

March 1819

41

1.32

2

24

2

July 1819

165

5.32

6

69

8

Nov. 1819

195

6.5

0

0

0

total

2250

4.38

81

700
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Other Purchases
General stores in the early 19th century sold everything a family could want or need;
carrying a variety of goods similar to the big-box stores of the 21st century. A customer at the
Park store could purchase ribbon, fabric, coffee, sugar, iron, bandanas, shoes, hats, paper,
spelling books, nails, dishes, spices, tools, alcohol, door knobs, and lute strings. Some items were
more commonly purchased than others and the top three consumed items were fabric, food, and
alcohol. The food category consisted of coffee, tea, loaf and brown sugar, chocolate, flour,
cheese, butter, meat, spices, lemon juice, licorice, mustard, and raisins; but did not include corn,
oats, or salt. The fabric category consisted of linen, flannel, calico, bombazine, velvet, silk,
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tassel, muslin, cambric, cashmere, dimity, buckram, baize, Nankeen, drab cloth, lace, swan
down, and silk & twist; but not edging, coating, binding, animal skins, buttons, stick twist, or
cable. The alcohol category consisted of wine, brandy, rum, whiskey, gin, Jack2, Tennessee wine,
sherry wine, port wine, Madeira wine, Jamaican spirits, Jamaican rum, and Godfrey’s cordial.
For the number of food, fabric or alcohol purchases, fabric was purchased in the greatest
quantities for the three months in 1803 and February 1806. Food purchases for June and October
1806 and the three months in 1819 outpaced fabric and alcohol purchases. Every fabric, food, or
alcohol purchase within a single transaction was tallied for the above numbers. When fabric,
food, or alcohol was noted as present or absent in every transaction slightly different values
resulted. Food was most commonly purchased in September 1803, June and October 1806, and
all three months in 1819. Fabric was purchased most often in January and May 1803 and
February 1806. Alcohol sales never garnered more purchases than fabric or food, but remained
consistent throughout the day books.

2

Jack was an abbreviation for Applejack, a concentrated apple cider with a higher alcohol content (Krause 2012).
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Table 5.5: Percentages of Ceramic, Food, Alcohol, and Fabric Transactions

Date

% of
Ceramic
Trans.

% of Food
Trans.

% of Alcohol
Trans.

% of Fabric
Trans.

Total Trans.

Jan. 1803

3.72

12.84

15.54

27.70

296

May 1803

1.95

19.84

11.28

29.18

257

Sept. 1803

4.38

27.96

10.39

26.88

279

Feb. 1806

4.70

17.68

4.70

24.59

362

June 1806

6.13

32.82

11.66

27.30

326

Oct. 1806

2.13

28.88

7.90

23.71

329

March 1819

4.88

17.07

14.63

9.76

41

July 1819

3.64

33.33

7.88

18.18

165

Nov. 1819

0

25.13

8.21

15.90

195

Range

6.13

16.26

9.93

17.54

105
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CHAPTER 6: CERAMIC ANALYSIS
Ceramic Ware Types
The ceramics recovered from the Ramsey House, Bell site, and Exchange Place
excavations reveal the variety of wares available to consumers in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries. European countries and China were the major players in global ceramic manufacture
and distribution (Noël Hume 1969; Cushion 1976; Fischell 1987), helping to connect the world
through global capitalism. Americans mainly looked to the Staffordshire ceramic industry for
their wares, but the Revolutionary War provided the impetus for American pottery production. If
an adequate source of clay was discovered in a newly settled area, potteries were soon
established (Smith and Rogers 1979; Martin 2001:32). The local wares provided another avenue
of choice, but one that did not impact access to or necessarily compete with the larger, consumer
market.
Great Britain provided Americans with the bulk of their ceramic needs through the many
Staffordshire potteries (Shaw 1829:16; Wood 1959:3; Cushion 1976; Miller and Earls 2008:77).
“Even after the two wars that pitted the United States against England, Americans continued to
look to England as well as France, for guidance in fashion and refined taste” (Samford 2000:62).
This region in England dominated the ceramic industry for decades, creating and refining new
ware types and decorations. Quality clay, coal seams, transportation routes, and human capital
supplied the Staffordshire potteries with continuous resources to refine and expand their industry
(Shaw 1829:4,187,208; Cushion 1976:15; Halfpenny 1986:14; Barker 2001:73-76). “The Ware
of these Potteries is exported in vast Quantities from London, Bristol, Liverpool, Hull and Other
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Sea Ports, to our several Colonies in America and the West Indies, as well as to almost every Port
in Europe” (Mountford 1971:11-12).
During the 18th century, Staffordshire potters were busily producing refined earthenwares
with a variety of decorations (Halfpenny 1986). “The most important development of the
eighteenth century was the gradual perfection of a thin, hard-firing, pale-yellow or cream-colored
earthenware” (Noël Hume 1969:123). Thomas Astbury and Thomas Whieldon were early
pioneers in the effort to create a new ceramic. They were joined and later succeeded by the
efforts of Josiah Wedgwood whose Queen’s Ware brought him to the fore of pottery manufacture
in the 18th century (Noël Hume 1969:123-124; Cushion 1976:82,87; Miller et al. 1994:220-221;
Miller 2000; Miller et al. 2000; Noël Hume 2000). His marketing techniques were the key to his
success with creamware (Miller et al. 1994:220-222). The date, 1762, is given for the creation of
Wedgwood’s creamware, which is the year he presented a “caudle and breakfast set to Queen
Charlotte” of England (Noël Hume 1969:125).
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Figure 6.1: Creamware Sherds from Exchange Place (photo courtesy of author)
Pearlware, another common ceramic during the late 18th and early 19th centuries, is better
known for its surface decorations than for its distinct ware type (Noël Hume 2000:237-239;
Miller and Hunter 2001). The interconnectedness of the Staffordshire potters makes it very
difficult to pin the creation and introduction of a single ware to one potter or individual factory
(Halfpenny 1986; Barker 2001:81). Wedgwood is again mainly credited with the creation or
introduction of pearlware in late 1779 (Noël Hume 1969:128), but other potters had introduced
China Glaze to the public by 1775 (Lockett 1986:47; Miller and Hunter 2001:135). Wedgwood
was not only a fine potter, but also an astute businessman. In a letter to his partner, Thomas
Bentley, dated 6 August 1779 he wrote,
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Your idea of the creamcoloured having the merit of an original, & the pearl white
being consider’d as an imitation of some of the blue & white fabriques, either
earthenware or porcelain is perfectly right .... The pearl white must be considered
as a change rather than an improvement, & I must have something ready to
succeed it when the public eye is pall’d [Noël Hume 2000:225 (Selected letters of
Josiah Wedgwood 237)].

Figure 6.2: Painted Pearlware Lid (photo courtesy of author)
Whiteware was the final refined earthenware in the English potters’ quest for a white or
cream-colored ceramic similar to porcelain. Throughout the 18th and early 19th centuries,
Staffordshire potters experimented with pastes and glazes to produce the former as white and the
latter as colorless as possible (Shaw 1829; Cushion 1976; Miller and Hunter 2001). Because of
the continual refinement of the white earthenware’s recipe it can best be distinguished by its
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surface decoration (Sussman 2000b:51). “The term whiteware, like the terms China glaze and
pearlware, is almost nonexistent in the price-fixing lists, invoices, and correspondence of the
Staffordshire potters ... ” (Miller and Earls 2008:93). It was introduced as a whiter version of
pearlware, providing a complete break from the slightly blue-tinged wares that originally
mimicked Chinese porcelain (Lockett 1986).
The refined Staffordshire earthenwares can be challenging to identify as the pastes and
glazes were not standardized. Creamware is more often a creamy-yellow color and pools yellow
to green in the footrings and handles (Cushion 1976:88). Pearlware strives to be whiter and has a
cobalt-additive to the glaze that renders the pooling blue (Elliot 1986:13; Noël Hume 2000:227;
Miller 2001; Miller and Earls 2008:91). Whiteware was whiter still and did not have the same
blue-pooling effect as pearlware because of a colorless glaze (Lockett 1986:49-50). Surface
decoration can be used to distinguish between creamware and pearlware as creamware is
commonly undecorated and the latter is most often decorated (Miller and Hunter 2001:154;
Miller and Earls 2008:92). The difference between creamware and whiteware can also be seen in
the decoration and by the color of the body paste and glaze. The color distinction of the paste and
glaze among the refined earthenwares is subtle, causing consternation among students and
practiced scholars (Lockett 1986:49-50). As the ceramic paste changed from creamware to
pearlware to whiteware, the porosity of the refined earthenware lessened. A more vitrified paste
means that whiteware does not as readily stick to one’s tongue as do the earlier refined
earthenwares.
Chinese porcelain was the envy of the western world and the great motivator for
European potters (Shaw 1829:3; Fischell 1976). “The Chinese potter was producing a hard-paste
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porcelain from about the middle of the 9th century, but similar material was not to be made in
Europe until about 1718” (Cushion 1986:16). Porcelain was crafted by many potters using a
variety of clays and additional materials, leaving scholars with many choices for identification
(Noël Hume 1969:137,145; Cushion 1976; Fishell 1987). Chinese porcelain has a distinct paste
made from kaolin clay and petuntse (Noël Hume 1969:258; Fischell 1976:7-8). Both minerals
are found within granite or volcanically-derived igneous rocks. Kaolin provides porcelain with
flexibility while petuntse gives the raw material its characteristic glaze and impermeability
(Fischell 1976:7). “In section the body [of porcelain] ranges from pale grey to off-white, is
extremely tight-grained, and the glaze clings to it in a thin, translucent line on both sides” (Noël
Hume 1969:258). Chinese porcelain, soft-paste porcelain and likely European porcelain were
excavated from the three archaeological sites.
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Figure 6.3: Chinese Porcelain from Exchange Place (photo courtesy of author)
Brown salt-glazed stoneware and iron-oxide-slip-washed stoneware were recovered from
Ramsey House and Bell site. Both stonewares were likely produced locally and used as
utilitarian objects by the families. While stoneware has a long production history, especially in
Germany as found on American archaeological sites (Noël Hume 1969:276-284), American saltglazed stoneware began production in 1705 and ended in 1930 (Miller et al. 2000:10).
It is thicker than German stoneware and may be accompanied by Albany slip on 19th-century
vessels (Noël Hume 1969:101). Brown stoneware vessels - mugs, bottles, and pitchers - were
produced in colonial America by the second quarter of the 18th century (Noël Hume 1969:100)
and continued with production as utilitarian vessels. Stoneware ceramics are fired at a higher
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temperature than earthenwares and thus achieve a greater level of impermeability. This ware type
is not fully vitrified like porcelain and requires an interior glaze to adequately contain liquids.
This relatively long-lived American ceramic was a common find across all sites, especially those
in use during the 19th century. Site and unit dates are important when distinguishing this ware’s
use-life within research.

Figure 6.4: Stoneware from Bell Site (photo courtesy of author)
One black basalt sherd was recovered from the Bell site. It is a dry-bodied stoneware
more finely potted than the brown and gray American stonewares and has an earlier beginning
production date than the refined earthenwares (Shaw 1829:123; Noël Hume 1969:121). Black
basalt was in production from 1750 to 1850 (Noël Hume 1969:121; Miller et al. 2000:10) and
made fashionable by Josiah Wedgwood (Noël Hume 1969:121; Cushion 1976:88-89). Black
basalt “retained its popularity after that of the red declined, in part because it had become the
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fashion to use it in times of mourning” (Noël Hume 1969:122). It was mostly used as a
decorative ware due to the texture of its unglazed surface, compared with the more desirable
lead-glazed wares (Cushion 1976:88). The Bell or Clark families may have held on to their black
basalt tea wares for specific use during times of mourning.
Redware - coarse and refined - was recovered archaeologically from the three sites. The
majority of the excavated redware was lead-glazed and most likely locally produced. Considered
to be a utilitarian ware, coarse earthenwares were very often the first ceramic to be
manufactured in newly settled regions. The red clays of East Tennessee provided ample
resources for potters, who lived and worked in the region since statehood in 1796 (Smith and
Rogers 1979:4). East Tennessee potters produced nearly as much lead-glazed earthenware (42%)
as stoneware (58%), which contrasts to the 89% and 100% stoneware production in Middle and
West Tennessee (Smith and Rogers 1979:9). The 1820 census lists nine potteries in East
Tennessee with four located in Greene County. This county was known for its earthenware
products, making more redware than any other county in Tennessee. Frederick Shaffer’s pottery
(40GN21) produced crocks and dishes for .17¢, honey pots for .67¢, and jugs and pitchers for
.25¢. Shaffer’s pottery was listed by the 1820 census, but he lived in Greene County by 1809
(Smith and Rogers 1979:31-32). Carter and Jefferson counties each possessed a pottery by the
1820 census, producing lead-glazed earthenware (Smith and Rogers 1979:29,31,45). Samuel
Smith, a Knoxville potter by at least 1820, made stoneware for local consumption, as seen in
newspaper advertisements (not in the above sample) and census records (Smith and Rogers
1979:47). Daniel Hartbarger of Roane County established a pottery in 1812 and created
manganese-glazed earthenwares which were fired almost to stoneware hardness (Smith and
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Rogers 1979:54). The final pottery listed in the 1820 census was located in Sullivan County. It
was established by the Cain family in 1814 and was considered one of the earliest potteries “west
of the Alleghenies” (Smith and Rogers 1979:55-56).
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Figure 6.5: Map of 19th Century Family Potteries in Tennessee (from Smith and Rogers 1979:10)
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Figure 6.6: Redware from Ramsey House (photo courtesy of author)

Figure 6.7: Redware from Exchange Place (photo courtesy of author)
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A few sherds of refined redware with a dark-chocolate to black shiny glaze, reminiscent
of “Jackfield,” were recovered from the Bell site (Noël Hume 1969:123). The sherds cannot be
simply attributed as “Jackfield” because other potters made a similar ware (Cushion 1976:82).
The pieces by Thomas Whieldon, which have a red instead of purple or gray paste, more
accurately describe the sherds in the current assemblage (Noël Hume 1969:123). Thinly potted
redwares with dark glazes, often tea wares and pitchers, are commonly discovered on American
sites of the 1760s (Noël Hume 1969:123) with a range from 1740-1800 (Miller et al. 2000:12).

Figure 6.8: Refined Redware from Bell Site (photo courtesy of author)
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Ceramic Decoration
Decoration on refined earthenwares was a key aspect of creating, selling, and purchasing
ceramics in the late 18th and early 19th centuries. Pottery invoices and potters’ price-fixing lists
usually refer to ceramics by their decoration and not by ware type, used so readily by
archaeologists, art historians, and collectors (Miller and Hunter 2001:147,154; Miller and Earls
2008:89).
Table 6.1: Ceramic Decoration Terms
Potters

Archaeologists/Historians

Edged

Shell-edged

Dipped or dipt

Industrial slip

Cab.d or common cable

Industrial slip, cabled

Printed

Transfer-printed

Painted

Hand-painted

Mocha, moco

Industrial slip, mocha
(dendritic)

CC ware

Undecorated creamware,
pearlware, or whiteware
depending on the year

Banded

Industrial slip, annular

Egyptian Black

Black basalt
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Decoration used during this period, and found on the three ceramic assemblages, consisted of
enameling, painting, overglaze transfer-printing, underglaze transfer-printing, industrial slip,
molded-edge, and slips. Refined earthenware could be enameled with many colors since
decorations were not limited by firing temperatures. Enameling required a much lower
temperature for the colored decoration to fuse to the glaze, but was more expensive because
multiple firings were involved (Cushion 1976:88; Miller 2000:92). This form of decoration,
however, is subject to wear and does not often last through burial and excavation. Archaeologists
and scholars can examine the faint matte lines in a strong light to view the decoration (Noël
Hume 1969:259). Chinese porcelain exported to America was decorated with enameling, gilding,
and painting. Near the end of the 18th century, Chinese export porcelain1 declined in
craftsmanship to mainly include “thin swags, wiggly lines, or dashes in black, orange, or purplish
pink ... ” (Noël Hume 1969:261). The enameled Chinese porcelain sherds examined for the thesis
consisted of pieces decorated mainly in the above manner. Underglazed blue porcelain, however,
is more common than the enameled pieces (Noël Hume 1969:261). Early Chinese potters “used
the Persian method of painting directly on the unfired body. After painting, the vessel was either
sprayed with the glaze through a bamboo pipe or dipped into it, and then fired” (Fischell 1987:8).
Cobalt was mainly used because it was stable enough to withstand very high firing temperatures
(Fischell 1987:8; Miller 2000:92).

1

Chinese export porcelain was created especially for the American market and was therefore driven by consumer
demand more fully than the early refined earthenwares which were sold within England and Europe firstly and then
exported to the European colonies.
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Figure 6.9: Overglaze Decorated Chinese Porcelain from Bell Site (photo courtesy of author)
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Early refined earthenwares could be purchased with overglaze printing after the 1750s
(Miller 2000:94). The process was created in England and was first used with tin-glazed tiles,
followed by white salt-glazed stoneware in 1755, then porcelain in the 1760s and 1770s (Miller
et al. 2000:10; Miller and Hunter 2001:141), creamware, and lastly pearlware. Early overglaze
transfer-printing on creamware was often in black, but later included red, purple, and chocolatebrown (Samford 2000:57). The printed ceramics were high-status items usually found on tea
wares or large Liverpool jugs (Samford 2000:57; Sussman 2000b:52).
Underglaze transfer-printing was not far behind overglaze, with the first endeavors on
English porcelain in the 1760s (Miller 2000:94). Thomas Turner developed transfer-printing on
refined earthenwares around 1780. The Spode factory turned out its first pieces of underglaze
printed wares in 1784, during the clamor for refined earthenware (Samford 2000:57). Blue
printing was introduced to the market in 1783 with Chinese scenes (Miller 2000:94). Blackprinted patterns were available for sale by 1790 (Miller et al. 2000:13). Brown-printed ceramics
were exported to America around 1809 (Miller 2000:94). Red, green, brown, and purple-printed
patterns on whiteware were popular on potters’ price-fixing lists from 1829 to 1840 (Shaw
1829:234-235; Miller 2000:94). Transfer-printing was a multistep process, but could be
completed mainly by semi-skilled labor, making standardized ceramic decoration possible
(Samford 2000:58). Engraved copper plates were oiled and then inked with the desired colors
before tissue paper was pressed onto the plate. The design was transferred to the tissue paper
which was then placed onto a biscuit-fired vessel. A low-temperature firing burned off the oil and
set the colored print. The vessel was lastly dipped into a liquid glaze and re-fired (Samford
2000:58).
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Figure 6.10: Transfer-printed Saucer from Exchange Place,
Bridge at Lucano Pattern (photo courtesy of author)
As with new inventions or techniques, printed ceramics were more expensive than plain,
lead-glazed wares right after their introduction (Miller 2000; Samford 2000; Sussman 2000a).
Printed wares were “three to five times the cost of undecorated cream-colored earthenwares (CC)
in the 1790s” (Samford 2000:58). The price for printed vessels gradually diminished until the
middle of the 19th century when the wares were available to all economic classes (Samford
2000:58).
Industrial slipwares are linked to engine-turning lathes which opened a door of new
ceramic possibilities for Staffordshire potters (Sussman 1997; Carpentier and Rickard 2001:116).
The horizontal lathe turned the vessel while slip was applied or a knife cut patterns from the
exterior slip, such as dashes, lines, bands, and checkers (Carpentier and Rickard 2001:116).
Josiah Wedgwood was also connected to this pottery technology, creating an engine-turning lathe
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in 1764 (Sussman 1997:4,26). The technology and decoration was quickly adopted by other
Staffordshire potters and industrial slipware became a common hollowware in consumers’
homes. This decorative technology was regularly encountered on bowls, mugs, and jugs, but not
on dinner service pieces or plates (Sussman 1997:51,53; Miller 2000:91). Banding was the main
decoration on industrial slipwares, serving as a background for further design work or as the
main element (Sussman 1997:6). Slip bottles could create thin lines, thick bands, dots, wavy
lines, squiggles, and/or floral motifs. Other unique decorations were created using multichambered slip bottles containing two or three different colored slips. Cat’s eye, cable, fan, and
marbling were design motifs produced by a multi-chambered slip bottle (Sussman
1997:10-17,24-25). Mocha dendritic was another decoration within industrial slipware. It
involved a potter touching a wet brush infused with an acidic solution to the wet slip and
allowing it to spread organically (Sussman 1997:26). Along with body decoration on industrial
slipwares, vessels are classified according to their rim embellishments. Sussman noted seven
different rim decorations in her study on industrial slipwares: plain rouletted, rouletted with
green stain, rouletted with other colored stain, plain rilled, rilled with green, rilled with other
color, and plain green stain (1997:59).
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Figure 6.11: Industrial Slipware from Bell Site (photo courtesy of author)
The introduction of refined earthenwares in Staffordshire prompted an employment
change along with a market change. Painters working with delft, white salt-glazed stoneware,
and porcelain factories found their skills were in less demand and now sought work within the
factory system (Miller 2000:92-93; Miller et al. 2000). Cobalt-derived blue paint was used at
first because of its high-firing stability. “ ... the wares were painted in a Chinese style to take the
place of Chinese porcelain which was being eliminated from the English market by a tariff ...
” (Miller 2000:93). By 1795 consumers could purchase painted cream-colored wares decorated
with new colors: brown, mustard yellow, and olive green. This trio of colors was most commonly
found within floral motifs. Even with the introduction of different colors, blue-painted floral tea
wares advanced in popularity in the 1820s, moving past polychrome-painted teas (Miller
2000:93; Miller and Earls 2008:93).
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Figure 6.12: Blue Painted Pearlware from Bell Site (photo courtesy of author)

Figure 6.13: Polychrome Painted Pearlware from Bell Site (photo courtesy of author)
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Shell-edged decoration appears on lighter-colored refined earthenwares by 1775
(Sussman 2000a:38); replacing early molded feather-edge creamware, because, “(1) it was newer
and therefore more fashionable, and (2) it was infinitely easier to paint, there being no raised
feather fronds to hamper brushwork or to create pockets where the color could pool” (Noël
Hume 2000:225,229). Blue or green shell-edged tablewares became extremely popular by the
early 19th century and the decoration is most common on platters and plates (Noël Hume
1969:131; Sussman 2000b:49; McAllister 2001:32; Miller and Earls 2008:83). As a decoration,
shell-edged was made available on a variety of vessel forms. By the last quarter of the 18th
century, ceramic customers were able to purchase soup and sauce tureens, salts, pepper pots,
mustard pots, plates, platters, covered dishes, undertrays, and drainers (Miller 2000:90;
McAllister 2001). “Underglaze painted shell edge was most commonly available on pearl or
white wares with blue or green edges” (Miller 2000:91).

Figure 6.14: Shell-edged Sherds from Bell Site (photo courtesy of author)
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Artifact / Sample Selection
To address the questions posed by this thesis, the author examined a sample of ceramics
from deposits dating to the frontier period of East Tennessee at the three sites. Ramsey House
and Exchange Place both had occupants living on the property into the 20th century so their
assemblages required sampling. The Bell site dwelling was razed in 1834, allowing the sample to
be a much larger percentage of the whole ceramic assemblage.
Ceramics are often used by archaeologists to date sites, units, and levels because
manufacturing techniques and decorations have beginning and end dates. Ceramics have to be
purchased or made in order to be used and discarded, but a certain vessel may survive decades
after its final manufacturing run (Adams 2003). The date range of a particular ware type or
decoration style may be gained from production cycles or popularity (Adams 2003:40). The
Mean Ceramic Date (MCD), developed by Stanley South in 1972, uses the median date of
manufacture of ceramic ware types and/or decorative types from 18th and early 19th century sites
that are of relatively short duration. The median dates of production of all dateable types present
within an assemblage are multiplied by the number of sherds present for each type and then
divided by the total number of sherds within the assemblage. The end number provides a mean
date for the whole assemblage. Sites with short periods of occupation can be more accurately
dated with this method than those with long occupation spans, or those that are occupied,
abandoned, and reoccupied (South 1972). MCDs were used for Ramsey House and Exchange
Place to select frontier-era levels. The dates were obtained from three site reports for Ramsey
House and the 1997 Kitchen excavation report from Exchange Place. A few window glass dates
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were provided within the same reports, but not as consistently as the MCD. Bell site provides a
terminus ante quem date of 1834 when the cabin was razed (Stinson 1999). The cabin’s
demolition date falls within the frontier period and provides a confident date for the ceramic
assemblage.
Using MCD to determine frontier-era levels, and then using those ceramics to interpret
frontier conditions creates, potentially, a circular argument, especially if issues of time lag are
considered. MCDs alone are not the best way to define dated units and levels when looking at
consumer access at a specific time period. The units and levels, however, were conservatively
selected and are believed to offer insight into East Tennessee’s frontier-era ceramic consumption.
If the units or levels were actually deposited later than the MCD suggests, the 1830 cut-off date
would provide a 10 year buffer. The majority of sampled MCD units/levels are pre-1815,
providing an additional 15 years. The frontier-era units/levels provided the research with 1113
sherds from Ramsey, 1844 for Bell, and 244 from Exchange Place, for a total of 3201 sherds.
William Hampton Adams (2003) provides a useful perspective on ceramic and
occupation dates. He defines time lag as the difference in time between an item’s production and
its discard (2003:41). Adams holds to a 15-20 year time lag in ceramic assemblages. He believes
manufacturing dates for ceramics should not equal occupation dates for a site (2003:39). “A site
occupied in the 1670s should be expected to contain few, if any ceramics made in that decade
because it takes time for these objects to be broken and discarded” (Adams 2003:38). He also
argues that the best way to date sites and features within them is through historical
documentation, verified by artifacts. Scholars more commonly use terminus post quem (date
after which the most modern artifact was deposited) to gain site, unit, and level dates (Adams
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2003:39). It is understandable that ceramics will most likely not enter the archaeological record
the same year of manufacture, but there is no formula for predicting how long a ceramic vessel
may remain in a household. Adams used ethnographic studies examining the length of time
ceramics remained unbroken within a selection of households (2003:40-41). The length of time
vessels remained in the home (few months to years) depended mainly on pottery strength and
function. The families studied lived in Mexico and South America and made their own coarse
earthenwares. Adams found that “The breakage rates are simply not comparable to those for the
harder, refined earthenwares found on Euroamerican sites, which had mostly tablewares, not
cooking vessels” (2003:41).
The East Tennessee frontier for this thesis is defined following historian John Finger
(2001). European explorers interacted with Native Americans in 1540, but did not create a
permanent settlement until 1769. European American settlers and Native Americans grappled
over land, property, and cultural norms for decades until the Cherokee were forced from their
land beginning in 1838. By 1840, white Americans owned all of the land within Tennessee, were
culturally dominant, and the state’s three regions were settled and anchored with thriving cities Knoxville, Nashville, and Memphis (Finger 2001).
Ramsey House
Archaeological testing at Ramsey House by Dr. Charles Faulkner began with the
northwest portion of the rear yard in 1985 to determine the location of outbuildings and locate
the original Ramsey cabin. Shovel testing of other areas of the house yard and property were
conducted during the following years. A heavy concentration of historic artifacts was not
uncovered until testing in the east side yard began in 1994 (Faulkner 2008:9-12,41). Excavation
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test units were not opened in the east side yard until 1999. During this season, the four
foundation walls of Structure 3 were located, along with a log skid or girder. From the artifacts
recovered, Faulkner suggested this structure served as Francis A. Ramsey’s office and possibly as
a slave quarter after his death (Faulkner 2008:21-22,84).
Excavations the following summer again focused on Structure 3. A new feature,
identified as a chimney, was located just to the west of Structure 3. This feature was labeled
Structure 4, but it was soon understood that Structures 3 and 4 were the same building. Structure
4 was the original Ramsey cabin that later served as an office and possible slave quarter, first
identified as Structure 3. The building was moved sometime after the Ramsey’s owned Swan
Pond: post-1865 (Faulkner 2008:25). Also revealing were several lines of fence post-holes from
the wooden palisade Francis A. Ramsey erected during construction of his defensible homestead.
A concentration of period-relevant artifacts were uncovered in the forecourt, or the area between
the narrow angle of the cabin and palisade (Faulkner 2008:50-53). The eastern forecourt
provided an appropriate area for refuse disposal as the cabin faced west into the enclosure. A 15foot profile baulk remained in the area of Structures 3 and 4 to guide excavation for 2000 and
2001 (Faulkner 2008:25-27).
The final season (2001) at Ramsey House revealed the early landscape of the east side
yard. Structure 4 was the original Ramsey cabin, and excavations in this area uncovered
thousands of artifacts associated with the frontier-era Ramsey household (Faulkner 2008:73). For
this analysis, 1113 ceramic sherds were used.
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Figure 6.15: Ramsey House Side Yard Units (from Faulkner 2003:2)
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Further information on ceramics from the Ramsey household comes from Francis A.
Ramsey’s estate inventory from 1820. “Forty-six plates, 4 dishes, 3 Delph dishes, 2 pitchers, 1
Delph pitcher, 1 Delph coffeepot, 5 punch bowls, 7 tea pots, 8 cups and saucers, 12 China cups
and saucers, 12 Liverpool cups and saucers, 1 sugar bowl, 2 cream pots, 7 crocks, 4 earthen jugs,
2 jars, and 3 earthen pans ... ” (Faulkner 2008:73). The inventory adds vessel form variety to the
MNV2 and confirms purchases made from the Park store by other consumers. The amount of tea
wares and punch bowls also attests to the Ramsey’s frequency of entertaining guests.
Bell Site
The Bell site assemblage was approached in a slightly different manner as the dwelling
was razed within the frontier period of East Tennessee. While there were later occupations within
the boundary of the original property, no structures were built on the exact or adjacent location of
the Bell and later Clark cabin. No formal site report was written for the excavations so field
records, site maps, and a previous thesis were used to ascertain relevant units and levels. Surfacecollected artifacts were not used, neither were artifacts from shovel test pits or units
compromised by post-frontier disturbances (driveway, water pipe, tree fall). The Bell site was
discovered during construction of a modern church and its driveway. The construction trenched
through the west pen of the saddle-bag cabin, eliminating archaeological excavation and
revealing a cellar. The cellar was under the west pen of the cabin, but 8 to 10 feet of the structure
were preserved within the flagged area of the archaeological excavation (Faulkner 1997). The
church driveway construction was the main disturbance within the site and the cellar excavation
was divided into three blocks: North, South, and Control. The stratigraphy of the cellar consisted
2

Definition for and explanation of MNV provided on page 155.
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of topsoil, a modern driveway, levels one and two (brown fill, post-1834), level three (rubble, ca.
1834), level four (clay cap, pre-1834), and levels five and six (cellar, pre-1834). The bottom two
levels, five and six, within the Control block of the cellar were unaltered and yielded useable
ceramics. The site’s units were numbered chronologically from 1 to 76; units 5, 12, 15, 25, 26,
and 28 were not used due to modern disturbances: a gravel or pavement driveway, a tree fall with
20th century glass, and a water-pipe trench. A few late-dating ceramic sherds within early layers
were considered intrusive and not included in the analysis. Bell site yielded 1844 ceramic sherds
for the analysis.
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Figure 6.16: Bell Site Units
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Figure 6.17: Bell Site Cellar (photo courtesy of Dr. Charles Faulkner)
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Exchange Place
Exchange Place, while having a long occupation like the Ramsey property, contained an
assemblage of ceramics dating before historic records indicate an owner of the property
improved the land (Owens 1996; Owens 1997:29). The kitchen reconstruction research in 1997
excavated seven test units within the kitchen’s foundation beginning at the layer from the 1989
excavations, which removed approximately one foot of soil. The 3 x 3 ft. units were placed in a
north-south line, bisecting the structure. Thirty-six shovel test pits were dug around the
structure’s exterior (1997:6-7,13). Unit 10 had a 20th-century stone pier used as a foundation for
the later house ell or porch (Owens 1997:15). Ceramics from units 8-15, minus unit 10, were
used for the analysis.
The ceramics recovered during Owen’s excavation revealed earlier occupation dates than
previously understood about the site. Four levels were excavated within the units and provided
the following mean ceramic dates: 1801, 1807, 1807, and 1809 (Owens 1997:27). He concluded
the kitchen was most likely the main dwelling of a family predating the Gaines’ occupation.
From the Sullivan County Deed Records, it is ascertained that Thomas or James Gaines’ family
constructed and lived in this structure which later served their descendants as a kitchen (Book
3:29,62,100).
The original cabin, later kitchen, yielded nearly 300 ceramics (n=289) dating from the
late 18th to early 19th centuries. The large majority of ceramic sherds recovered from Exchange
Place’s early occupation pre-dated 1830. Ceramic sherds from the shovel test pits were not used,
neither were the ceramics from Unit 10 (20th century disturbance). The remaining sherds (n=244)
were used in the analysis.
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Figure 6.18: Exchange Place Original Cabin Units (from Owens 1997:7)
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Minimum Number of Vessels
Archaeologists have several methods available for ceramic analysis. Researchers often
begin with sherd counts or weights, using these numbers to describe how objects were discarded
across a site. The individual sherds can also be examined in regard to ware type and decoration
style. This would reveal the kinds of ceramics consumed within a household and approximate
date of occupation. Artifact quantification and pattern recognition within single sites were
techniques developed by Stanley South in the 1970s. While using sherd counts or weights
displays the raw data from an archaeological site, it does not demonstrate the actual vessels used
by the residents (Voss and Allen 2010:1). Minimum number of vessels (MNV) is another method
for tabulating ceramics within an assemblage. It allows similar rim, base, and handle sherds to
stand in for whole vessels. This conservative method of analysis recombines like sherds into one
vessel, allowing the 10 or 50 sherds of one ceramic plate to count toward one vessel rather than
individually. The MNV is conducted quantitatively and qualitatively to various degrees,
depending on whether the ceramics were mass-produced with little variance or hand-made with
substantial variance. Even within mass-produced ceramics there is some level of subjectivity.
Within the three ceramic assemblages there were mass-produced refined earthenwares and
porcelains and locally-made coarse redwares and stonewares. The imported ceramics were sorted
quantitatively while the locally-made ceramics were analyzed qualitatively. After the initial
descriptive cataloging, the ceramic sherds were sorted according to ware type: porcelain,
creamware, pearlware, whiteware, redware, and stoneware. The rims, bases, handles, and
uniquely decorated body sherds were separated from the collection. The different styles of
decoration within the ware types were next sorted into groups. The groups of like rims, bases,
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and handles were separated by diameter and paste thickness. Most of the unique body sherds
came from redware and stoneware vessels, which were qualitatively assigned to groups. Once
the vessels were separated, each was assigned a form. The MNVs for Ramsey and Bell were
conducted by the author, while the MNV for Exchange Place was tabulated by Dr. Barbara J.
Heath (2011, pers. comm.).
Ramsey House Analysis
The MNV for Ramsey House was 185. Pearlware vessels made up 49.7% of the
assemblage with 92 individual pieces. Creamware was the second most represented ware type at
Ramsey House with 42 separate vessels and 22.7% of the assemblage. Porcelain was third in the
list with 20 vessels and 10.8% of the ceramic collection. Local redware was represented by 15
vessels at 8.1% of the assemblage. Eight whiteware vessels were recovered from Ramsey House
making up 4.3% of the total vessel count. Seven pieces of stoneware (3.8%) were accounted for
from the assemblage as well as one piece of tin-glazed earthenware.
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Table 6.2: Ramsey House MNV
Undeco
rated

Painted

Printed

Edged

Ind. Slip

Total

Assembl
age %

Ch.
Porcelain

6

12

0

0

0

18

9.7%

Soft-paste
Porcelain

1

0

0

0

0

1

0.5%

Porcelain

0

1

0

0

0

1

0.5%

Creamware

22

12

0

4

4

42

22.7%

Pearlware

17

32

12

30

1

92

49.7%

Whiteware

6

2

0

0

0

8

4.3%

Redware

15

0

0

0

0

15

8.1%

Stoneware

7

0

0

0

0

7

3.8%

Tin-glazed

1

0

0

0

0

1

0.5%

Total

75

59

12

34

5

185

Percent

40.5%

31.9%

6.5%

18.4%

3.2%
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MNV Ware Types

Ramsey House
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Ch. Porcelain
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Soft-paste Porcelain 1
Porcelain 1
Creamware
Pearlware
Whiteware
8
Tin-glazed 1
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42
92

Figure 6.19: Minimum Number of Vessels for Ramsey House
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Porcelain
Pearlware
Redware

Ch. Porcelain
Whiteware

Soft-paste Porcelain
Tin-glazed

Minimum Number Vessel Percentages for Ramsey House

1%

21%

16%

1%
7%
4%
1%
4%
45%

Figure 6.20: Minimum Number of Vessel Percentages for Ramsey House
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Creamware
Stoneware

The decorative types were sorted into five categories: undecorated, painted, printed,
edged, and industrial slip. Plain vessels coated in salt, lead, or alkaline glaze or Albany slip were
included in the undecorated category. There was a total of 75 vessels (40.5%) in this group with
creamware garnering the greatest number (n=22). Painted wares were placed into the second
category with a total of 59 vessels (31.9%), dominated by pearlware objects. The printed
category consisted of 12 pearlware vessels (6.5%). No other vessels within the MNV count were
decorated by transfer-printing. Shell-edged decoration (18.4%) was found on creamware (n=4)
and pearlware (n=30). The final category, industrial slip, was represented by four creamware
vessels and one pearlware vessel (3.2%).
Decoration
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Figure 6.21: Decoration of MNV
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There were a variety of vessel forms represented in the Ramsey House assemblage. Tea
bowls and saucers represented 31.4% of the assemblage (n=58). More plates were used by the
Ramsey family than at Bell site or Exchange Place, for a total of 68 vessels (36.8%). There were
18 bowls (9.7%) and 15 hollowware vessels (8.1%) also in MNV.
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Table 6.3: Vessel Forms for Ramsey House
Vessel Forms

Number

%

tea bowl

31

16.8%

saucer

27

14.6%

plate

68

36.8%

bowl

18

9.7%

pitcher

2

1.1%

jar

2

1.1%

jug

2

1.1%

hollowware

15

8.1%

flatware

8

4.3%

unidentified (includes 1
tin-ware)

12

6.5%

total

185
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Most Common Vessel Forms
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Figure 6.22: Most Common Identified Vessel Forms for Ramsey House
Single color decoration and polychrome decorations were noted for the ceramic
assemblage. Blue was the most popular color for decoration at Ramsey House followed by
polychrome and green. Fifty-two of the 185 vessels (28%) were solely decorated with blue.
Twenty-five vessels (13.5%) contained more than one color in the decoration and 16 vessels
(8.6%) were decorated with green. The remaining colors were less frequently encountered.
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Figure 6.23: Color Decoration for Ramsey House
Bell Site Analysis
This site contained slightly fewer ceramic vessels than Ramsey House (n=171), but the
proportions of ware types and decoration were similar. Like Ramsey House, pearlware was the
most common ware within the minimum vessel count. There were 90 pearlware vessels, which
accounted for 52.6% of the assemblage. Creamware was the next most frequent ware with one
quarter of the assemblage and 42 vessels. The third most common ware was redware with 15
vessels and 8.8% of the total. Chinese porcelain is next represented by eight vessels and 4.7% of
the ceramic collection. There were seven stoneware and five whiteware vessels within the Bell
site, making up 4.1% and 2.9% of the ceramic selection.
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Table 6.4: Bell Site MNV
Undec
orated

Painted

Printed Edged Ind.
Slip

Unglazed

Total

Assembla
ge %

Ch.
Porcelain

4

4

0

0

0

0

8

4.7%

Soft-paste
Porcelain

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Porcelain

1

3

0

0

0

0

4

2.3%

Creamware

24

11

0

0

7

0

42

24.6%

Pearlware

11

52

6

16

5

0

90

52.6%

Whiteware

1

2

2

0

0

0

5

2.9%

Tin-glazed

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Redware

14

0

0

0

0

1

15

8.8%

Stoneware

5

0

0

0

0

2

7

4.1%

Total

60

72

8

16

12

3
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Percent

35.1%

42.1%

4.7%

9.4%

7.0%

1.8%
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Figure 6.24: Minimum Number of Vessels for Bell Site
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Figure 6.25: Minimum Number Vessel Percentages for Bell Site
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Creamware
Stoneware

There were six decoration categories for Bell site, one more than Ramsey House,
including unglazed. The undecorated category contained 60 separate vessels or 35.1%.
Creamware and redware were the main ware types within this category, (n=24) and (n=14)
respectively. Seventy-two vessels (42.1%) were assigned to the painted category. Pearlware
vessels comprised the vast majority with 52 pieces, followed at a distance by creamware (n=11).
There were eight printed vessels (4.7%), six pieces of pearlware and two pieces of whiteware.
The edged category contained 16 pearlware vessels or 9.4%. Ceramic vessels with industrial slip
decoration consisted of seven creamware and five pearlware items (7.0%). The unglazed
category contained two pieces of stoneware and one piece of redware (1.8%).
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Figure 6.26: Decoration of MNV
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The Bells and Clarks possessed a greater variety of ceramic forms than the other two
sites. Tea bowls and saucers were the most prevalent forms with 58 or 33.9%. Thirty-seven plates
were present at the Bell site or 21.6%. Bowls were less common with 30 (17.5%). There were 22
hollowware vessels (12.9%) and 17 vessels forms represented by 4 pieces or fewer.
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Table 6.5: Vessel Forms for Bell Site
Vessel Form

Number

%

tea bowl

30

17.5%

saucer

28

16.4%

tea pot

3

1.8%

cream pitcher

1

0.6%

plate

37

21.6%

soup plate

1

0.6%

bowl

30

17.5%

mug

4

2.3%

platter

1

0.6%

tureen

1

0.6%

bottle

1

0.6%

mustard

1

0.6%

pitcher

1

0.6%

jar

1

0.6%

crock

1

0.6%

chamber pot

1

0.6%

hollowware

22

12.9%

flatware

1

0.6%

unidentified

6

3.5%

total

171
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Figure 6.27: Most Common Identified Vessel Forms for Bell Site
The same color categories were used for the Bell site with blue-decorated vessels still
claiming the lead with 51 vessels (29.8%). The second most common color palette for the
minimum vessel count was polychrome (n=29, 17.0%). Vessels decorated solely in brown
received the third highest count (n=14, 8.2%).
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Figure 6.28: Color Decoration for Bell Site
Exchange Place Analysis
The MNV for Exchange Place was 43. Twenty-five pearlware vessels were included in
the MNV. This ware type constituted the majority at 58%. Redware followed with seven vessels
and 16% of the ceramic collection. Chinese porcelain was represented by five overglaze painted
vessels or 12% of the assemblage. Creamware was represented by four vessels and 9% of the
total. There were two whiteware vessels or 5% and no stoneware was recovered from Exchange
Place.
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Table 6.6: Exchange Place MNV

Undecorated

Painted

Printed

Edged

Total

Assemblage
%

Ch.
Porcelain

0

5

0

0

5

11.6%

Soft-paste
Porcelain

0

0

0

0

0

0

Porcelain

0

0

0

0

0

0

Creamware

3

1

0

0

4

9.3%

Pearlware

0

7

15

3

25

60.5%

Whiteware

0

0

2

0

2

4.7%

Tin-glazed

0

0

0

0

0

0

Redware

7

0

0

0

7

16.3%

Stoneware

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total

10

13

17

3

43

Percent

23.3%

30.2%

39.5%

7.0%
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Figure 6.29: Minimum Number of Vessels for Exchange Place
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Figure 6.30: Minimum Number of Vessel Percentages for Exchange Place
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Creamware
Stoneware

The vessels’ decoration was sorted into four groups: undecorated, painted, printed, and
edged. Creamware (n=3) and redware (n=7) vessels were placed into the undecorated category.
Painted vessels were represented by seven pearlware, five Chinese porcelain, and one
creamware. Printed vessels were found on pearlware (n=15) and whiteware (n=2). The known
patterns consisted of Bridge at Lucano (1817-1835) (Samford 2000:68-69), Foliage and Scroll
(1817-1834) (Samford 2000:68-69), and Chinoiserie-style (1816-1836) (Samford 2000:63).
Western consumers were fascinated with Chinese designs and patterns, but it became
exceedingly expensive to import painted Chinese porcelain. European potters decorated refined
earthenwares with Chinese scenes (Chinoiserie) to appease their customers (Samford
2000:62-63). Foliage, floral, and cottage/house scenes were also present. Four vessels were edge
decorated, all on pearlware.
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Figure 6.31: Number of Vessels by Decoration
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At Exchange Place, tea wares (tea bowls and saucers) accounted for 37.2% (n=16) of the
total vessel forms. Unidentified hollowwares 3 were the next largest category with 13 vessels
(30.2%). Seven plates were recovered (16.3%) and only one bowl (2.3%).
Table 6.7: Vessel Forms for Exchange Place

3 Archaeologists

Vessel Form

Number

%

tea bowl

7

16.3%

saucer

9

20.1%

cream pitcher

1

2.3%

plate

7

16.3%

muffin

2

4.7%

bowl

1

2.3%

chamber pot

2

4.7%

hollowware

13

30.2%

flatware

1

2.3%

unidentified

0

0

total

43

use the term hollowware as a general term for rounded vessels unidentifiable to a specific form.
Likewise, the term flatware is used to refer to unidentifiable low-sided vessels.
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Figure 6.32: Most Common Identified Vessel Forms for Exchange Place
Blue decorated vessels (n=15 or 46.9%) were the most frequently consumed at Exchange
Place compared to other colors. Red was the next most popular color (n=5), followed by a fourway tie for green, black, luster, and polychrome (n=3). Luster is a metallic-oxide decoration
applied to refined earthenwares beginning in 1790 (Miller et al. 2000). There were no vessels, as
represented by sherds, containing yellow, orange, or brown. It must be remembered, however,
that only a portion of the decorated vessel is represented in the assemblage; colors and
decorations are not complete.
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Ceramic Discussion
Table 6.8: Ware Types and Percentages for the Three Sites
Ramsey

House

Bell

Site

Exchange

Place

Ware type

N

%

N

%

N

%

Ch.
Porcelain

18

9.7%

8

4.7%

5

11.6%

Soft-paste
Porcelain

1

0.5%

0

0

0

0

Porcelain

1

0.5%

4

2.3%

0

0

Creamware

42

22.7%

42

24.6%

4

9.3%

Pearlware

92

49.7%

90

52.6%

25

58.1%

Whiteware

8

4.3%

5

2.9%

2

4.7%

Tin-glazed

1

0.5%

0

0

0

0

Stoneware

7

3.8%

7

4.1%

0

0

Redware

15

8.1%

15

8.8%

7

16.3%

Total

185

171

181

43

The percentages of vessel ware types, vessel forms, and decoration styles were
statistically tested for significance with a two-sample t-test. The three sites were tested against
each other for each of the ceramic comparisons (form, ware type, and decoration) and found to
not be statistically significant at a 95% confidence interval. These results demonstrate the three
assemblages are largely congruent. The similarity of the three ceramic assemblages suggest the
families each had access to obtain imported ceramics. They purchased similar ware types, vessel
forms, and decoration styles. All three have pearlware vessels representing nearly half or more of
the assemblage. The large quantities of pearlware follows the mass availability, consumer
preference, and regional access of the ware from 1780 to 1830 (Sussman 2000a:37). Ramsey
House and Bell site have approximately one quarter of the collection in creamware vessels, while
Exchange Place has 9%, but a higher percentage of pearlware than the other two sites. Exchange
Place has more redware than either Ramsey House or Bell site; 16% compared to 8%. The larger
quantity of redware at Exchange Place could be due to their closer proximity to redware potters
in upper East Tennessee. There was one redware potter within Sullivan County and four in
neighboring Greene County (Smith and Rogers 1979:31-32,55-56). No stoneware was recovered
from Exchange Place, further highlighting the dominant earthenware industry in upper East
Tennessee (Smith and Rogers 1979:9). Coarse redwares and stonewares are often used as food
preparation or storage containers (Adams and Boling 2000:116; Faulkner 2008:77). The larger
percentage of redware at Exchange Place may indicate the Gaines family entertained guests less
often and required less refined earthenware. This theory seems rather unlikely since 74% of the
assemblage consisted of refined earthenwares. The Gaines family may have simply taken
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advantage of the local pottery industry, purchasing a larger percentage of their wares in this
manner compared to the Ramseys, Bells, and Clarks.
In addition to refined earthenwares, the residents of Ramsey House, Bell site, and
Exchange Place were able to purchase imported Chinese porcelain. The Ramseys did possess a
greater number of porcelain vessels compared to the Bells, Clarks, and Gaineses and they also
owned tin-glazed ceramics as represented by one sherd. The dominance of imported wares at all
three sites suggests the families were concerned with setting a fashionable dining and tea table
and were able to do so. The historical documents provide evidence that the Ramseys frequently
hosted guests at their stone home (Faulkner 2008:69). Their social standing in the community
aligned with setting a fashionable table with refined ceramics.
The vessel forms were compared among the three sites and were not statistically
significant in their differences. The Ramsey House assemblage contained the most plates, (n=68)
representing 36.8% of the vessels. The number of plates at Bell site (n=37) and Exchange Place
(n=7) consisted of 21.8% and 16% of the assemblages. Greater numbers of plates within an
assemblage usually indicates families ate portioned meals of separate meats, vegetables, fruits,
and grains. High numbers of hollowwares implies families were eating mostly stews and onepot-meals (Adams and Boling 2000:118-119). The change in foodways from families serving
food from cooking pots and eating from shared trenchers occurred during the 18th century and
earlier in elite Virginia households. The individual became more important as did symmetry
within the built environment (Deetz 1996:80-86; Pogue 2001). Individualized sets of dishes were
available after 1760 in colonial America, and its presence in the East Tennessee frontier
demonstrates the settler’s knowledge of and ability to procure particular ceramics.
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The “backwoods” location did not keep families from practicing foodways habits they were
familiar with from the East.
Bowls were very uncommon at Exchange Place (n=1, 2.3%), but more frequent at Bell
site (n=30, 17.6%), and less so at Ramsey House (n=18, 9.7%). Bowls could be used as
tableware or utilitarian ware for food preparation and service.
Tea wares were very evenly matched at the three sites. Ramsey House had 27 saucers or
14.6%, Bell site had 28 or 16.5%, and Exchange Place had 9 or 20.9%. Ramsey House contained
31 tea bowls (16.8%), Bell site contained 30 tea bowls (17.6%), and Exchange Place contained 7
tea bowls (16.3%). Porcelain is often associated with tea wares, especially before the
introduction of refined earthenwares (Deetz 1996:86; Adams and Boling 2000:118). While
families in East Tennessee during the frontier drunk tea according to the archaeological record,
they more commonly consumed coffee. The Park day books show coffee purchases occurred
more frequently than tea. In 1803, there were 66 (80.5%) transactions with coffee and 16
(19.5%) with tea. In 1806, 122 (85.9%) transactions involved coffee and 20 (14.1%) included
tea. Several years later in 1819, coffee was still purchased more often from the Park store. Fortyfive transactions included coffee (88.2%) and only 6 consisted of tea (11.8%). The Ramsey, Bell,
Clark, and Gaines families may have drunk coffee from their tea bowls more often than tea;
consuming coffee as part of their daily meals and using tea with guests (Wall 1994:264; Stinson
1999:81-82). Mugs were purchased at the Park store and may have been used for coffee
consumption, but this connection cannot be proved as handles were rarely encountered within the
ceramic assemblages. Ceramic pieces are often versatile, and families, then as now, use objects
for other purposes than the maker’s specific intent.
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The greatest diversity of vessel forms was recovered from the Bell site. They had 16
identifiable vessel forms. Both Exchange Place and Ramsey House had seven identifiable
vessels. Ceramic vessel diversity can be linked to higher socioeconomic status as demonstrated
from Adams and Boling’s study on Georgia plantations (2000). They found “the planter’s
assemblage contained a fuller complement of tableware vessels like cups, platters, teapots, and
miscellaneous vessels” (2000:119). Even though William Bell would not likely be included in
the planter class, he still owned slaves and several hundred acres of land along the Tennessee
River, and therefore possessed a higher level of socioeconomic status within Knox County
(Stinson 1999). Another explanation can be linked to site context. The Bell cabin’s destruction in
1834 likely allowed better ceramic preservation than at Ramsey House or Exchange Place, which
were both occupied for decades beyond the artifacts’ deposition. Artifact fragmentation and
dispersal occurs often from humans and animals.
The “reconstructed” vessels do demonstrate very similar decorations. The majority of
decorations were underglaze painted and shell-edged, but there were a few matched transferprinted patterns. Ramsey House had two hollowwares with the Chinoiserie style, Bell site had
two plates with the Willow pattern, and Exchange Place had two plates with the transfer-printed
pattern Bridge at Lucano. Painted floral motifs, lines, bands, and dots were common for Ramsey
House and Bell site. Lines and bands were typically just below the rim and could be found on the
interior and/or exterior of a vessel; depending on its form. Floral motifs differed in design and
color palette from vessel to vessel, but the whole pattern cannot be determined from a few
sherds. With no whole vessels recovered from any of the sites, the decorative patterns (printed or
painted) can only be supposed. Ramsey House contained 34 shell-edged plates: 13 green and 21
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blue. Bell site possessed 16 shell-edged plates: 4 were green and 12 were blue, of which there
were 2 rococo, 3 embossed, and 9 neo-classical (MAC Lab). Exchange Place contained two
even-scalloped, shell-edged muffins.
The ceramic color schemes among the three sites were similar. Blue was the most
purchased decorative color, followed by vessels with multiple color palettes or polychrome for
Ramsey House and Bell site; while Exchange Place residents purchased more red vessels after
blue. Ramsey House residents purchased vessels decorated with green after multicolored vessels
compared with Bell site residents who purchased brown vessels more often. Within the
polychrome grouping, brown was a commonly used color for all three sites.
The variety of colors found on the ceramic vessels, as applied through several decorative
methods, implies the residents all possessed market access to purchase the ceramics they desired.
They may have purchased their ceramics in small sets and mostly as individual pieces as
understood through the Park day books. Cups and saucers were very often purchased in sets of
six each and plates were typically sold by the dozen or half dozen (Park 1803, 1806, 1819; Miller
2011). The archaeological record did not conclusively indicate the extent to which residents
pursued matched ceramics.
As a general rule, consumers purchase items to get as much as they can by spending as
little as possible. Ceramic purchases in the frontier period were no different. Very few handles
were recovered from the three sites, indicating the families chose decoration over handles.
Handled teas bowls were more expensive than handleless tea bowls. “For the price of CC teas
with handles, one could have painted teas without handles” (Miller 2000:100). The tea wares
from Ramsey House, Bell site, and Exchange Place are painted and printed, rarely undecorated.
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Blue-painted floral tea wares were popular through the 1820s along with dark-blue printed
patterns (Miller 2000:92-94). All three sites have a majority of blue decorations, but the pieces
do not appear to be from matched sets.
The ceramics recovered archaeologically from the three sites shows the families’ ability
to access and purchase fashionable table and tea wares; their preference for imported refined
earthenwares and porcelains; their consumption of tea and coffee; their conformity to purchasing
plates for portioned meals; and their pursuit of like-colored ceramic patterns.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
Future Research
No research project incapsulates all aspects of a particular question. The separate avenues
within this thesis: newspaper advertisements, day books, and ceramics could each provide
individual research projects. Using several other historical house sites within East Tennessee is
one way to expand on the research and provide a more nuanced understanding of consumer
access in the late 18th and early 19th centuries. Taking sites from the eastern United States near
major urban centers would enable scholars to understand how quickly East Tennessee residents
obtained goods in comparison to city dwellers. In conjunction with East Coast urban
comparisons, it would be interesting to see how other frontier regions -- such as Indiana,
Michigan, and/or Illinois -- measure against East Tennessee. European settlement occurred later
in the midwest than in East Tennessee, but every region experiences settlement and access
differently. Several regions within the United States could be used as comparisons against East
Tennessee, or within-state comparisons could be studied. It would also be useful to sample other
day books from stores within East Tennessee and also for larger and smaller cities on the East
Coast or Midwest. It is hoped other scholars will expand on the individual portions or topics
covered within this thesis.
Research Conclusions
The questions posed in the introduction were addressed by a variety of research methods.
The archaeological assemblages from the three sites along with the newspaper advertisements,
and day books proved East Tennessee residents had access to consumer goods from an early
period. General stores and newspaper advertisements did increase from the earliest months
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sampled to the ones in the 1820s. Knoxville and surrounding communities were not static cities
or towns. Their commercial sectors changed with their populations, national politics, and global
events. The artifacts recovered from all three sites were dominated by imported ceramics,
especially refined English earthenwares, but also lesser quantities of Chinese porcelain. Even
though East Tennessee possessed several local redware potteries, the four families chose to
purchase the majority of their ceramics from stores carrying imported wares. Families purchased
ceramics to be able to have a choice when setting their dinner and tea tables and to do so with
current fashion trends.
Ceramics in Knoxville could be purchased from several general stores at any one time
from the 1790s to the 1820s (Knoxville Gazette 1791-1795; Knoxville Gazette 1791-1818;
Impartial Observer and Knoxville Gazette 1799-1803; Wilson’s Knoxville Gazette 1806-1816;
Knoxville Register 1816-1823; Knoxville Register 1826-1827). The first newspaper
advertisement in the sample reviewed was listed by King & Crozier in March 1795. James
White’s fort was established only nine years prior and Tennessee was not yet a state, but citizens
of Knoxville and surrounding communities were able to purchase consumer goods brought from
East Coast cities. Ceramics were first advertised by the same store, King & Crozier, three months
later. The store had, by this time, greatly expanded its merchandise stock to include: Irish linens,
Queens Ware, gun powder, chocolate, coffee, allspice, books, and window glass (Knoxville
Gazette 5 June 1795). By the end of 1798 there were at least six general stores doing business in
Knoxville: King & Crozier; Rich, Campbell, & Co.; Alexander Simrall; James Ore; David
Maxwell & George Wilson; and Lewis Tines (Knoxville Gazette 1795, 1797, 1798). Day book
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accounts were not available until 1803, but for January of that year the Park store had 296
transactions. Eleven of the transactions included ceramics, totaling 75 individual pieces.
Advertisements were the main way for consumers to know stores existed and what they
sold. From 1795 to 1826, 39 merchants operated stores in Knoxville, 9 in surrounding
communities (Blount, Grainger, and Washington counties), and 1 listing from Lynchburg,
Virginia. From the earliest sampled time period for newspapers, nearly half of the days sampled
from Knoxville (46%) contained advertisements for consumer goods. The percentage of days
with advertisements slowly increased during the following time period, which included the
global turmoil of the European wars, the 1807 Embargo, and the War of 1812. The final time
period, 1817-1827, saw a greater increase of advertisements, up to 83% or 29 of the 35 days
sampled contained advertisements.
Ceramics were present in all three sampled time period advertisements. Of the days with
advertisements, the percentage with ceramics increased from 60% in the first time period to 92%
in the third time period. A slight decrease of 5% occurred in the middle time period due to the
political and economic upheaval in Europe and North America. Overall, this sample of
advertisements shows stores continued to attach value to ceramic advertisements. Consumers
likely increased their purchase of ceramics during this time as selection increased and lowerpriced wares were available.
East Tennessee consumers acquired their store-bought goods through credit, barter, and
cash. The earliest period sampled found most stores advertised acceptance of “skins, furs,
country produce, and cash.” One half of the advertisements printed items suitable for exchange
and no store listed “cash only” in the first time period. Cash was too scarce at this time to require
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it for exchange. The second time period had fewer listings, but they listed cash a majority of the
time. If commercial activity lessened during this time period because of the global turmoil and
Embargo, merchants may have been less willing to extend credit or accept country produce. By
the third period fewer than half of the stores listed permissible items for exchange and of those
stores, one half listed “cash store” or “cash” only. (There were 72 advertisements, 34 listed
acceptable exchange items, and 17 listed cash). Within the Washington and Hawkins counties’
sample, one store listed cash only in the advertisement from a total of 19 advertisements and 13
listed acceptable trade goods. The other 12 advertisements listed “country produce,” “skins,” or
“cash.” The cash advertisements occurred in the later time period: 1827. By the 1820s, cash was
more common on the frontier. This happened as banks were founded and a national currency was
adopted. A larger population required more general stores to meet their needs, resulting in more
commercial transactions. The frontier environment was still present, but customers needed or
desired to purchase goods from the consumer market.
Newspapers in East Tennessee advertised for Queen’s Ware, Crockery, Liverpool Ware,
and China Ware. The seemingly generic names were enough to bring customers into the stores
and purchase the wares they desired. The Park day book describes ceramic purchases with
different details, using large or small; white, brown, blue-edged, edged, Delft, China, cabled; the
type of item (plate, dish, cup, saucer, mug, bowl, pitcher, teapot); and the number (individual,
sets, or by-the-dozen). Residents purchased ceramics throughout the year in varying amounts.
Some purchased sets of cups and saucers or a dozen plates, while others purchased one teapot,
two mugs, or three white bowls.
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From the Park day books the number of transactions for Francis A. Ramsey, William
Bell, and John Clark were tallied. Ramsey had 13 transactions at the Park Store from the 9
months sampled. William Bell had four transactions and John Clark was noted once for
purchasing from the Parks. None of the above transactions consisted of any ceramic purchases.
The families either purchased ceramics from the Parks in the non-sampled months or they
purchased their table, tea, and utilitarian wares from other Knoxville merchants.
Imported ceramics from England or China arrived in Knoxville via roadways. Merchants
in Knoxville and East Tennessee purchased consumer goods from several established cities:
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Richmond, and New York. Knoxville was not well supplied with water
transportation in the frontier period and they did not receive railroad connections until the 1850s
(Patton 1976:179-186). Roads through the rough terrain of East Tennessee provided arteries of
connection with East Coast and Southeastern cities (Finger 2001:51,180,189,194; Barksdale
2009:28-30). Regional purchases must have made it economically feasible for merchants to pay
for goods transported into the area. The Ramseys, Bells, Clarks, and Gaineses were families who
purchased the imported goods to allow the commercial sector to expand in East Tennessee.
Goods were transported from eastern port cities by wagon and horse or oxen. Flat boats or canals
may have been used for a portion of the journey, but direct access into East Tennessee was by
road.
The three ceramic assemblages displayed consumption of table, tea, and utilitarian wares
imported from Europe and China, and made locally. Ramsey House, Bell site, and Exchange
Place possessed similar ceramic wares, decorated in common methods of the time. Refined
Staffordshire earthenwares (pearlware and creamware) comprised the majority of recovered
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sherds and vessels. Residents also had access to Chinese porcelain, bone china, soft-paste
porcelain, local and imported stonewares, and local and imported redwares. Ceramic sherds were
decorated with enameling, painting, printing, industrial slip, glazes, and slips. Painted vessels
were more common than transfer-printed ones and most of the sherds were too small to reveal
large portions of a pattern.
The three house sites’ ceramics were overall very similar, but each owned varied forms
and decorations. The top three ware types at Ramsey House were pearlware, creamware, and
porcelain. Bell site had pearlware, creamware, and redware. Exchange Place possessed
pearlware, redware, and porcelain. Painted ceramics were the most common decoration method
for Bell site and Ramsey House, while Exchange Place had painted and printed wares mostly.
Blue was the predominant color choice for decoration, found in single color usage and within
polychrome palettes too. Multicolored patterns revealed brown was most common for all three
sites. Other colors paired with brown were yellow for Exchange Place; green and blue for Bell
site; and blue, green, yellow, orange, and black for Ramsey House. The occurrence of greater
color variety could indicate more ceramic sets, since the colors identified represent a portion of
the whole design; or the variety could mean the presence of non-matching pieces.
The slight differences among the three ceramic collections could be related to wealth, site
location, and/or personal preference. Each family lived in a log cabin at the beginning of the
site’s depositional history. The Ramseys soon built a stone I-house to replace their original
dwelling and the Bells added a second pen to create a saddle-bag dwelling on their property
(Stinson 1999:2; Faulkner 2008:53). If the Gaines family were the original inhabitants at
Exchange Place they too built a second dwelling (a 1 1/2 story double-pen log home) to replace
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their initial single-pen log cabin (Owens 1996:1). The Ramseys, Bells, and Clarks were property
owners of their land initially, while the Gaines family possibly rented land from the Pendletons
first (Sullivan County Deed Book:29,62). The Ramseys and Bells also each owned slaves, while
it is unknown if the Clarks or Gaines did so (KCA 1813:67-69; Stinson 1999:6; Faulkner
2008:66-68). Preliminary records do not indicate the latter families owned enslaved African
Americans (Owens 1996; Stinson 1999). Each of the families appears to have had money for
non-utilitarian needs. They may have spent discretionary income on choosing the particular types
of ceramics they desired.
The social position of the families within their respective towns of Knoxville and
Kingsport may have also influenced their ceramic purchases. Public servants, professionals, and
merchants likely maintained social circles necessitating several ceramic sets for afternoon teas
and formal dinners. The Ramseys certainly fit this description and John Gaines operated a store,
stagecoach relay station, and acted as post-master; all roles that heavily engaged the local
community. William Bell owned several hundred acres of land and four slaves (at time of death),
placing him within the yeoman category of economic farming (Groover 2003; Faulkner 2008).
The similar ceramic assemblages suggest consumers were able to access a variety of ceramics
throughout East Tennessee’s frontier period, especially in the later years after the War of 1812.
Global events and capital-driven businesses do set parameters for the selection of
consumer goods carried in a store, but consumers ultimately make the purchases. Each family
studied for this thesis participated differently in the consumer market. They likely shopped at
different stores and stocked their homes with a variety of consumer goods, not necessarily
identical or even similar to their neighbors. Personal tastes can change over the years along with
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family demographics, and socio-economic status. East Tennessee families, while living in the
“western country,” (Knoxville Register 1817, 1826) did not suffer from a paucity of globallyimported material goods. Period newspaper advertisements and merchant day book records
bolstered the information gleaned from the ceramic assemblages to elucidate questions of market
access, consumerism, and global integration. Merchant advertisements increased with time and
the goods they sold were affected by global political events. Consumer goods were transported
from East Coast cities on a network of roads, connecting the frontier with metropolitan American
and European cities.
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Table A.1: Units and Levels for Analysis from the Ramsey House Excavations, 1999
Unit/level (1999)

MCD

Sherd Count

F. 47, 24

1799

7

F. 111 71

1802

6

F. 111 U. 71, 26 / 7

1800

37

F. 111 U. 71, 26 / 8

1794

6

83/3

1810

46

Table A.2: Units and Levels for Analysis from the Ramsey House Excavations, 2000
Unit/level (2000)

MCD

Sherd Count

92/7

1828

8

92/9

1812

31

92/11

1805

87

F. 129 U. 100

1801

16
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Table A.3: Units and Levels for Analysis from the Ramsey House Excavations, 2001
Unit/level (2001)

MCD

Sherd Count

122/1

1806

4

122/5

1798

16

128/5

1804

127

129/6

1804

21

143/4

1802

60

F. 157 128/5

1804, 1811

110

F. 157 132

1805

33

F. 157 132/5

1796, 1804

30

F. 157 132/6

1802

17

F. 157 132/7

1804

12

F. 161 U. 130

1802

33

F. 161 130/5

1802

112

F. 161 130/6

1803

62

F. 161 130/7

1800

11

F. 169 137/5

1797

19

F. 169 138/6

1801

68

F. 169 138/7

1802

9

F. 169 138/8

1807

86

F. 169 139/7

1800

6

F. 173 142/5

1802

1

F. 173 143/6

1803

14

F. 173 143/5

1803

18
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Table A.4: Units and Levels for Analysis from the Bell Site Excavations
Unit/level

MCD

Sherd Count

cellar/control

1807

18

1/1, 1/3

1816

5

2/1, 2/3

1818

17

3/1, 3/2

1822

9

4/1, 4/2, 4/3

1803

23

6/1

1797

5

7/1, 7/2

1808

26

8/1, 8/2

1809

15

9/1, 9/2

1804

17

10/1, 10/2

1799

6

11/1, 11/2

1800

7

12/1, 12/2, 12/3

1816

16

13/1, 13/2, 13/3

1806

14

14/1, 14/2

1801

10

16/1, 16/2, 16/3

1804

28

17/1, 17/2, 17/3

1804

26

18/1, 18/2, 18/3

1802

34

19/2

1796

5

20/1, 20/2, 20/3, 20/4

1805

36

21/1, 21/2, 21/3, 21/4

1801

17

22/1, 22/2, 22/3, 22/4

1801

44

23/1, 23/2, 23/3

1804

24
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Table A.4: Units and Levels for Analysis from the Bell Site Excavations
Unit/level

MCD

Sherd Count

24/1, 24/2, 24/3

1809

24

27/1, 27/2

1814

21

29/1, 29/2, 29/3

1800

15

30/1, 30/2, 30/3

1805

33

31/1, 31/2, 31/3

1806

16

32/1, 32/2, 32/3, 32/4

1803

23

33/1, 33/2, 33/3, 33/4

1803

35

34/1, 34/2

1802

23

35/1, 35/2, 35/3

1802

33

36/2, 36/3, 36/4

1805

14

37/3, 37/4

1809

3

38/1, 38/2, 38/3, 38/4

1802

24

39/1, 39/2, 39/4, 39/5

1800

24

40/2, 40/3, 40/4, 40/5, 40/6

1805

16

41/1, 41/3, 41/4, 41/5

1802

50

42/1, 42/3, 42/4, 42/5, 42/6

1801

34

43/2, 43/3, 43/4, 43/5, 43/6

1805

58

44/1, 44/2, 44/3, 44/4, 44/5

1808

34

45/2, 45/3, 45/5, 45/6

1806

22

46/1, 46/2, 46/3, 46/4, 46/5,
46/6

1800

38

47/1, 47/2, 47/3, 47/4

1803

11
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Table A.4: Units and Levels for Analysis from the Bell Site Excavations
Unit/level

MCD

Sherd Count

48/2

1801

6

49/2, 49/3, 49/4, 49/6

1811

29

50/2, 50/3, 50/4

1804

33

51/1, 51/2, 51/3, 51/4, 51/5,
51/6

1805

76

52/1, 52/2, 52/3, 52/4, 52/5

1804

25

53/1, 53/2, 53/3, 53/4, 53/5,
53/6, 53/7

1803

58

54/2, 54/3, 54/4

1804

53

55/1, 55/2, 55/3, 55/4, 55/5

1805

34

56/1, 56/2, 56/3, 56/4, 56/5

1805

26

57/1, 57/2,

1809

15

58/1, 58/2, 58/3, 58/4, 58/5

1805

29

59/2, 59/3, 59/4, 59/5, 59/6

1804

16

60/1, 60/2, 60/3, 60/4, 60/5

1806

14

61/1, 61/2, 61/3, 61/4, 61/5

1807

48

62/2, 62/3

1798

13

63/1, 63/2, 63/3, 63/4

1804

18

64/1, 64/2, 64/3, 64/4

1806

31

65/1, 65/2, 65/3, 65/6

1803

18

66/1, 66/2, 66/3, 66/4, 66/5,
66/6, 66/7

1806

60

67/1, 67/2

1806

20
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Table A.4: Units and Levels for Analysis from the Bell Site Excavations
Unit/level

MCD

Sherd Count

68/1, 68/2, 68/3, 68/4

1803

46

69/1, 69/2

1806

5

70/1, 70/2, 70/3, 70/4, 70/5

1802

21

71/1, 71/2, 71/3, 71/4

1803

60

72/1, 72/2, 72/3, 72/4

1804

41

73/1, 73/2

1804

12

74/2

1799

5

75/1, 75/2, 75/3, 75/4

1803

43

76/1, 76/2, 76/3, 76/4

1803

26
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Table A.5: Levels for Analysis from Exchange Place Excavation (from Owens 1997:27)
Median Date

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

All Levels

1788

0

0

1

0

1

1791

1

13

7

17

38

1800

0

1

8

7

16

1805

14

21

41

5

81

1808

0

1

11

1

13

1818

10

25

24

9

68

Total

25

61

92

39
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MCD

1809

1807

1807

1801

1806
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Table A.6: Sampled Newspapers by Year
Date

Newspaper

Knox County
Jan 9, 1795
Feb 3, 1795
Mar 13, 1795
Apr 17, 1795
May 8, 1795
Jun 5, 1795
Jul 3, 1795
Dec 19, 1796
Jan 2, 1797
Feb 6, 1797
Mar 6, 1797
Apr 3, 1797
Feb 3, 1798
Jan 7, 1801
Feb 4, 1801
Mar 11, 1801
May 6, 1801
Oct 14, 1801
Nov 11, 1801
Aug 4, 1802
Jan 26, 1803
Jul 18, 1803
Aug 9, 1803
Jan 4, 1817
Feb 6, 1817
Mar 6, 1817
Apr 3, 1817
May 8, 1817
Jun 5, 1817
Jul 3, 1817

Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Gazette
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
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Table A.6: Sampled Newspapers by Year
Date

Newspaper

Aug 7, 1817
Sep 4, 1817
Oct 7, 1817
Nov 4, 1817
Dec 2, 1817
Jan 1, 1822
Feb 12, 1822
Mar 5, 1822
Apr 2, 1822
May 7, 1822
Jun 4, 1822
Jul 2, 1822
Aug 13, 1822
Sep 3, 1822
Oct 1, 1822
Nov 5, 1822
Dec 3, 1822
Jan 6, 1826
Feb 1, 1826
Mar 1, 1826
Apr 10, 1826
May 3, 1826
Jun 11, 1826
Jul 5, 1826
Aug 2, 1826
Sep 6, 1826
Oct 4, 1826
Nov 1, 1826
Sep 11, 1799
Apr 16, 1800
May 28, 1800

Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
Knoxville Register
The Impartial Observer and Knoxville Gazette
The Impartial Observer and Knoxville Gazette
The Impartial Observer and Knoxville Gazette
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Table A.6: Sampled Newspapers by Year
Date

Newspaper

Jul 4, 1800
Jul 2, 1800
Aug 12, 1800
Sep 3, 1800
Jan 6, 1808
Feb 3, 1808
Mar 2, 1808
Apr 6, 1808
May 11, 1808
Jun 1, 1808
Jul 6, 1808
Aug 3, 1808
Sep 7, 1808
Oct 5, 1808
Dec 7, 1808
Nov 2, 1808
Jan 6, 1812
Feb 3, 1812
Mar 2, 1812
Apr 6, 1812
May 4, 1812
Jun 1, 1812
Jul 6, 1812
Aug 3, 1812
Sep 7, 1812
Oct 5, 1812
Nov 30, 1812
Mar 29, 1813
Apr 5, 1813
May 10, 1813
Jun 7, 1813

The Impartial Observer and Knoxville Gazette
The Impartial Observer and Knoxville Gazette
The Impartial Observer and Knoxville Gazette
The Impartial Observer and Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
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Table A.6: Sampled Newspapers by Year
Date

Newspaper

Jul 5, 1812
Aug 2, 1813
Sep 6, 1813
Oct 4, 1813
Nov 1, 1813
Washington County
Nov 5, 1803
Dec 9, 1803
Feb 1, 1804
Feb 1, 1804
Feb 1, 1804
Apr 27, 1819
Feb 1, 1820
Nov 25, 1825
Dec 16, 1825
Dec 16, 1825
Dec 16, 1825
Feb 24, 1826
Feb 24, 1826
Dec 21, 1826
Jun 9, 1827
Sept 27, 1828
Hawkins County
Jul 13, 1818
Aug 19, 1818

Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Wilson's Knoxville Gazette
Washington Advertiser
Washington Advertiser
Washington Advertiser
Washington Advertiser
washington Advertiser
Manumission Intelligencer
East TN Patriot
Farmer’s Journal
Farmer’s Journal
Farmer’s Journal
Farmer’s Journal
Farmer’s Journal
Farmer’s Journal
Farmer’s Journal
Farmer’s Journal
Farmer’s Journal
Rogersville Gazette
Western Pilot
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Table A.7: Sampled Newspaper Advertisements by Year
Date

Advertising
Merchant

Newspaper

Ceramics

13 March 1795

King & Crozier

Knoxville Gazette

No

5 June 1795

King & Crozier

Knoxville Gazette

Yes

19 December 1796

King & Crozier

Knoxville Gazette

Yes

2 January 1797

King & Crozier

Knoxville Gazette

Yes

6 February 1797

Rich, Campbell, &
Co.

Knoxville Gazette

Yes

6 February 1797

Alexander Simrall

Knoxville Gazette

No

6 March 1797

James Ore

Knoxville Gazette

No

6 March 1797

King & Crozier

Knoxville Gazette

Yes

6 March 1797

David Maxwell &
George Wilson

Knoxville Gazette

No

3 April 1797

James Ore

Knoxville Gazette

No

3 April 1797

Lewis Tines

Knoxville Gazette

No

3 April 1797

Rich, Campbell, &
Co.

Knoxville Gazette

No

3 February 1798

King & Crozier

Knoxville Gazette

No

11 March 1801

King & Crozier

Knoxville Gazette

No

6 May 1801

King & Crozier

Knoxville Gazette

No

14 October 1801

Josiah Nichol

Knoxville Gazette

Yes

11 November 1801

Josiah & John Nichol

Knoxville Gazette

Yes

4 August 1802

King & Crozier

Knoxville Gazette

Yes

First Period:
1795-1805
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Table A.7: Sampled Newspaper Advertisements by Year
Date

Advertising
Merchant

Newspaper

Ceramics

4 August 1802

James Campbell

Knoxville Gazette

Yes

4 August 1802

Josiah Nichol

Knoxville Gazette

Yes

4 August 1802

Josiah & John Nichol

Knoxville Gazette

No

9 August 1803

John H. Wetzell

Knoxville Gazette

No

9 August 1803

Thomas Humes

Knoxville Gazette

Yes

9 August 1803

William King

Knoxville Gazette

No

11 May 1808

McKee, Keller, &
Co.

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

No

6 July 1808

Calvin & Gideon
Morgan

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

Yes

5 October 1808

Moore

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

No

7 December 1808

Moore

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

No

7 December 1808

McKee, Keller, &
Co.

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

Yes

6 January 1812

James Park

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

Yes

Second period:
1806-1816
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Table A.7: Sampled Newspaper Advertisements by Year
Date

Advertising
Merchant

Newspaper

Ceramics

6 January 1812

Robert King, Jr. &
Co.

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

No

6 January 1812

David Keller

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

No

6 January 1812

William Park

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

Yes

3 February 1812

Robert King Jr. &
Co.

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

No

2 March 1812

Robert King Jr. &
Co.

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

No

6 April 1812

Robert King Jr.

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

No

4 May 1812

Robert King Jr.

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

No

1 June 1812

Robert King Jr.

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

No

6 July 1812

Robert King Jr.

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

No

7 June 1813

David Keller

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

No
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Table A.7: Sampled Newspaper Advertisements by Year
Date

Advertising
Merchant

Newspaper

Ceramics

5 July 1813

David Keller

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

No

2 August 1813

David Keller

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

No

6 September 1813

David Keller

The Impartial
Observer &
Knoxville Gazette

No

4 June 1817

C. G. & R. Morgan

Knoxville Register

No

3 April 1817

King & Whitson

Knoxville Register

No

3 April 1817

C. G. Garmer &
Samuel Allen

Knoxville Register

No

5 June 1817

C. McClung & Sons

Knoxville Register

No

5 June 1817

Samuel Roberts

Knoxville Register

Yes

3 July 1817

Samuel Roberts

Knoxville Register

Yes

3 July 1817

King & Whitson

Knoxville Register

Yes

7 August 1817

Calvin Morgan

Knoxville Register

No

4 September 1817

Calvin Morgan

Knoxville Register

No

7 October 1817

David Keller

Knoxville Register

No

7 October 1817

King & Whitson

Knoxville Register

No

4 November 1817

Calvin Morgan

Knoxville Register

No

4 November 1817

David Keller

Knoxville Register

No

Third period:
1817-1827
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Table A.7: Sampled Newspaper Advertisements by Year
Date

Advertising
Merchant

Newspaper

Ceramics

4 November 1817

King & Whitson

Knoxville Register

No

2 December 1817

C. McClung & Sons

Knoxville Register

No

2 December 1817

McClung &
Campbell

Knoxville Register

No

2 December 1817

Charles Williams
(Lynchburg)

Knoxville Register

No

2 December 1817

David Keller

Knoxville Register

No

2 December 1817

Calvin Morgan

Knoxville Register

No

1 January 1822

C. McClung & Sons

Knoxville Register

No

12 February 1822

C. McClung & Sons

Knoxville Register

No

5 March 1822

C. McClung & Sons

Knoxville Register

No

7 May 1822

Crozier & Burton

Knoxville Register

Yes

7 May 1822

P. G. Godley

Knoxville Register

No

4 June 1822

Samuel Roberts

Knoxville Register

Yes

4 June 1822

Gideon Morgan

Knoxville Register

No

4 June 1822

B. Craighead

Knoxville Register

No

4 June 1822

Haynie & Luttrell

Knoxville Register

Yes

4 June 1822

Crozier & Burton

Knoxville Register

Yes

2 July 1822

Crozier & Burton

Knoxville Register

Yes

13 August 1822

Morgan & Jacobs

Knoxville Register

Yes

13 August 1822

J. W. Blackwell

Knoxville Register

No

13 August 1822

Samuel Roberts

Knoxville Register

Yes
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Table A.7: Sampled Newspaper Advertisements by Year
Date

Advertising
Merchant

Newspaper

Ceramics

3 September 1822

C. McClung & Sons

Knoxville Register

No

3 September 1822

J. W. Blackwell

Knoxville Register

No

3 September 1822

Crozier & Burton

Knoxville Register

No

3 September 1822

Morgan & Jacobs

Knoxville Register

Yes

1 October 1822

C. McClung & Sons

Knoxville Register

No

1 October 1822

J. W. Blackwell

Knoxville Register

No

5 November 1822

C. McClung & Sons

Knoxville Register

No

6 January 1826

Morgan & Jacobs

Knoxville Register

No

6 January 1826

C. McClung & Sons

Knoxville Register

Yes

1 February 1826

Turner & Hill

Knoxville Register

No

1 March 1826

Turner & Hill

Knoxville Register

No

10 April 1826

William Nichol

Knoxville Register

No

10 April 1826

Bell & Delancy

Knoxville Register

No

10 April 1826

Turner & Hill

Knoxville Register

No

3 May 1826

William Nichol

Knoxville Register

No

3 May 1826

Bell & Delancy

Knoxville Register

No

11 June 1826

Berry & Foute
(Maryville)

Knoxville Register

No

11 June 1826

Crozier & Burton

Knoxville Register

No

11 June 1826

Samuel Roberts

Knoxville Register

No

5 July 1826

Berry & Wallace
(Maryville)

Knoxville Register

Yes
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Table A.7: Sampled Newspaper Advertisements by Year
Date

Advertising
Merchant

Newspaper

Ceramics

5 July 1826

John Crozier & Sons

Knoxville Register

No

5 July 1826

Berry & Foute
(Maryville)

Knoxville Register

No

5 July 1826

William Nichol

Knoxville Register

No

2 August 1826

Berry & Wallace
(Maryville)

Knoxville Register

Yes

2 August 1826

John Crozier & Sons

Knoxville Register

No

2 August 1826

Berry & Foute
(Maryville)

Knoxville Register

No

2 August 1826

James Berry

Knoxville Register

No

1 November 1826

C. McClung & Sons

Knoxville Register

No

9 December 1803

John & Robert Allen

Washington
Advertiser

No

9 December 1803

William King

Washington
Advertiser

No

1 February 1804

Joseph Glass

Washington
Advertiser

No

1 February 1804

John & Robert Allen

Washington
Advertiser

No

1 February 1804

William King

Washington
Advertiser

No

Washington County
Sample
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Table A.7: Sampled Newspaper Advertisements by Year
Date

Advertising
Merchant

Newspaper

Ceramics

1 February 1820

A. & W. McKee

East Tennessee
Patriot

Yes

25 November 1825

Jone’s & Greenways

Farmer’s Journal

Yes

16 December 1825

M. Deadrick & Son

Farmer’s Journal

Yes

16 December 1825

John H. Eason

Farmer’s Journal

Yes

16 December 1825

Jone’s & Greenways

Farmer’s Journal

Yes

24 February 1826

John G. Eason

Farmer’s Journal

Yes

24 February 1826

Jone’s & Greenways

Farmer’s Journal

No

21 December 1826

John G. Eason

Farmer’s Journal

No

9 June 1827

Jone’s & Greenways

Farmer’s Journal

Yes

27 September 1828

John G. Eason

Farmer’s Journal

No
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